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} Superintendents of S...-..y. 

Bevenue Commissioner, Southern Division, · 

In obetlience to instructions from Go~ernment, conveyed in the letter noted in the 
Dated lOth April margin, we have assembled at Poona for the purpose of taking into con_sider.: 

1847, No. 864. ation "the best means for bringingthe somewhat diversified.operationsof the 
"several Revenue· Surveys of this Presidency into conformity, as far as practicable," and also 
"for ensuring the results Qf the Surveys being turned to the best account, and maintai~ed in · 
"their original integrity in the future management of the Districts;" upon which points we 

· do ourselves the honor to submit, for the .consideration:. of· the Hon;ble the Governor·in 
Council, the following Report. · · 

2. Descripti~ns, more or less complete, of the modes. of operation in ~se on the three 
surveys, have been at different times already_ submitted to' Govermn:e~t ;·but ·subS,t)qu~ntto 
the dates on which these were written, modifications of,the then existing practices have been 
from time to time, introduced, so that the descriptions referred to now present an imperfect, .. 
and, from the circumstances which called them ~orth, an unconnected view of the several. sys
tems. But, in preference to entering into a minute detail ofthe methods of proceaurefollowed 
at present on the several surveys, we shall proceed to d.escribe, in compliance with the in ten~ 
tiona of Governme~t, the principles of that system of survey, which, ·on a fuii consideration . 
~f the merits arid peculiarities of the exi~ting practices, we dee in bes~ suited for general adop
tion, and to be considered the standard for future operations, in so far as local peculi~rities 
may admit. · · 

3. _ A full consideration 'of the points mooted by Government would seem to require, in. 
addition to the description of the system o( Survey and Assessment~ some notice of the objects' 
to be accomplished by it, as it· is only by a full comprehension of the end to be atilamed that 
we can judge of the merits of the means empioyed~ We P!Opose, therefore, before proCeeding 
to describe the plan .of survey we have to recommend; to submit a few observationg, illus
trative of the system of revenue administration to _which our ·operations. are· subservient. 

4. The chief design of a Revenue Survey may be defined to be t~e regulation of the 
customary land tax, so that it shall at once secure an adequate revenue tO Government, ~the. 
progressive development of the agricultural resources of the country, and the preservation of . 
all proprietary and other rights connected with the soiL In the district _hitherto surveyed, 
or under survey by us, the whole Iand, as generally throughout :India, appertains to vii .. 
lages ; and the lands of each village are divided into fields or estates, held upon various tenures, 
or unoccupied, but which in respect of taxation may be classed under the three heads of 
rentfree, partially assessed, and subject to the standard assessme!"t• . 

5. Under our Government, the revenue management of the districts alluded to has 
generally been Ryotwur, but without joint responsibility,-each cultivator being liable orily 
for the land he cultivates, and renewing his engagement with Government from year to year, 
In some districts, each field, or subdivision of the fillag~ lands, had . its particular assess. 
ment, which was either fixed, or sattled from time to time, and the c~tivators had, or w~tre 
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supposed to have, t~e right of relinquishing, when so disposed, any of the fields contained in 
their holdings, and obtaining a reduction of their liabilities, equivalent to the assessment of 
the lands so relinquished; in others, the assessment was laid upon the entire holding of the 
c~tivator, instead of its component :fields; but in both cases t~e practical exercise of the 
right of the cultivator to relinquish any part of his farm, at the expiration ~f his annual 
engagement, was greatly restricted, by the injudicious interferenne of our native Revenue 
servants, through their anxiety to keep up the cultivation and revenue of the villages or 
districts over which they had control. · · 

6. The superior advantages of the field assessment over that by which the assessment is 
placed on the whole lands of a village, or the entire holdings of individuals or co-parceners: 
whether proprietors or occupants, have been already so fully stawd by two of our number, in 

Fr M G ld 
"d their joint report quoted in the margin, and are so generally admitted 

om essrs. o sm1 
and Wingate, to Sole by the Revenue Officers of this Presidency, that we deem it unneces-
Rev. Comr. No. I, dated - sary to enter upon any very detailed exposition of them here. It may 
27th October 1840. . 

be permitted us to remark, however, that one manifest advantage of 
breaking up the assessment of a village into portions so minute, is the facility it affords to 
the cUltivators of contracting or enlarging their farms from year to year, according to the 
fluctuating amount of agricultural capital and stock at their disposal ; which is of incalcula
ble importance to farmers possessed of so limited resources as those of the cultivating classes 
throughout India. · 

7. The loss of a few bullocks by disease, or other causes, may quite incapacitate a ryot 
from cultivating profitably the extent of land he had previously in tillage, and without the 
privilege of contracting the extent of his farm, and consequent liabilities on occasion of such 
losses, his ruin would be very shortly consummated. It is for this reason that there "!ould 
be no advantage, but the contrary, in binding down the cultivators· by long leases, as has 
_often been recommended. The only advantage of-along leas~ to a farmer, is the security it 
affords against any increase of rent or assessment during its continuance; while, on the othe1· 
hand~ ithasthedisadvantage of increasing his risks and liabilities in proportion to the length 
of the period for which it makes him responsible for the rent or assessment. The longer the 
lease, .the greater scope for the employment of capital, but the greater the liabilities of the 
farmer, and risk of failure. With farmers of large capital, the security of tenure will over
balance t~e risk; but with farmers of small capital, the case will be reversed; and for the 
latter class of men in any country, it may safely be predicated that long leases, binding them 
to pay an invariable rent for a long series of years, are quite unsuitable. 

8. To all classes of farmers, however, whether rich or poor, the tenure which affords 
the greatest security against increase of rent, with the least extent ofliability and risk of loss, 

. is, undoubtedly that most favourable to the interests of the agricultural classes and to the 
progressive increase of farming capital ; and it is evident that t~is can only be effected by 
shifting the risk from the tenant to the landlord, and set.-uring to the former all the ad van
tages and security of a long lease, without its attendant liabilities. In countries where the 
land is divided into properties of limited extend, landlords could not be expected to incur this 
risk, when it is so easy to shift it on their tenants and secure their own rents; but the case is 
altogether different when the whole or a large portion of the land-rent is levied by Govern
ment. In the latter case, the interests of the rent-payer and rent-receiver are identical. 
With a Government, the question is not the certainty and amount of rent derivable from one 
estate, without reference to aught beyond its boundaries~ but from the country at larg-e. T~e 
land tax is obtained, not from a few individual farmers, but from the whole agricultural 
community; and its amount will fluctuate with the circumstances of the latter. With every 
diminution of the total axnmmt of capital employed in agriculture, the land revenue will 
decline; with every increase, it will improve. The maximum of farming capital and land 
rtvenue will be the same, as will also be their fluctuations. It appears, therefore, that in 
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opposition to the case of an ordinary land owner, Government incurs neither risk of loss, nor 
additional liabilities, by gi~ng t~e cultivator all the advantages of a long lease, and, at the 
same time,_ relieving him of its attendant disadvantages. . _ . · · , · 

,< ' ' . . .. . • • .t I ' . '. I > ; t ' .... • J -·' 

9. The important end here pointed out, we believe to be fully attained by ·the fixed 
field assessment of our surveys, administered by iuinualleases: 'The cultivator's title to the 
occupation of his flelds is indestructible·, while he continues to discharge tbe assessment laid 
upon them, though his ~ngagement for each be annually renewed; and by placing the assessr 
ment upon each field, instead of on his whole holding, he is enabled~ ··when cireumstances 
make the course desirable, to relinquish any ot the fon;ner, or take up_o~hers w:hich may be 
unoccnpied, SO as to accommodate the extent of his'liabi.Uties 'to 'his I means' to • meet them, 

.... The fixed field assessment for the term of thirty yea~s, .i~trod u~'ed by ~nir s~v~y~~' tb'us· 
se.cures to the. ~ultivator the full a~va~tag~s o£ a ~hirt,.v~yeai:~' 'l~~s~, ":fthont burderii~g hi~ 
With any condition beyond that of <llschargmg the assessme~t ~or the smgle year to which h1s 
engagement extends. He has thus all the seclni~y. of teriu~e. :which t~e Jon~e~t ~~.ase ~ould 
confer, without the attendant liabilities 'and risk,, :which his limited capital and precarious 

• . . · ~ ; . f ! I · ·, ~ 

. Circumstances would be quite inadequate to zp.eet. . 
1

, l _ .... · '· · 

• • • -. !-~ . ~i r' .; 

·: ·10 •. The main objects, then, ofo~r su~veys, i~ th&i:rripoaitioii'ofa field assessment, and 
we are now to consider the most 'sUitable l:neatis 'foF·accolri.plishiri.g'thi's: .li Yli : ' • ·-·. t· .•. 

• '. •of:. I 1,1:,,,.~. ':.J~i £!>1",1j~.,c";l .• l'I'.'J"•.l'·~:'"-~.,; 

11.. The first question presenting itself for consideration, is the definition o~ ~he f?.~ld. 
In every village, a~ already stated; there are recognized subdivisions of-the_village lands, 
which, for the most part, have ·distmctive' appellation·s, and have existed frofn tinle iiD.memo
rial; many of these, however,.known as Thuls~· Tickas,· Daghs, and byothet,denominations;. 
are'of large size, and in the pos'sessiori of .several iridividuals.L Their external bound,aries JJ!ay 
be considered permanent, but the limits o! their interior portions itr th~ possession of distinct 
pa~ies,.are subject to change, through the.operationof sales_, trail~fers,arine:xations,partitions~ 
and so forth. , Occasionally; also, ·an ·old subdivision; though 'of large size; may be :held by a 
single individual of larger means. than_ usual : anothe~,' ·again; though -D.ot beyond, and even • 
within the average size, may be partitioned very minutely amongst a numerous co.parcenary' 
especially in the case of Meeras lands, which are inherited l~y the Hindoo co.minon. ·law; of 
equal partition among the male descendants, :on the ~d&.th ·of the common .ailcestor~. ~.Such ·· 

. minor subdivisions are .continually subject to change,' from the causes just ~entione_d, and 
others; and, fina1ly ,large tracts' of waste, and even cuitivated 1andst in which all trace of the 
original subdlvisions has been lost, 'are·' not l:mco:rri~on. ··' · · · · ··•· · . '• •! : · ,,· '··~· ., • •:. 

' : ' . • · 'j ) • ', : • ., W l t ,
1 

'.;. > . : - • ~ ' 1 1 i "'! I r • ; · ·· . ', · ,.-~ •· • 

12. To secure the advantages of the field assessment· described iit c,u; prec~ding'ohser
vations, it is obviously reqUisite that the fields upori. which the assessment is di~tributed should 
be of a size suitable to the circumstances. of the. cultivators. so as to admit of theii-' .being 
readily cUltivated by ryots of limited means. This could not be accomPlished by .constituting· . 
the ancient Thuls and Daghs into fields, as these woUld be generally too large for- -eur pur
pose ; while, on the other hand1 to make a field of every one of their interior subdivisions, as 
they exist at the time of survey~' would greatly increase the labor and expense .of the Qpera
tion, without an adequate object; for such holdings are subject to frequent chat;tge, is already 
explained, and no advantage that wEi are aware of is to be. gained by making permanent a 
state of things which, though representing at the time of survey the distribution of the village 
lands amongst the members 'of the community, would not continue to do so after the lapse of 
a very few• years, • ' ' ' 1 

• ' ' I ' '. . . , . : ! 1 ; ' •, , # ... ' • . 1 l: 

· 13. In the division of the village la~d~ into fields, the ~hief p~int~ 1to. ~e kep~ in view 
appear to be, 

• ' • • -~ 1 0 ' I 1 • ' 

1st-That the fields, or at least a majority of them, should not be larger than may be 
cultivated by ryots of limited means.· 
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2nd-That they should not be made smaller than is necessary for the above object 
without an adequate reason. 

The former of these points may ·re~dily be determined by the extent of land capable of 
being cultivated by a pair of bullocks, as farming cannot be prosecuted at all with a less 
number than this. When a ryot has only a single bullock, he must enter into partnership with 
a neighbour, or obtain a second by some means or other, in order to be able to cultivate at all. 

14, The extent of land capable of being cultivated with a pair of bullocks, will vary 
according to climate, soil, description of cultivation, and methods of husbandry. In very 
dry climates, as the Deccan, where the soil is kept free of grass and weeds with comparative 
ease, the extent of the land will be greater than in moisture districts, where vegetation is more 
vigorous, other circumstances connected with the cultivation being the same. A larger 
breadth of light, !riable soil, may, of course, be kept in tillage with the same labor, than of 
heavier descriptions. In districts where manure is generally applied to the soils, the area 
capable of being cultivated will be much less than when no manure is applied. The difference 
between dry crop and irrigated lands will be still greater. 

15. The actual extent of the several descriptions of land capable of being cultivated as 
above, may, however, be easily ascertained in the case of any district about to be surveyed. 
Let us suppose, for the sake of illustration, the following to be the number of acres cultivable 
by a pair of bullocks in a particular district : 

20 acres of ligh~ dry crop soil. 
1 § , medium · , 
12 , heavy , 
4 ,, rice land 

" 
These areas would, we are of opinion, form the most convenient size of fields, .as a general 
rule ; but other circumstances require consideration. 

16. It is of much importance that the existing state of things, in any village, should be 
as little interfered with as conveniently practicable, and consequently that the holdings of 
different proprietors and cultivators: and land held upon different tenures, should not, when 
avoidable, be included in the same field; and though cultivators, possessing only a pair of 
bullocks, are numerous, those with a greater number are more numerous still; so that fields 
of double the. size of the standard we have proposed, might be cultivated, and made the 
subject of transfer, &c., without difficulty. 

17. On taking into account these and various other circumstances affecting the ques
tion, but which could not be clearly explained without entering into a greater detail than 
would be suitable in a Report such as this, we are led to propose the following general Rules 
for the division of village lands into fields :-

RULES. 

lat.-The number of acres for each description of soil and culture, capable of cultivation 
by a single pair of bullocks, having been determined, the size of the fields should be 
so regulated as to contain from this to double this number of acres. 

·2nd .-The preceding Rule does not apply to tracts of land incapable of cultivation or 
unsuited for it in their present state, from the presence of dense jungle, or other 
obstructions, whicn should be divided into as ~arge portions as may be convenient. 

3rd.-Land held upon different tenures; as Meeras, Gutkool, Enam,' J oodee, &c., should 
be measured separately, and not together, in the same field, even when of smaller 
·area than required by Rule 1. · 
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4th.-Different kinds of culture, as dry crop, rice, garden, &c., when in conformity with. 
the usage of the District, should, as far as conveniently practicable, be measured 
into distinct fields. 

I/ 5th.-Every holding• falling within the limits prescribed in Rule 1, should be consti-
tuted as survey field." · · 

/f 6th.-Every holding in excess of these dimensions, should be divided into two or tnor~ 
fields, so as to bring the area of each within them. , . . , . . 

7th.-When a holding is of less area than the limit laid down in Rule 1, and there are ' 
other holdings on the same tenure contiguous to it, and also of less area than the · 
Rule prescribes, so many of these are to be clubbed together, to form a new field; 
as may be requisite to bring the acres of the latter within the limit, but no more. 

8th.-"-When· a holding of less area than required by Rule 1 does not adjoin another 
holding, similarly circumstanced, it should be made a separate field, notwithstanding 
its deficient size. • 

18. These Rules would preserve the existing divisions of the land to' as great an extent 
as seems necessary or desirable; for the subdivision of any large holding, under Rule 1, 
into fields of convenient size for cultivation, Win in no way affect the existing rights of the 
occupant, as the external boundaries and ·extent of hisr land will remain unchanged. The 
~nly other case in which existing usage could at all be inter~ered with, is, that of two or 
more inconveniently minute holdings being thrown into one survey field, under the provi- · 
sions of Rule 6 ; but such instances would be of rare occurrence, and the field thus formed,· 
so small, that there would be no difficulty whatever in arranging for the payment of its 
assessment by the several shareholders. 

19. The size of tbe holdings having been determined, the next question that suggests · 
itself, is the best mode of defining their limits, and of securing the preservation of the 
boundaries, when defined. 

· 20. A continuous ridge or mound of earth enconlj8ssing the field, is doubtless the 
best boundary ; but Fmch was found on •trial to be too expensive, and a ·system of partial 
ridging at the angles, and a.t intervals along the sides, with stones sunk at the corners and 
bends, has proved sufficient for practi~al purposes. 

21. The number and ·size of these marks must be regulated by local circumstances, 
and we do not, therefore, propose any specific rule on the subject, further than that they 
ought to be of size and in number sufficient to define distinctly the limits of the fields, on the 
completion of the survey. These marks, whatever may be the labor and cost of their con
struction, we consider essential to the usefulness and permanency of the survey operations. 
Their due preservation and improvement will form one of the most important points con
nected with the future administration of the survey settlements, and will receive our atten
tion when treating of the latt~r subject in the sequel of this Report. 

22. The division of the village lands bemg subsidiary to the. allotment of the entire 
area of a district into villages, the determination and definition of village boundaries becomes 
a mos~ desirable preliminary to the former operation. This measure is urgently called for, 
not merely with respect to its bearing on the survey, thong~ this is most important, but in· 
order to put a period to the numerous cases of disputed boundaries, which have not only 
been fruitful causes of ill-feeling and contention between the disputing parties, bot have also 

• By" holding" we mean any field, estate, or ocbupancy, contam'ed within a continues line of boundary, 
and in the poSSession of One person Or Co-Jlarcen&ry.' 
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entailed a serious loss of revenue to Government, by preventing the cultivation. of exten· 
sive and often valuable tracts of land. 

23. 'l'he existence of an unworkable enactment (Regulation X. of 1827) for the settle· 
ments of these disputes, and the failure of several attempts to obtain a more efficient law, 
added to the increasing obstruction to the survey operation caused by the frequency of such 
disputes in particular districts, compelled the officers in charge to resort to some practicable 
mode of settlement, and these attempts proved that the main hindrance to their settlement 
before, had been the undue importance attached,to them, and that no insurmonntable or 
even serious obstacles stood in the way of their adjustment; while the recent law (No. III. 
of 1846) for the construction and preservation of boundary marks, affords ample security 
against the revival of any disputes, once settled by the Survey Department. 

24. All the more important of these disputes are of long standing, and, in the majority 
of cases·, the land has been waste from time immemorial, and rendered of little value to any 
party, by having been converted into a contested grazing ground for the cattle of the several 
villages claiming any part of it. There is generally no evidence whatever in proof of the 
original limits, beyond a few vague entries in some of the old village papers, which, even 
if we could depend upon their authenticity, cannot be relied on as affording a true state
ment of the extent of the dispute at the time they were written ; since it was frequently 
the interest and practice of the village accountant to enter the dispute as larger than it 
really was, in order to obtain from Government a corresponding deduction from the rental 
due from the village. 

25. .Such being the case, l.t seems ·aiming at impossibilities to attempt to restore witb 
exactness the original boundaries ; and any expensive or elaborate investigations having this 
object in view, would prove labor in vain, and would, by investing the case with undue import
ance, be found to strengthen the animosity of the· contending parties, and to excite on both 
sides a renewed desire for victory; so that the very elaborateness of the means taken to secure 
a just decision, instead of promoting that end, would seem to raise an additional barrier in 
the way of satisfactory settlement. The less importance, therefore, attached by the authori
ties to these disputes, the more readily will their adjudication be effected and acquiesced 
in. Moreover, the partition of t¥ disputed land, however made, can hardly fail to confer 
a benefit on all the parties interested, by enabling them to bring their assigned portions 
under cultivation, and to obtain a cArtain and often valuable return, in place of a contested 
pasturage shared by all, and conferring little benefit on any. 

26. We shall now propose some general Rules applicable to the settlement of such 
disputes; and in framing these we have kept in view the importance of such a mode of settle
ment as m::ty best facilitate the survey operations, and so prove least expensive to Govern
ment. The occurrence of cases of disputed boundaries in the courRe of the detailed survey 
of the village, has caused more interruption to the work than perhaps all other sources of de
lay combined, and it would, therefore, be of tne utmost advantage to make the definition of 
village limits and settlement of disputes, wherever practicable, preliminary to the operations 
of the regular establishment, which is also the plan followed in. the North-Western Provinces. 

RULES. 

I st.-Before proceeding to the regular survey of a District, a few experienced Surveyors 
should be deputed to define, through the co.operation of the villagers, and aid of the 
local Revenue Officers, the limits of each. village, and secure their preservation, by 
proper land-marks, and the preparation of a descriptive record or map for the use 
of the regular surveyor. 

2nd.-Before proceeding to define the limit~ of any village, previous notice should be 
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given, to secure the attendance of the parties interested, and in the absence:or any 
dispute the boundaries· should be marked off as pointed out by them. 

3rd.-In event o£ the occurrence of a dispute, .where the land is cultivated by both 
parties, tho line of boundary is. to be laid down according to actual possessi~n • 

4th.-Trivial· disputes, not noticed in the vill~ge papers, to the extent of a few feet on 
either side of the possible line of boundary, to be settled summarily oq. the spot by 
the Surveyor. 

5th.-In any c~se of a dispute, when the parties consent to abide by th~ award of one 
or more arbitrators, an agreement to that effect to be taken from them~ writing, 
and the boundaries laid down accordingly. l • . • .. 

6th.-In cases where the Surveyor cannot obtain the CO¥Sent of the parties to refer the 
disputes to arbitration, the aid of the Ma.mlutdar, or other local Officer, should b~ 
called in, who shonld use all his influence to effect an amicable settlement; but fail
ing this, and in event of the dispute being of recent ori'gi~, .and not ,noticed in the 
village papers, he should himself inquire into and decide upo:q. the line_ of bgundary, 
which should immediately be marked off by the Surveyor. 

7th.-Disputes of old standing, recorded in the village' papers, of ·which the local . 
Officer may fail to effect a settlement, should be left over for adjudication ·by tlie 
Survey Officers, who, after a ca~efal consideration of the evidence' adduced by the': 
contending parties, should decide upon the line of bo:undary, and haveJhe 'marks 
laid down accordingly. · · 

8th,.:.__ The settlement of disputes between Government and alienated villages, which the 
parties will not consent to submit to arbitration (or where this course may be unadvis
able, from an. apprehension of collusio:n), should be made by the ·survey Officers, as 
in the preceding rule; ~ut, .previous to the boundaries .being laid' down, their 
awards should be confirmed by the Supe'rintendept,· in _accordance with .the plan 
already sanctioned by Government for the. survey of the Southern Maratha Coun
try, in Mr. Secretary Townsend's letter of13th December 1844; No .. 4475. 

. . . . . . 

9th.-All awards made under the preceding-Rules should be in writing. 

27. The enforcement of these Rules, ~hich are ~imilar iri' 'principle to those of the· 
survey of the North-Western Provinces, we feel convinced, would accompli~h the satisfac
tory settlement of all disputes brought to light in the prosecution of our surveys, and _that 
all trace of them, in t,he course of a f~w yt'ars, would disappear. . . . · · 

28. It will be observed that we have confin~d the formal investigation. and settle
ment of disputes by the Survey Officers to such as have·. been already recognized iii ~he 
Goverm;nent records, and this we feel to be absolutely necessary, as the prosecution: of the 
survey would be quite impracticable, were we to extend the same form of procedure to every 
case, trivial or otherwise, which the 'villagers may choose to bring forward. . The number of 
such recent disputes will always be found to multiply in prQportion,to the readiness with 
which complaints are entertained; and it must l?e borne in mind, that the true boundary in 
such instances is perfectly well known to the contending parties, whose only reason fpr not 
pointing it out, is the hope of obtaining so~Jle undue advantage by the dispute; while, on the 
other hand, when no encouragement is afforded to the prosecution of such idle claims, the 
villagers s.oon come to an understanding amongst themselves, and find the advantage of at 
once pointing out the true boundaries. 

29. The plans for the definition of the limits of villages and fields having now been laid 
before -you, the next question for consideration is, the most suitable mode of. accomplishing a 

• 
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sufficiently accurate survey of the land, and recording the results of the operation." It 
· seems unnecessary to attempt any detailed description of the various possible methods of 

field surveying, and we shall, therefore, confine our attention to that which experience has 
led us to adopt in the surveys under our control. · · 

30. The measurements of the former Deccan S~rveys were confined to the ascer
t~inment of the area of the different fields into which the village is divided, and the pre
paration of a descriptive record of their names, tenures, and boundaries.· · 

31. The. present Deccan Surveys were commenced with t_he same objects, and on the 
same plan of measurement; .but as the work proceeded, the imperfections of any kind of 
descriptive record of boundaries, especially in the case of irregularly-shaped fields, became 
apparent, and led to the super-addition of a rough sketch map, framed for the purpose of 
exhibiting the position and shape of the fields, but without aiming at any degree of accuracy 
with respect to area. This was a great improvement on the original descriptive record; but 
it was subsequently found that the ordinary plan of measuring, with the cross-staff and 
chain, was compatible with the accurate protraction of its results upon paper, and that 
without the aid of theodolites, or other instruments for measuring angles, or any new pro
cesses of survey, field and village maps, possessing a degree of correctness sufficient for all 
practical purposes, could be construct-ed. -

32. The want of an accurate village map had been noticed by the Government of India 
as a marked defect of the Revenue Surveys of this Presidency, and the advantages of such a 
document, whether as regards revenue, or generally administrative purposes, are so unques
tionable, that the present plan, by which we are, enabled to furnish it, cannot but be regard
ed as a marked improvement bn the former method. It was not at first anticipated that these 
maps would prove sufficiently correct for topographical purposes ; but our expectations upon 
this head have been more than realized, and the village maps are found to possess a degree of 
accuracy sufficient to admit of their being united, so as to form a general map of a district 
or collectorate, without any further aid than is derivable from Major Jopp's maps on which 
the positions of the principal places are <?Orreotly given ; or failing this, from a triangula· 
tion subordinate to that of the grand trigonometrical survey . 

• 
33. Thus, while the village map affords the most minute information as to the posi-

tion, size, and limits of fields, roads, water-9ourses, &c., comprised within the village limits, 
the district map may be made to exhibit, with equal accuracy, the relative positions and 
extent of villages, topographical features of the country, and a variety of other information 
calculated to be useful to the- local Revenue and Judicial authorities. These maps do not 
add materially to the cost of the survey, and as their protraction leads inevitably to th~ 
detection of any serious errors in the measurements, they afford an important security 
against inaccuracy, and may be considered to be among the most valuable documents con. 
nected with ou~ operations. -

34. We are of opinion, then, that the system of measurement should embrace the con· 
struction of accurate field, village, and district maps, eve;n where local difficulties may cause 
the expense of the measure to be much greater than it has hitherto proved. The ordinary 
measurements, by the chain ana cross-staff, from which the maps are usually constructed, 
are inapplicable to the survey of mountainous and difficult tracts of country, where the 
theodolite would require to be resorted to; but as the two modes of survey may be easily 
combined, and there is no difficulty in instructing the more expert of the Native Surveyors 
in the·u~ of the theodolite, we do not consider that any serious obstacles exist to the ex. 
tension of the plan of operations we have recommended, to all parts of the country where 

· ~ Revenue Survey may be considere~ desirable. 

35, We do not deem it necess~ry to enter into technical details regarding the cohstruo· 
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tion of these maps, further than to express our opinion that thos~ for the villages should be 
on a scale large enough to define clearly the limits of fields, so as to admit of the maps being 
used for ordinary Revenue purposes, as well as for renewing any boundaries wilfully or acci
dentally obliterated, and for this purpose we recommend the adoption of a scale of from 20 
to 40 goonta chains (of 33 feet each) to the inch, according to the size of the divisions, unless 
these happen to be unusually minute, when it will be necessary to give a separate map of 
such portions on a larger scale. For the district maps~ a scale of two miles to an inch would 

· generally besufficientto exhibit clearly the limits of villages, and the topographical features of 
the country, without tnaking the entire map inoonveniently large. To multiply copies of these 
maps in the most economical and accurate manner, as well as to guard against any .future 
fraudulent attempt at alteration, we think it highly desirable that they should be lithographed. 

36. As regards the accuracy to be considered necessary in the mea~uremen.t, errors "to 
thA extent of five per cent. would not affect the utility of the operation for Revenue purposes ; 
but, as a much higher degree of accuracy than this can be attained without any sacrifice of 
labor and time, we think that in a plain country the average error ought not to exceed one 
per cent: and not more than two per cent. in any district sufficiently level to admit of its 
being measured by the chain and cross-sta:ff .. 

37. In the preceding remarks upon the measurements it will have been observed 
that we have confined ourselves to the results, without entering into a detail of the various 
processes by which they should be obtained. And w~ have done so, hecause these results are 
of an· absolute and invariable character, capable of being arrived at with equal certainty by 
many modes, each of which may ·have its peculiar advantage,s under particular lociu circum
stances. It f!eems, therefore, unnecessary, and would in many instances be hurtful, to fetter 
the Superintending Officers with' specific Rules, which could hardly be so framed ~s to be 
suitable in all cases. · · · 

38. ln. treating, howeveF, of the classification of the land, which next demands our 
attention, we shall adopt a different course, because the results <>f this operation are of a 
much less determinate character than those of the measurement, and do not admit of being 
ascertained with any thing approaching to. mathematical e~act1:1ess. The method of proce-· 
dure becomes greatly more important in the· former than. the latter aasa, as upon it will 
necessarily depend the uniformity and accuracy of the work; · 

. . . 

39. The object sought to be attained. by our system of classification, is the determi. 
nation of the relative values of the fields into which the land is divided during the process 
of measurement.· The circumstances affecting the values of fields ·within the limits of the 
same village, where the clill)ate may be considered uniform, are, their n~tural productive 
capabilities, their position with respect to the village, as affording facilities or otherwise · 
for agricultural operations, and, in. the case of garden and rice lands, the supply of water 
for irrigation. In estimating the relative values of fields, tbe whole of these might be COD• 

sidered together, and the resulting estimate of their capabilities r.ecorded by the assessor; 
or the latter might record his estimate of each particular by itself. The form.er system, 
by requiring a judgment to be given ·on a consideration ·of so many distinct and· varying 
particulars, i~ evidently dependent for the accuracy of its results on the ability; experience, 
and integrity of the assessor, and to secure any thing approaching to· uniformity wotJld 
require a very high standard of qualifications in the ~gency employed. 

· 40. Such an ag«:"ncy, however, is unobtainabJe ; 'for it is not possible to collect men of 
sufficient ability and experience ; and even if it were, we could not depend .on their integrity ; 
so that it becomes a matter of necessity to frame a system of operations sufficiently clear and 
definite to admit of men being trained for the du.ty, and to enable us to keep up an effective 
check upon their proceedings. To accomplish this object, we have been led to separate and 
~efine, as far as possible, the various elements which combine to make up the value of a field, 

Dl83-3 
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and, from these, to frame ''!luch a system of classification as will leave little to the uncontrolled 
judgment of the classer. With this view we have found it desirable to estimate, separately, 
the intrinsic capabilities of the soil, all extrinsic circumstances affecting its value, and the 
facilities it may possess for irrigation. 

41. With respect to the first of these points, in the plan of operations we have to 
recommend, we have retained t'he practice of referring every variety of soil to one of nine 
classes, whi~h experience has proved to afford a sufficiently minute classification for all 
practical purposes. But, in preference to trusting entirely to the judgment of the classer 
for determining to what class any particular soii should be referred, we have framed a set . 
of Rules for the purpose of determining the soils which should fall into each class. The 
fertility of a soil in this country, or, at ]east, in all parts of it to which our operations have 
yet extended being chiefly dependent on its power of imbibing and retaining moisture, and 
as this quality is mainly affected by depth, we have chosen the latter peculiarity as the 
principal regdat~ng influence in the formation of our ·scale of values. · 

42. There are numerous varieties ofsoil, known amongst cultivators by peculiar charac
t3ristics and distinguishing names ; but, as many of these differ little, if at all, in fertility, 
and our classification has reference to the la~ter consideration alone, it would be out of place 
to notice in it any thing beyond the mere question of va:lue. If all soils of the same depth 
were of uniform fertility,. the depth alone would suffice to determine their class, but this is 
not the case. There are pure soils, that is to say, of uniform texture, and free from any 

·admixture of deteriorating ingredients, which, although of one uniform depth, yet vary in 
fertility. Such soils are not. numerous, however, and we deeD':l it sufficient for the purpose 

. of valuation to range them ·an under three orders, which again are distributed among the 
nine classes of our scale, on a consideration of their depth, as will be readily understood 
·from the following table:-

... . . 
SOILR OJ' THB 

' 

Relative value of 1st Order. 2nd Order. 3rd Order. 
Class. Cl11ss in annas or 

16ths of a Rupee. 
Of uniform but coarBer Of a fine uniform texture, textnre than the preceding, Of coarse, gravelly, or loose fri 

vary'in~ in color from deep and lighter also in color, able texture, and color varying 
blac to dark brown. which ill generally red. from light brown to grey. 

-- --
Depth in Cubits. Depth in Cubits. Depth in Cubits. 

1 16 ll ... . . ......... 
' 

2 a .. I! It . ········· 
3 1~ ll li ......... -

4 10 ] ll ········· 
5 8 t 1 ........ 
6 6· i t 1 

7 4i l i l 
8 3 ...... l i 
9 2 ....... ...... i 

43 The first column of this Table contains the nine classes of our scale; the second, 
the relative values of these, estimating the highest at 16 annas, or one Rupee, which is the 
1node of valuation most familiar to natives. We have found by experience that a greater 
depth than Ii cubits, or about 3 feet, does not affect,' to an appreciable extent, the fertility 
of soils, and we have therefore adopted this as the maximum in the case of the 1st and 2nd 
orders. Soils of the 3rd oijler are rarely found of a greater depth than one cubit, which we 
have made the maximurs any occasional dep.th beyond this adds nothing to their value. 
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44. The depths entered in the Table determinethe classes tow~ich the several orders of · 
soils belong, wherever they are found free from an admixture of particular substances, or · 
unattended by other circumstances which diminish. their fertility •• These deteriorating, 
influences, when of sufficient importance to require a soil to be entered in a lower clas~. than 
indicated by its depth,. we denominate faults. Those of ordinary occurrance, we proppse to. 
distinguish by the following conventional marks, as a. short and oonvanient.method. of. re-: 
cording them in the classer's field book. 

v 
I 

X 
A 

-
c 

Denotes a mixture of minute fragments or nodules of limestone. 
, , . sand. - · ., 

, , sloping surface. . . 
, want of cohesion amongst the constituent particles of the soil. · 
, a peculiar mi:x:ture, more·or less ·impervious to water. · .·. 
, liability to be S\vept over byrunning water. 
, , an excess· <?f moisture· from surface springs. · 

45. · Thesq. comprise all the important faults we have .hitherto. met with,. and .one 
such lowers the soil in which it is found, a single c,lass ; twa lower it two classes; three, 
three chisses; and so on, ·as wiU be shown in a subsequent example. · 

46. Extrinsic circumstances. affe~ti~g the value of~ fi~l«L but ~o~. ,its !e~ti; ·a~ 
distance from drinking water, &c., should be noted by the 0lasser .in his_ field-book.'. • : . 

• • • ' • . • ., .. .! 

47. For the purpose ~f effectipg the 'classification of a field, the classer, with the aid 
of the village map, _enters an· outlide of its shape in his field-b.ook,.whicb._ he.qi~des by 
intersecting lines into a number of-equal compartments, sufficiently numerous to give a f!"ir 
average valuation of the soil by an examination of its depth and quality m each compart~ 
ment. These particulars, and the class into ·which. th~ soil falls, are noted within each 
co~partment of the, classer' s ·sketch of the field, as shown in the ~olio wing e·xample . :---o 

EAST •. 
! . • ~ ' ~ 

! 

7. A . . 
4 .. 3 - 1 . 2. - - .. 

i 

t lf If lJ lf. . .· . .. ' . . . 
6 5 41 & 3 3 Yf 

' I 

l. 1 II ll . lf' 
... .. .. . . . 

The figure in the left-hand lower corner of each ·squa~e indicate's the depth of the soil, 
and the number of dots under it, the order of soils· to which it belongs; one dot _signifying 
the 1st; two, the 2nd; and three, the 3rd order~ The conventional m~rks in the right upper 
corner show the faults, each of which degrades the soil one class; from the order o.f soil, the 
depth, and the faults, is determined the class of relative value to which the compartment 
belongs, as indicated by the figure in the left-hand upper corner.· .To take the instance of 
the lower compartment on the right of the field, the depth i~ entered at 1! cubits, a~d the 
soil is of the 1st order, as shown by the single dot immediately below. This order and depth 
indicate the 1st class of relative value, according to the table; but the presence of two faults 

. I 

(a. mi.xture of sand and a sloping surface), indicated by the signs v/ requires the soil to be 
entered in the 3rd class, as denoted by the figure 3 in the upper left-hand corner of the 
compartment. It will also be seen, from the Axample, that a particular fault is occasionally 
entered twice in the same compartment, which means that it exists in so great a degree as 
to require the value to be lowered two classes, in consequence. 
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48. When the classification of every compartment is completed, the classer enters in his 
field-book, below the sketch, an abstract, giving the number of compartments or shares of 
each class, together 'tith their aggregate value in annas, according to the table ; and the 
sum of these annas, divided by the total number of shares, gives, of course, the average 
relative value of the field in the annas of our scale, This abstract for the field, g~ven m 
the above example, would be entered as follows :-

Olau. Number of compartments or aharea, Value of abarea in annaa of tlle acalo. 
1 1 16 

2 1 u 
3 3 86 
4 2 20 

5 l 8 

6 1 6 

7 l 4. 
__,._ -

' 10 1041 
~ ~ 

l0-5 a~erage value, 

The average value of the field in this case, is.thus shown to be 10 annas and 5 pies of 
the classification scale. 

49, The system we have thus endavoured to describe possesses the following import. 
ant advantages : it obliges the classer to give his m'inute attention to every portion of the 
field,· and, by requiring a separate estimate of the value of each, his judgment is brought to 
bear on a very limited number of particulars, and the chance of error thereby greatly reduced. 
The distinct record of the valuation of eaoh share further admits of t4e operation being tested 
in its minutest details, so that any error of judgment, or carelessness on the part of t.he 
classer, in the valuation of any one share in a Q.eld subjected to re-examination, may at once 
be discovered and brought home to him, even if it should not affect the accuracy of his 
average valuation of the whole. ThE:\ determinate character of the rules of this system, and 

. the facility afforded for the application of a minute and searching test, must greatly conduce 
to the promotion of uniformity in the work of different classers, a consideration of im
mense importance where a trustwort~y ~nd experienced agency is not to be obtained. 

50. The system we have described is confined to the ascertainment of the intrinsic 
capabilities of the soil, without refArence to external influe]lcea- affecting its productive 
powers, such as climate, or water for irrigation. 

51. . Climate does not affect in a uniform manner every kind of soil. A change from 
a dry to a moister climate, for inst~n~e,. will generally teRd to approximate the productive 
powers of the higher and lower descriptions~ The latter will benefit to a greater extent 
by the additional moisture than the former, the superior productiveness of the better soils 
in a dry district being, in a great measure, due to their retaining moisture sufficient to en
able them to resist the· effects of drought, a~ ~dvantage which will be of less moment 
wherever droughts are of rarer occurrence. 

52. This alteration~ the relative values of the classes might be effected by increasing 
or diminishing the depth required to rlace a soil in a particular class ; but, rather than 
disturb the uniformity of our system, we prefer to make the reqnisite adjustment by an altera
tion in the relative values of the several classes entered in Col. 2 of our Table. By this means 
we are enabled to make the necessary modification at any subsequent period, when we have 
obtain~d sufficient information for the purpose; whereas the alteration in the depths of the 
Tllble would require to be made on commencing the classification of a district, when our 
kuowledge of its peculiarities is comparatively limited. Such alterations, however,are rarelr 
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necessary, as the lowness of the assessment should of itself suffice to cover all the more 
minute variations of value, arising from difference of climate. • 

53. But, while cli~ate does not greatly affect the fertility of the several classes of 
soils, with reference to each other, it constantly and materially influences the productive 
powers of any one class in different· districts, and sometimes in different portions of the same . 
district. Distinctions of the latter description, howevet:, do not in any way affect the.relative 
classification of the soils, though they form a c¥ef consideration in determh:iing the absolute 
amount of the rates of assessment for the districts or localities in which they prevail. 

54. Irrigation greatly augments the productive powers of the 'soil, and whenever 
there is a command of water for this purpose, it becqmes a. very important element in fixing 
the assessment of the land for which it is available~ · 

• 

55. Irrigated lands may be distingnished by the terms garden and ric~~ This distiJ?.c.· 
tion is not absolute, as rice is frequently grown in garden land ; but rice land, properly s_o 
called, is that in which rice is the ordinary, if not the only, irrigated crop _grown. Irri- · . 
gated lands may again be divided iiJ.tO such as are watered from wells, from dams. across 
rivers or streams, from tanks, or from wells combined with either_of the two latter. 

56. In classing gardens .irrigated from wells, the chief points· to be considered are 
• the following :- · · · · '· .. 

' . . . . . ·. 
lst.-The value of the soil, as determined by the classification already described. 
2nd.-The supply of water in the well. . · . · . ' ·. . · . · '• 
3rd.-The depth of the well. . ' 
4th.-The quality of the water, whether .sweet or brackish. . 
5th.-The sufficiency, or otherwise, of extra land under. the. well, tO ,allow of a rota-

• - tion of wet and dry cropping. ' . '' . ' 
6th.-The distance of the garden from the village, as affecting the cost' of manuring.'. 

57. Of these elements, the supply of water in the well is of most importance, and should 
be determined by an examination of the well, and enquiries of the villagers, in addition to a 
consideration of the nat11re of the crops grown, and the extent of land under irrigation:. T~ 
is the most difficult and uncertain ope~ation connect~d with the· valnation of the garden, 
especially in the case of wells which have fallen into disuse, and therefore that to which atten· 
tion shollld be particnlarly directed in testing the estimate or .the classer, and' fixing the 
assessment of the garden. The remaining elements admit of being ~etermined with acpuracy, 

58. In deducing the relative values of gardens from a. consideration. of all· these 
elements, which should be separately recorded by the classer, it would greatly facilitate the 
operations .were the extent of land watered always in proportion to the supply. of water in 
the well. B nt it is not so ; as in many instances the extent capable of being watered is 
limited by the. dimensions of the field in which the well is situated, or the portion of it at 
a sufficiently lo~ level ; and in others, supposing the capacity of the well to be the same, 
and the land under it abundant, the surfaoe water will be more or less e~tensive, as ·the 
cllltivator finds it advantageons to grow the superior products which reqttire little space, 
but constant irrigation, or the inferior garden crops, which occupy a more extended surface 
but require comparatively little water. · 

59. Wherever the extent of land capable of being watered is not limited by th~ dimen
sions of the field, the most convenient method of determining· the portion of it to be 
assessed as garden land, is to allot a certain number of acres to the well, in proportion to 
its capacity. By this means the most important element of all is disposed of, and our 
attention in fixing the rate per acre restricted to a consideration of the remaining elements, 
which are of a more definit-e nature, 
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60. The relative importance of these elements varies so much in different parts of the 
country, that we find ourselves unable, after a careful examination of the subject, to frame a 
rule for determining tfte value to be attached t9 each, and the consequent effect it should have 
upon the rate of assessment under all circumstances. It must be left to the judgment of the 
Superintending Officer to determine the weight to be assigned to each circumstance affecting 
the value of garden land, and, this determined, it will be easy to form Tables or Rules for 
deducing from these the relative values of garden land, under every variety of circumstance. 

61. In the valuation of garden land irrigated from dams or tanks, fewer circumstances 
require· consideration. They are generally limited to the supply of water, and the quality 
of the soil, although it is necessary, in some instances, to allow for distance from village. 
In this description of cultivation there is seldom a rotation of dry cropping, and, conse
quently, the assessment must be placed on the land actually wa_.tered, which prevents 
the supply of water being estimated by fixing a certain number of acres to each garden, as 
in the former case, and it becomes therefore necessary to class the supply of water with 
reference to its abundance and duration. These particulars are ascertained from the num
ber of months of the year in which the water flows, and the nature of the crops produced. 
The class of water thus determined, and the class of soil, as fixed by the system already 
described, combine to give the relative value of the land irrigated. 

62. In cases where garden land is irrigated, partly from wells, and partly from dams 
and tanks, the important point to ascertain is, which is the chief source of supply. This is • 
valued, in the first instance, according to one of the methods just described, and the rate so 
obtained enhanced in proportion to the value of the aid derived from the minor source of 
supply. 

63. In rice, as in other irrigated lands, the chief points to be considered are the 
supply of water, the nature of the soil, and facilities for manuring. The supply of water 
is ofteri wholly, and always to a great extent, dependent on the ordinary rains. In some 
parts of the country, to guard against the effects of intervals of dry weather occurring in 
the rainy season, small tanks are formed, from which the rice may be irrigated for a limited 
period. In estimating the supply of water, there are two distinct.circumstances, therefore, 
to be considered, viz., the inherent moisture resulting fro~ the position of the field, and the 
extraneous aid derived from tanks, or from ch~nn,els cut to divert the water from the upper 
slopes into the rice grounds below. The weight to be given to each of these elements, in 
the classification· of the supply of water, depends so much upon local peculiarities, that we 
feel it impossible to frame a system of universal application; and, consequently, the deter
mination of this point must be left to the judgment of the Superintending Officer. All that 
we can do, is to indicate the principles according to which, as we conceive, the operation 
should proceed. · 

64. _The classification of the soil should be effected by a system similar in p~ciple 
to that already described, though modified in details to meet the peculiarities of different 
districts. But the circumstances of the rice countries to ·which our operations have yet 
extended, appear to vary so much, that we have not been able to agree upon any detailed 
rules for the classification that would be suitable to all. 

65. The facilities for manuring rice lands will be determined, as in the case of dry
crop·soils, by distance from village, or the locality from which manure is procurable. 

66. . We have now defined_, with as great a degree of minuteness as we consider desir
able, the various operations of the survey, undertaken for the purpose of distributing the assess
ment over the fields into which the lands of each village are divided, with reference to their 
extent and capabilities. It now remains for us to point out what we deem the best mode of 
fixing the absolute amount of assessment to be so distributed. The first question for consi
deration is, the extent of territory for which a uniform standard of assessment should be fixed. 
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This will depend upon the influences we admit into consideration with a view to determine 
the point. Among the most important of these influences, may be ranked climate, poP.itioo . 
with respect to markets, agricultural skill~ and the actual condition of t'he cultivators. The . 
first of these may be considered permanent; the second and third, less so; and the foUrth, in· 
a great measure, temporary. And as our settlements are intended to ~e of considerable 
duration, there is an obvious advantage in regulating the assessment by considerations of a 
permanent character, or, at least, such as are not likely to undergo any very material 
change during the term of years (generally 30) for which it is to endux:e. 

67. In determining, then, up~n the exte~t of country to b~ assessed at unifor~rates,, 
we are of opinion that the more permanent distinctions of climate, markets,, aJ?.d husbandry, 

1 

should receive our chief attention. We should not thlnk of imposing different rat~s of assess· 
ment on a tract of country similarly situated in re~:~pect to these three points, in consequence. 
of the actual condition of the cultivators varying in different parts of it.. Were we, to do so,, 
we should depart from the principle, laid down by the Hon'ble Court of Directors, a£ assess· 
ing land according to its capabilities, and adopt the obje~tionable one of doing. so wit4 refer·: 
ence to the mean!!! of the person holding it.. The effect of such a SJ~.sun:o.,_by~tjpg. 
differ ofit upon capi~ emplo!ed ~_!tZ..ti£..u.!.tlll'e would interfere-with its natural 
an most advantageous~ !Q_n, by dnr~ting it~s:::i~tually1nw1tivati®,, to the 
ID_!ly-assessed waste of those villages....of....w 1ch the cultivators happen to be poor. By 
enabling the latter to meet the Government demands, without the app ca wn of the same 
degree of capital and skill required .in the case of bettel" cultivated villages~ it would foster in .. 

~~the f.m:mer a slovenly and unremunerative mode of husbandry. ·By taking into aQ&Wunt an 
C (,..,..... 'element so uncertain and liable to ohange as the condition of the cultivators in particular 

villages, the assessment would become less and less suitable with every improvement in their 
condition. On the other hand, by basing the assessment on considerations-of , a durable 
character, we have the promise of its remai~ing ~~table for. a i(mgthened ,Period, !lri~ at the 
expiration of the term for which it is confirmed, raquiring no further alteration than a simple 
increase or decrease of its amount, as the exige~cies of the countrj a~d ~overnment might 
demand. . . · · , . · ' . . · 

. . 
68. Each collectorate being divided into districts~ of which the management and records 

are distinct, it is an obvious advantage to consider t-he assessment of each of these divisions' 
separately. And were the points bearing mi the distribution of the:.Governi:nent demand 
alike in all parts of any such division, one standard of assessment would be suitable for the 
whole. But this is seldom the case ; and there is usually such marked .distinctions between 
difftlrent portions of ~he same district, as to require the assessment· to be regulated with 
reference to these. · The first question, then, in proceeding to the assessment of a district, 

• is to ascertain whether such distinctions exist, and . to define the limits over which · they 
prevail This, however, will seldom be a task of much difficulty, or involving any very 
minute investigations, as marked differences only. calling for an alteration in the rates of 
assessment, require notice ; and within the limits 'Of a single district, three to four classes 
of villages would generally be found ample for this purpose. • 

69. The relative values-of the fields of each yillage having been determined from the 
classification of soils, the command of water for irrigation, or other extrinsic circ.umstances, 
and the villages of a district arranged into groups, according to their respective advantages 
of climate, markets, &c., it only remains, in order to complete the settlement, to fix the· 
absolute amount of assessment to be levied ~om the whole. 

70. The determination of this point is, perhaps, the most important and. difficult opera
tion connected with the survey, and requires, beyond aU.others, the exercise of great judgment 
and discrimination on the part of the officer on whom it devolves. 'fhe first requisite is to 
obtain a Near understanding of the nature and effects of our past management of the district, 
which will be best arrived at by an examination and comparison of the annual revenue 
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settlements ofasmanyprevious yearsa8 trustworthy data may be procurable for, and from 1~ 
enquiries of the people, during the progress of the survey. The information collected on the 
subject of past revenue settlements should be so arranged as to enable us to trace with facility 
the mutua~ influence upon each other of the assessment, the collections, and the cultivation. 

71. This, in our opinion, can best be done by the aid of diagrams, consbucted so as 
to exhibit, in contiguous columns, by linear proportions, the amount and :Huctuations of the 
assessment, collections, and cultivation, for e~h of the years to which they relate, so as to 
convey to the mind clear and definite conceptions of the subject, such as it is scarcely possible 
to obtain from figured statements, even after the most laborious and attentive study. The 
information to be embodied in the diagram best suited for our purpose, should be restricted to 
the land of the district subject to the full assessment; the extent of this cultivated in each 
year; the assessment on the same; and the portion of the assessment actually realized. This 
will exclude from the diagram several it.ems or' revenue obtained from this land, such as the 
rent of grazing farms, fruit-trees, sheep tax, &c., independent of the assessment hitherto 
levied on the_ cultivated land, which is the proper object of our present enquiry. 

72. The hucks of hereditary officers upon cultivated land, however, having to be 
included in the survey assessment, and as forming a real addition to the burdens on the land, 
might appropriately be included in the diagram; but as no authentic records of the amount 
of such hucks actually realized are obtainable, we think it preferable to omit them, and to 
estimate separately the addition to be made on their ~ccount to the collections shown by 
the diagram. 

73. The items of information admitted into the diagram should be alike for each year. 
They should have reference to the same villages; and in the event of any having lapsed to 
Government, or having been otherwise transferred dnringtheperiod embraced in the diagram, 
for which information for all the years required cannot be obtained, sue~ villages should be 
excluded altogether; or, if it be considered prefera~le to include them, a proportionate 
increase should be made to the entries of the diagram in the case of the years for which exact 
data may be wanting. The cultivation and assessment for each year should be estimated 
in the same land measures and the same currency, and an explantion of the value of these 
afforded.• Every care should be taken to secure the accuracy of the information embodied 
in the ~gram, and the points in which it may be considered imperfect brought to notice. 

74. Furthermore, to assist in tracing the causes to which the prosperity or decline 
of villages, or tracts containing several villages, are to be attributed, independent statements 
of the annual revenue settlements of each village should be prepared ; and from these, again, 
a gener~ statement for the whole district, or any portion of it, should be framed, and its 

··-·:wcuracy tested by a comparison with the general accounts of the Talooka, and from the 
returns, so prepared and corrected, the diagram should finally be constructed. The nature 
and amount of the various items of land revenue and hucks excluded from the diagram. 
should be separately noted, and taken into account in considering the ftn8.ncial results of 
the proposed assessment~ 

75 And, finally, with the view of affording the fullest information on this important 
subject, detailed figured statements should be furnished, exhibiting the source and amount 
of every item of revenue hitherto derived from larid of every description, whether Government 
,or alienated, comprised within the limits of the villag~ for which an assessment is proposed. • 

76. The information thus collected and exhibited, with that obtained by local inquiries 
into the past history of. the district, will generally enable us to trace the 'causes which have 

• • Collections or remissions on a~t of outatanding balances should be iDcla.ded in the entriel of &he year 
f.o which ther relate, thuugh made at a future period. 
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affected its past condition; and a knowledge of these, aided by a comparison of the capabi
lities of the district with those of others in .its neighbourhood, will lead to a satisfactory 
conclusion regarding the amount of assessment to be imposed. 

77. But, instead of a particular sum at which a district should be assessed, it amo~ts 
to the same thing, and is more convenient, to determine the rates to be imposed on the several 
descriptions of soil and culture contained within ita limits, so as to produce the amount in 
question. And to do this, it is only requisite to fix the- maximum rates for the different 
descriptions of cultivation, when, of course, all the inferior rates will be at once· deducible 
from the relative values of our classification scales. . 

78. The rates so determined should be applied to all descriptions of land, alienated, as 
well as otherwise ; for the settlement could not be consiil.ered complete, unles.s the extent and . 
value of alienated land, as well as that under the immediate management o~ Government, 
were ascertained and recorded. When the calculation of the assessment from these rates 
is co~pleted, field-registers, embodying the results of .the survey, should be prepared for 
each village, separately, for the. use of the Collectors. Th~se, and the village maps, form 
a complete record of our operations; and while they and the field boundaries exist, all the 
important data resulting from the survey will be preserved. , . · . '' 

. . . 
79. . It will have been observed that in the description just given of the system .of opera-

tions we have to recommend, we have confined ourselves, in a great measure, to the statement 
ef principles and results, withqut entering into details upon points which az:e_npt of,general 
application. To have attempted greater minuteness would, without answering any useful 
purpose, have fettered the operations of the survey by enjoin}ng particular methods of proce
dure, which local circumstances might render inapplicable. · And for ~his reaSO:Q. -le consider 
it necessary to allow, with reference to these points, a c.onsid_e.rable .l;J.titu~a ~o the, judg
ment of the Superintending Officer, so as to enable him to· accommodate the details of his 
oper~tions to the varying circumstances of the localities tO which they may,exten~. , · 

80. · There are, nevertheless, certaiD points connected with the interio~ management 
of the Survey Departments which appear to us of uniform applicati~n~· and s~fficiently 
important to be defined in the shape of generl!l RlJ].es, or principles for 'future· observance~ 
They are as follows :- · · · · · · ·' ' 

.: . , 

lst.-That every operation of the Survey, such as the defining of boundaries, the modes 
of measuring and mapping, the classification of the soil,· &c., should be performed i.n 
accordance with definite Rules, which should be provided, as far as possible, for every 
difficulty likely to be met with in practice. 'l'he Assistant ~uperintendents, and ev.ery 
member of their establishment, should be furnisheQ. with these Rules, or such portions 
of them as refer to their particular (J.uties, for their in.struc~ion and guidance. 

2nd.-Precautions de·emed requisite 'for the preventioiJ. of fraud, suoh as particul~J.r 
methods of recording the survey data, injunctions regarding pun.Ctual pa.yments for 
all supplies, prohibitions against residence in private dwellings, borrowing money 
from or incurring obligations to any of the inhabitants of villages un<J.er survey; &c., 
should also be embodied in these Rules; and the Survey Officers should be cMeful 
to see that they are uniformly acted up to, and not allowed to fall into- disuse. 

3rd.-N o alterations of, or deviations from, these RlJ].es should be made by any Assist
ant, without the sanction of j;he Superintendent; and, in order to ens"ijl'e unifor
mity, any modification, if gener~Uy applicable, should be exten(Jed to the establish
ments of all the Assistants . 

. 4t1i.- Copies of these Rules, and allimportant mo~ficationa o( tb.eiJl, should be furnished 
11183-5 
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by each Superintendent to the other Superintendents of Survey, in order. that each 
may be kept aware of the methods practised on· the other surveys, and thus enabled 
to take advantage of every improvement applicable to his own operations. 

· 5th.-Tho pay of the members of the native establishments should be regulated, as far 
as practicable, with reference to the quantity and accuracy of the work executed by 
each, and the principles observed in the regulation of pay should be the same in the 
establishments of all the-Assistants. 

6th.-Daily, or at least very freque~t reports of the nature and quantity of work per
formed by the members of the native establishment employed in the field, should be 
transmitted by them to the Assistant Superintendent, that he may be kept exactly 
informed as to what every person under him is doing, and be able to adopt timely 
measures for preventing obstruction to his· operations. When the establishments 
are not employed in the field, a record of the daily work of each member should be 
kept for the information of tlle Assistant Superintendent. 

7th.-:-A regular and frequently recurring tesii of the work of the native establish
ments should be kept up by the .Assistants in charge,. and monthly Returns, show
ing the work of each individual employed in the field, as also the extent and result 
of the test with reference to each particular, should be furnished by the .Assistants 
for the information of the Superintendent .. 

8th.-:Allletters to the address of any Assistant Superintendent should be opened and 
replied to by himlilelf; and in event of his absence, no Karkun should be permitted 
to open,. read, or reply to such communications.. . 

9th.-The measurement should always be considerably in advance of the classifica
tion, and, when practicable, we think it advantageous that these operations be pro

. secuted under the superintendence of separate Assistants. 

lOth.-· An annual Progress Report should be submitted by the Superintendent of each 
survey for his department. It should exhibit the quantity of work executed in each 
branch, the portion of this subjected to test, and the degree of accuracy attained, a• 
well as the cost of the whole; and the same particulars should be given for the work 
executed under each Assistant. The Report should likewise afford any explanat.ions 
necessary to enable Government to come to a correct CQnclusion regarding the 
operations of the year. , 

11 th~-The proposals. for the assessment of each district should be made by the 
Superintendent, as the Assistants, from their more limited experience, and the cir
cumstance of their duties confining them to particular districts, have not the same 
opportunities of acquiring all the inforrootion necessary for the purpose, and the 
discussion of their. proposals by the Superintendent would occasion a needless pro
lixity in the correspondence connected with the determination of the rates of as
sessment; The Superintendent, however, will find it advantageous to consult with 
his Assistants regarding the state and peculiarities of the districts where they may 
be employed, as their opinions will often be of much service to him in forming his 
own conclusions with respect to the rates. 

12th.-All the accounts of the department with.the Collector and CivH Auditor should 
pass through the Office of the Superintendent. . The latter should have an Account 
Current with the Collector, who should make advances on his requisitions to any 
extent necessary. The survey accounts should be made up for each month, and 
submitted for audit by th~ Superintendent; and the Civil Auditor should return them 
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to him when passed. They should then be transferred to the Collector, who then 
would give the Superintendent a corresponding credit in his Account Current: 

The Superintendent should have a similar Account Current with each of his Assist .. · 
ants, making them advances from ti~e to time for their own pay and that of their 
establishments, and giving them credit for· signed receipts and similar vouchers 
forwarded with their account.s, which should be furnished monthly. 

13th.-At least two or threA seasons before the probable termination of the survey of a 
collectorate, or other division of the country, tJ;te Superintendent should· request the 
instructions of Government regarding:~he future destination o~ his department ; that, 
in event of Government contemplating its transfer to another quarter, he' may have 
time to make the necessary arrangement3 for moving the establishments graduapy · 
into the new field, and thus avoid the risk likely' to attend the sudden transfer of s~ 
large an agency ipto a country of which they have no· experience, and where the 
system previo.nsly pursued may prove inapplicable. 

81. . In addition to the points noticed in these general Ru1es, there are many technical ' 
details ·in regard to which uniformity is desirable ; but we. consider it would be difficult, if 
not impossible, for any but those who have a practical knowledge of the working of a survey, 
to form a correct judgment with respect to them. Furthermore; as these de~ails are not of 
a p~rmanent nature, and would require modifications to meet local peculiariti~s,. we do n~t · 
consider that any good purpose would be served by attempting to define them. Greater 
uniformity than we have endeavoured to enjoin could not, we con~ive, be effectually secured,. 
except by placing the several Survey Departments' under one controlling authovty,. fully 
conversant with the principles and details of a Revenue Survey. 1 . ·. • · • ' · 

82. Having now completed the first division of our subje~t, we turn our consideration 
to ., the most ·suitable means for ensuring tile .results o£ the swveys being turned t<tthe best
account, and maintained in their original integrity in the future management- of the 
districts." 

. 83. The introduction of the. survey settle~ent should, in o~ opinion, be efiected by 
the Superintendent, in conjunction with the Assistant Collector of the district, in order that
the latter may become folly acquainted with the system, and the former ha..ve an. opportunity 
of observing the practical working of its details~ and of explaining them fully to the local 
Revenue Officers in charge of the district, as well as of overcoming any difficulties, and 
meeting objections, which may present themselves in the course of the settlement.• 

84. The future administration ~f the survey s~ttlements is a subject of the utinost im~ 
portance, as a successful result cannot be anticipated, unless the details of revenue manage
ment be carried out in strict accoi-dance with the principles on which the settl~ments are.based. 
This subject embraces so wide a field, and into"lves the consideration of so many details, that: 
to attempt to establish the suitability of every proposition we have 'to make in regard to it,. 
would lead to almost interminable~ and, in our opinion~ uncalled for ·discussion ; on which 
account we prefer to submit our views.in the form of definite Rules for the guidance of the 
local Revenua Officers. . These roles comprise all the points which occur to. us as of sufficient 
importance to call for notice ; but, in submitting them for approval, we wish it to be under-

. stood that they should be considered applicable only to the coTiectorate above the Ghauts,. 
already surveyed, or in course of being so. In other divisions of the Presidency, where 
the husbandry and revenue system are different, great alterations might be necessary. 

• H the Collector himself holds direct charge of the Distcict, he will, of course, be present at the introduction 
of the survey settlement, as will he also be if the .Assistant Collector in cilarge is not sufficiently experienced to 
form a correct opinion as to the merits of what is 'being done; or if, for any other reasons, he thinks proper to 
watch proceedings. The Assistant himself, though ever so inexperienced, should also be present, for he cannot 
be ina better school in which to learn the most important parts of his Revenue duties.-0. L. No. 6900, JIMG.ll. 
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RULES.• 

lat.-With a view to the improvement of the country and people, 
the assessment now introduced by the Superintendent, Revenue Survey, 
. has been fixed by Government for a period of thirty y~ars, viz., from 
Fuslee to during 

. which period the full benefit of every improvement, such as the conversion 
of dry into irrigated land by the digging or repairing of wells and tanks, 
the planting of fruit-trees, &c., will be secured to the incumbent of the 
land, and no extra assessment levied on that account. t 

2nd.-All ceases upon land have been absorbed in the new assessment ; 
consequently, when there are fruit-trees in a field, their produce is to be 
taken by the cultivaror, and nothing beyond the assessment placed on the 
:field levied on that account from him ; but in the case of valuable fruit 
and other trees standing in fields assess1d at dry crop rates, and not in 
cultivation at the introductio:it of the survey, and the produce of which it 
has hitherto been ·customary to· sell on account of Government, the right 
of property in these trees and_ of occupancy in the field, should be offered 
at a fair upset price, and sold once for all by public auction to the highest 
bidder, and nothing in excess of the survey assessment thereafter exacted. 
But, if no one offer to undertake the cultivation of the field on these terms, 
the produce of the trees niay be sold annually, according to custom. 

Srd,-N o field is to be let for less than the full survey asse-ssment, on 
account of its having been long waste, over .. run with jungle, or any other 
reason whatever. 

. -

4th,-In the Survey Registers, in the case of fields containing garden 
and rice land, the .said land is entered at so many acres bearing a certain 
assessment, or the latter is laid upon the well in 'the case of garden land, 
without the irrig~ted acres being specified. This assessment is invariably 
to be levied, and nothing more, whether a greater or less number of acres, 
or none at any all, be· cultivated with garden or rice crops; and should 
there, now or hereafter, be garden or rice land in any field not entered as 
having such in the Survey Registers, n:o extra assessment is to be levied 
on that accqunt : the dry orop assessment therein entered is alone to be 

• Unarable. 
levied. In, the Registers, also, a deduction is made on 
account of barren• land in certain fields, and the assess

ment placed on the arable land alone; but, in event of the cultivator bring-
ing any portion of the land deducted as barrenb into culti

b Una.rable. 
. vation, no extra assessment is to be levied on that ac-
count: the assessm~nt on the fietd entered in the Register is alone to be levied. 

• The Rules here given have bef'n altered in some instances from those of the original 
manuscript Report, in compliance with instructions contained in the Govel'Dment letters to 
the Revenue Commissioner, Southern Division, No. 5593, dated 22nd September 1848, and 
No. 6900, dated 16th No_:vember 1849; but the Nos. of the Rules remain unchanged. The 
paragraphs of these letters, sanctioning the Rules aa they now stand, are quoted in the 
margin opposite each Rule ; and remar~ by Government, which qualify the application of 
any of the Rules, are given in foot-notes t.o the Rules to which they refer. Where altera· 
tions have been made, the original reading is given in small type in the margin : words 
altogether omitted from the original manuscript are given in italics in the margin, and 
words added to the original manuscript are printed in italics in the body of the Roles. 

· t A proclamation to the ~ffect of Rule 1 should be published when the revised rates are 
introduced in the District, and every Patel should be famished with a copy.-G. L. No. 
5593 of 1848, para. 25. 
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5th.-Every cultivator in whose name any field, or share of a field on 
whatever tenure held, is entered in the village cultivation returns, is to be 
considered the holder of suoh field or share ; and so long as he shall continue 
to pay the surv1y assessmen~ due on it, he cannot be ejected or deprived of 
his right by any revenue authority; but, in event of his failing to discharge 
the full assessment, Government reserves the power of ejecting him from any 
field or share of which the assessment shall at least be equal to the balance
outstanding, the defaulter retaining~ however, the privilege of 4etermining 
the particular field or fields to be so relinquished ; and in cases when the 
tenure precludes summary ejectment, the Oollector will observe the forms' 
necessary to give his orders the force of a legal decree. • 

. ' 
· 6th.-In event of a holder of Government land aying, his fields or 

shares are to be entered in the name of his eldest son or next heir, should 
he or his representatives agree to take them; · · 

G. L. No. 6900 
of 1849, paras. 3 
and 4. 

. G. L. No. 5593 
of 1848, para.. 29. 

~ . 

7th.-:-When two Ryots hold a field, and one of them relinquishes his· · G. L. No. 6900 

share, or dies withont heirs, the share thus lapsing is to be Qffer~d, in the 'of 1849, para. 7 .. 
first instance, to the other sharer before it is offered to any"other party, and, 
in event of the said sharer declining it,. and no other party applying to take 
it up, the former must relinquish his s~are too, and allow the ~whole. field to 
become waste. 

8th.-When there are more sharers than two in. a field, and any of 
them relinquishes a share, or dies without heirs, it. should; be·offe~ed, as 
above, to the sharers, in the first in.stance beginning; in event of their failing 
to settle the matter amongst themselves, with the largest sharer, and so on to 
the least. If none of these, nor any other party be found to take up the 
relin-quished share, the whole field must be thrown up. · · ·· 1 · 

. ' 

9th.-Whoever has a field or portion of one entered in his name in the 
Government accounts, may have the said field or portion transferred to the 
name of al'ly other person- agreeing to cultivate the same, on his making a 
written application to that effect in the usuai " Razeenama," or petition to 
resign. . . 

• Your lOth para. (Rev. Commissioner's Letter, dated lOth September 1847, No. 2258) 
inculcates a prude:nt caution in respect to the insertion of the .names of parties a.S the holders 
of fields. Care should be taken that the • real holder is well ascertained ; and if there be a 
dispute, no entry should be made in the Snrvey,Books that can give one party aright which 

. he might not on inquiry 'be fomid to poSSflSs. It is a great object to establish our Survey 
Books as a complete record of the state of the ocaupa.n.cy at the time of .the operation.-
G. L. No. 5593 of 1848, para. ~8. ' ' 

In the Superintendent's remarks in paragraph 20, en the subject of Rule 5th, I quite cou
cilr, for he admits the only exceptions for which I wished to ciontend in my letter of lOth 
September 1847, viz., cases which" have beenfraudnlently, or. through mistake, o~itted to be 
entered." That such cases must be guarded against, Government have decided in paragraph 
28 of the letter under reply, and important as I admi~ the rule to be, justice, I think, requires 
that the exception should be borne in mind.-.Rev. Oommr.'• Letter No .. 3195 ofl849,pam. 6. 

In the remarks made by you in para. 6, regarding the other pro~ions of _this Rule, Gov. 
ernment concurs.-G. L. No. 6900 of 1849, para. 4. .. . 

Rule 6 is approved, provided no Meerasdaree, or recognized heritable right, is intenel'· 
ed with.-G. L. No. 5593 of 1848, para, 29. · 

Rules 7 and 8 should, in the opinion of Govern~ent, be re~xed only in cases in which 
auy of the co-sharers in the field have held possession of their land for upwards of 20 years, 
and then never but in cases in which the Collector himself or an experienced Assistant may 
consider the relaxation a~olutely necessary to prevent considerable hardship being entailed 
on individuals.-G. L. No. 6900 of 1849, .J>IU'&· 7. 
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lOth.-Proprietors of Enam, Joodee, and Meeraalands, having -posses
sion of the same, have the right of cutting down or otherwise disposing of 
all trees growing therein, and also holder1 of Government fields, of which 
they 1w.ve been in uninterrupted occupancy from a period anifrior to tlu ag6 

of the trees, or for a period of twe-nty yea1·&, or who have purchased the tree1 
under tl,e provisions of Rule 2. 

. llth.-Holders of Government fields besides those specified in preced
'tng R-ule, or occupants of Meeras, Joodee, or Enam lands, holding the same 

o have permission to cnt from Government 0 , must obtain permission to cut 
down Babool, Date and all down trees, and ~ in event of permission being 
yonng timber trees, with • b · ed la f 
theexceptionofthosegrow- giV€'11, e reqwr top nt two trees or every one 
ing on the boundaries, cut, unless exempted from this condition by order 
:Sh:!dS:S~!': a!.Jre~= of the Collector. The permission to cut trees under 
large timber trees, none of this Rule, and also trees in Government waste fields, 
which are to be cnt down, for any purpose connected with aomcultural opera-

. withont permission from 
the district revenue antho- tions, to be granted by the Patel and Coolcurnee on 
rities, nnless the property application, a record thereof being kept for the 
of the bolder by purchase 
nnder the provisions of inspection of the Government Officers. For other 
Rule 2. actual and immediate wants of the villagers, such 
as repair of houses, &c., permission to be obtained from the :Mamlutdar or 

· Muhalkurree; but for cutting any large number, or for any purpose of sale 
.or profit, the permission of the Collector or one of his Assistants to be ne
cessary, when any conditions which may appear advisable can be imposed. 

12th.-In taking up waste for cultivation,altyotmust&oureefor a whole 
survey field at the full assessment, and no portion of a field is, on any ac
count, to be given for this purpose, except in the case mentioned in the next 
Rule; and, when two or more cultivators agree together to cultivate a waste 
field, it must be entered in the name of one of their number, who will be 
considered the holder, unless the assestSment of the field amoont to, or ezceed, 
t'loent!J Rupees, in which case it mag be entered in the names of two or fiwrl' 

holders, on the condit-ion that the assessment of the share of ~aCh shall in no 
case faU short of ten Rupees. 

• 
13th.--There are-some survey fields, consisting 

d Unarable. in great part ofd land covered with dense jungle, or 
otherwise unsuited in their present state for cultivation, upon which no 
assessment is placed in the Survey Registers. •In the event of portions of 
such fields being brought under cultivation, rates cf assessment should be 
fixed by the Mamlutdar upon the acres under tillage, equivalent to those of 
similar soils in the same village. Tltis 'rule applies to all fields in tltt' Sur
·oey RP-gisters on which rates of assessment have M.t been fized • 

• 
14th.-· Unless special exceptions be made by the Collector, of valuable 

grass lands, e.ertain.to realize rents in excess of the survey assessment, the 
grazing of all waste Government and Meeras land is annually to be sold by 
auction, field by field, at the ~Ommencement of thA monsoon, a preference 
being given, at the sale, to the inhabitants of the village to which the land 
may belong. The bidding, however, forany waste field should not be allowed 
to go beyond its assessment in the Survey Register, and when it reaches this 
point, the field should be entered in the name of the last bidder, as other 
cultivated land held at the full assessment, and the person so taking it 
admitted to all the privileges of a holder of land under tillage. 
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15th.-The grass of fields especially excepted by the Collector from the . 
operation of the preceding Rule, may be sold by auction to any one, for 
sums in excess of the survey a~sessment. 

• Of unarabla land, and other fields not 16th.-• The grazing of the unara-
aubjected to assessment in the Survey Re- ble and other fields not subject to 
gistor, a reasonable proportion, with refer-
ence to the size of the villft.ge, should be assessment in the Survey Registers, 
set aside by the C<lllector for the frf!e should be sold by auction by the Collec-
pasturage of t.he village ·cattle, and the· · d' Rul 
grazing oft he remainder aold by auction as tor, as· in the preoe mg e; a ;rea-. 
in the last Rule. sonable proportion being ~et asi~e for 
the free pasturage of such villages as have hitherto enjoyed this right. · 

G. L. No. 5593 
of 1848, para. 39. 

G. L. No. 6900 
of 1849, para. 13. 

17th.-In some villages, houses are attached to .. partic~ar fields,'· and G. L. No. 5593 

it has been customary to oblige a Ryot, throwing up one of these fieJds, to · of 1848, P"ra. 42. 

relinquish his house at the same time. This custom, however, is·· ~ow 
abolished; and every cultivator is at liberty to throw up any field without 
his title to his house being at all affected thereby: This .Rule does· not 
apply to the case of alienated lands. · 

18th.-In the Survey Registers an assessment Js placed on J oodee and 
Enam, as well as Government fields, but the Joodeedars and Enamdars are 
not bound thereby, and are at liberty tO iet o~t ·'their landf! on any terms 
they please. · · · < · . ,, : ..... 

, . . 
G. L. No. 5593· 

of 1848, para. 42. 

.· 

19th.-In event of Enam 'land being confiscated, or temporarily at- . G. L. 'No. S593 

tached, it is to be let out, while under Government managemejJ.t,; at thp of 1843, para. 42. ' 

survey assessment, or sold by auction, if waste, exactly as' Governl:nent 
land. .T-his Rule does not apply to the year in which the ·attaeli.ment iS 

-effected, for which the existing agreements ·madEi witl,l.the E:riamdar should 
be a1lowed to stand. · · ~ · 

' ,, •. l' 

20th.-Cultivators wishing to relinquish fields must give in a written 
t to the village officers before the end of application to thateffectt before the 1st 

April in eaW>- year, when. the latter are, of Mav and with the vie'w,of ensuring. 
w1thout delay, to transm1t the same, to. . . "~ . · · · 
gather with the parties concerned, to the this bemg done, the village Officers are 
!d~lutd~r or ~uhalkurree,. w~o, after· to assemble all the holders of, Gove.fll-
•nqu•ry, IB to ratify the application, and. . · . • . 
transmit "aD order to that effect to the vii- me~t land on the 30th of April m each · 
lags Officers, when the latter are to make year and having explained to them 
the necessary entries in the village a.c- ~ • · • • 
counts. When waste fields are wanted for that It IS the last day on .which resigna-
cultivation, a written application to that tio:ns will be received the I Ooolcurnee 
effect is to be made to tho village Officers, h h · ~ · · -
who are to forward it with the applicants s aij then and t er~ wnte out, 'In a 
to the Mamlutdar or Muhalkurree, who, prescribed form, whlch must specify-the 
on being satisfied that ~here is no objection be . . · ·a · · f ' · · 
to giting them the land applied for, is to num r, acres, an assefjsment o every 
accept their agreements, an~ trausmit an field to be relinquished, the " Razee
order to that effect t~ the village O~cers, . namas" (or petitions to resign) for any . 
But the latter are not, under pam of . 
punishment, to accept either resignations -parties requiring them, These petitions 
of tiel~~ or enga~ments for. waste, without should be sign. ed · or authenticated in 

. referrmg them m the first mstance to the , . 
District Officer, and· receiving his orders the presenae of one 'or more witnesses 
thereon. . . . by the parties making th~m, and coun;. 
tersigned by the Patel and Coolcurnee~ who should forward them without 
delay. to the Mamlutdar or Muhalkurree, by whom they are to be attested 
and returned to the village Officers, as vouchers for any alteration' made in 

. the village accounts of the following year. ' When waste fields are wanted 
for cultivation, written applications must, in like manner, be taken from the 
applicants, countersigned by the village Officers, and forwarded by them to 

'. 

G. L. No. 6900 ' 
of 1849, pat-a. 9. 



G. L. No. 6900 
of 1849, para. 10. 

G. L. No. 5593 
of 1848, para. 46. 

G. L. No. 5593 
of 1848, para. 46. 
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the Mamlutdar or Muhalkurree, by whom they are to be attested and 
returned, and all these resignations ofcultivated, and applications for waste 
fields, are to be produced at each Jummabundee settlement for examination. 
But village Officers, under pain of punishment, are not to make any 
alterations in the Cultivation Registers, except upon the authority of the 
vouchers mentioned above, or in obedience to written instructions from the 
Mamlutdar or Muhalkurree. 

21st.-The revenue should be collected by fixed instalments, without 
reference to the proportion of early or late crops grown in any one year; 
and, consequently, no field inspection for the purpose of obtaining such 
information should be made. In districts where early crops prevail, we 
recommend the collections to be made in four equal instalments, falling due 
on 15th December, 1st February, 15th March, and 1st May; and, where 
the early and late crops are nearly equal, or the latter predominate, we 
also recommend four equal instalments, but respectively falling due a 
month later, viz., on 15th January, 1st March, 15th April, and 1st June. • 

22nd.-The field boundary marks erected at the survey, should be pre
served with the greatest care, and when injured, timely repairs must be 
made by the cultivators in the case of cultivated lands, and by hired 
labourers in the case of waste, the expense of the latter being defrayed from 
a sum of 100 Rupees, to be deducted for the purpose from the proceeds of 
the grazing farms of each Talook, as sanctioned by Government. This 
amount s,hould therefore be placed in deposit each year, and the order of 
the Collector obtained for its expenditure, as above explained, wherever 
necessary. The intervening strips connecting the boundary marks of a 
breadth corresponding with the latter, are constituted the boundary of the 
field, and forbidden to be ploughed over or otherwise injured; and in the case 
of dry crop land, before preparing any field for sowing, these strips are to 
be distinctly marked off each year, by the holder running his plough along 
the boundary. In event of this order being neglected, and this space 
ploughed up or sown, the cultivator ~s to be made to connect tht two con
tiguous marks, between which the boundary had been disregarded, by a con .. 
tinuous ridge of earth, lj foot in height; and should he fail to do so within 
a certain number of days, the village Officers are to report the circumstance 
to the Mamlutdar, who is to apply to the Collector for a notice to be served 
on the holder of the field, according to the provisions of Act III. of 1846; 
and if this be disregarded, the boundary is to be put up by hired labourers, 
and the amount recovered from him, as therein provided. 

23rd.-Independe!!t of the precautious specified in the preceding Rule, 
a regular inspection of fields, for the purpose of ascertaining the state of 
the boundary marks, and that none of the fields entered in the accounts as 
waste are surreptitiously cultivated, is to be made in each village, as soon 
as practicable, after the 1st of November in each year. The results Of this 
inspection are to be entered in a Field Register, prepared according to the 
form hereunto annexed •. Before, however, commencing the work of inspec
tion, the Carkoon nominated for the duty should summon the villagers to the 

• " Government is in favor of Rule 21, standing as originally proposed, but will not ob
ject to the Collectors being informed, with reference to this Role, th&t if they consider 
necessary any alteration in the ' Kista' therein laid down, they are forthwith to state in 
detail their reasons for so thinking, in a letter to you (Revenue Commis&ioner), which yoa 
will be pleased to forward to Government. The Collectors may be informed in a foot-note 
to English version."-G. L. No. 6900 of 1849, para; 10. 
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Chowree, when he should read out and explain to them the Government 
Proclamation regarding the preservation of their boundary marks, of which 
a copy is subjoined. He should make the inspection in company with the 
village Officers, and take care that the owners and occupants of the fields 
visited be also present. He should point out to them any repairs 
required to their boundary marks, and order that they be completed 
within a certain number of days. In event of any of the strips of 
boundary between the marks having been ploughed over, or otherwise 
encroached upon, the Inspector should require the party who may have done 
so to connect the two adjoining marks, between whic~ the b~undacy has 
been violated, by a continuous mound of ear~h, one cubit in height, .as a 
punis~ment for the encroachment,_ and make a note to that effect in a:separate 
Memorandum, to be kept in addition to the R.egister, for the purpose of 
recording any remarks not admissible there. When every field has ~een 
thus inspected, and the state of its boundary marks entered in the Register, 
a second examination, after the lapse of a su~cient time to allow of the 
repairs to the marks being completed, should be made of e"</ery field entered 
at the first inspection as requiring repairs. And, should any of these still 
remain to be made, the party to whose neglect this may be attril;mted, should· 
be required,·in addition to repairing the marks, as oz1.~ally directed,_to· 
connect eacq. incomplete mark with the one adjoining it, by a continuo~s 
ridge of earth, one cubit in height ; a~d these' particulars~ with the name of 
the individual, should be noted in the separate Memorandum above 3.nuded. 
to. A notice to this effect should then be. serv~ ~n. him, in comElianc~ 
with the provisions of AQt ill. of 1846, and, in event of his t~g to complete 
the boundary marks within: the specified period, the village Officers are 
to do so by means of hired labourers}. and the ·expense in9urre(i on this ac~ 
count is to be recovered from him, as provided 1n the said. Act .. The 
correctness or the entries regarding boundary marks in the Inspection Re·; · 
gister, should be tested in every village by the M~utdar, MuhalkUrree, or 
some conndential member of their establishments; an,d the results of this re •. 
examination, ent~red in the column of the Inspection. Register,.appropriated 
for the purjlose. · · " · · 

·FORM OF PROCLAMATION •. 

The Hon'ble the_ Govern~~ of Bo~bay in Council hereby gives notice 
to all proprietors, holders, and occupants of land in the surveyed dis
txi.cts of this Presidency, that they are to preserve with the utmost care, 
and repair from _time to time, as may be necessary, the bolindary marks 
which define the limits of their several fields, as fixed at the survey; 
and with a view to securing this they are hereby directed, before pre
paring any-dry crop field for sowing, to cause a plough to be run ;round 
the boundary, leaving an untouched strip, of three cubits in breadth, to 
connect each boundary mark, which strip is to be carefully preserved aR 
the boundary of the field. . An aimual inspection of boundary marks 
will also be made, in the prese~ce of the village Officers and Ryots who 
are required immediately to repair any of the boundary marks which 
may be pointed out to them by the Inspector as defective. ·A second 
examination, embracing those fields of which the boundaries were found 
incomplete, will follow after a reasonable interval, and should it then 
be found that the owner, holder, or occupant of any field has neglected 
to make the necessary repairs, he will be required, by way of penalty, not 

. · only to make the repairs originally directed, but, in ·addition, to con
B 183-7 
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nect each defective mark with the next adjoining, by a continuous ridge 
of earth, one cubit in height, and a notice to this effect will be served 
on him according to the provisions of Act Til. of 1846; and in event 
of his .failing to comply with this, the specified boundary marks and 
connecting ridges will be completed by means of hired labour, and the 
expense ;recovered from him as provided in the said Act. Any wilful 
injury done to any_ boundary mark is a. criminal offence, and punishable 
by fine to the extent of _50 Rupees, under the same enactment. 

FORM 01!' EXAMINATION. 

Register of Field BO'Undary Marks in the Village of 

Talook Zilla in 18 

Sides of the Field on which boundaries 'Govern-
were out of repair at date of ment. 

No. of 
Remarks by 

Field. First Inspection. Second Inspection. Tenure. 
Mamlutdar, or 

-d other testing 

i Officer. 
3 

Date. E. N. w. s. Date. E. N. w. s. :a ~ a 1:: - - 1-- - - - ,_ 

• 
1 1 Govem- 1 Entries COl' 

I 
ment. · rect. 

24th. From the Inspection Registers described in the preceding 
Ru1e, the Mamlutdar of each Talook shou1d prepare and forward to the 
Collector on the 1st of May in each year, a General Abstract according 
to the Form given in the opposite page, of the state of the boundary 
marks in each village of his charge, at the different inspections; the re
pairs subsequently made, and those still requiring to be so, at the date 
of his Return. Under ordinary circumstances, there ought to be no 
mark unrepaired at this date, but in event of their being any, the Mam
lutdar shou1d be held responsible for the delay, if. unable to assign 
satisfactory reasons for it. On receipt of this Return, the Collector 
should immediately take measures.for the completion of the repairs 
still to be made; or, if unable to do so, to report the circumstance for the 
instructions of Governmen~. 

· 85. In addition to the objects provided for in these Rules, it wou1d be most desirable 
to introduce a simple and uniform system of accounts' throughout the surveyed districts, by 
which the disadvantages ~ow attendant on the removal of European and Native Officers 
from one Collectorate to another, would, in a great measure, be obviated, as the same system 
of management would then obtain in all. In order to do this effectually, however, it would 
be necessary to review the whole existing system, and frame the detailed accounts of villages, 
districts, and collectorates, with reference to the information required by the Presidency 
and Home Authorities ; but with our limited time and opportunities it would be hopeless 
to attempt an undertaking of such magnitude, and all that we can do is to suggest it for 
consideration. · 

86. The subject of remissions has been purposely excluded from the preceding Rules, 
as we consider that all abatement of the established assessment should be regarded as 



General Inspection Return of the State of the Boundary Ma1·ks of the under-mentioned Vill0,1JeS of tlte Talook of 
in tl~e Oollectorate ef for the year ending 30th A.pril18 

• 
Distribution of Fields entered in Col~mn " of which the Boundary Marks were • • 

~ 
All repaired subsequent to date of 2nd Illspection, · ~ 

:Number of Divi- -:1 
eion (Mamlutdar No. NameofVUiage. ~ 

!In t<'d repair All repaired By hired labour at the ., 
Ruwi'KS, or Muhalkurree). 'S 

at te of first at date of se- expense of .§ 
> t inspection. cond inspec- ""' 1 tion, Without After N otioes ii Notices being had been z served. served. The Cultivator .S&i' 

.. 
Government. ] orEnamdar. 

~'S -~ r/.1 - -
1 2 s 4 IS 6 7 • 8 9 ·, 10 11 . lB 

• . -
• 

. ~ • 
~ 

1 Chick · Mulloor .•• 375 200 150 5 • 10 5 5 0 -... 
~ 

.. -
~ • . . 

2 Hossoor ... ... . 457 850 100 ~ 0 0 6 0 
" ·- -~ .... ~· - ... , ..... ... .- .. ~ : -· . .. . 

' .. 
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exceptional to the ordinary management of surveyed districts, and ought not to be made 
unless for special and urgent considerations, which cannot be provided for by general 
Rules. The opinions of the Revenue Commissioner, the Collectors, and Superintendents 
o£ Survey, have lately been elicited on this important question, .which is now, we under
stand, before Government, and under these circumstances we think it unnecessary to offer 
any further~uggestions in regard to it. 

87. In concluding our Report, we have only further to remark, that the preceding, 
or any other Rules for the administration of the survey settlements, cannot be expected to 
be fully carried out, unless the principles on which the Survey and Assessment have been 
based, be throughly understood by the European local authorities ; and, on this account, 
_we have to suggest that, in the event of the views contained in the present communication, . 
or any modifications of them, being approved of by Government, copies of the whole cor
respondence be furnished to every Collector and Assistant Collector employed in any part 
of the country to which t"l?-e survey operations have extended. 

Kirkee, 
2nd August 1847~ 

We have the honour to be, &c. 

(Signed) H. E. GOLDSMID, 

G. WINGATE, 
' .· 

D. DAVIDSON, 

. Superintendents of Reveuue Survey 

and Aseessment. 
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No. 2258 of 1847. 
'From 

E. H. TowNSEl'.'D,. ~squire, 
Beuenue Commissioner, l:Jouthern Division, 

To 
R. K. PRINGLE, Esquire, 

Ohief Secretary to _Go·uernment,. Bombq.y. 
SIR, 

With reference to paragraph 1 of your letter oi-13th Marc~ iast, Nop .-
617, appointing Mr. Golds mid to the temporary Superintendence of the 
Deccan Survey, for special purpos<;~s, therein specified, I have the honor to 
transmit a jomt Report from the three Superintendents, dated 2nd ultimo, 
on the practice and objects of their respective Surveys. This Report is 
preceded by an Index, which divides its content~ into the. following eleven. 
heads:-- · 

lst.e Introductory Remark~. 
2nd.· Objects of a Revenue Survey.· 
3rd. D~vision. into Fields. · 

' 4th. Field Boundaries. 
5th. Village Boundaries. 
6th. Measuring and Maps: 
7th. Classification. 
8th. Rates of Assessment.· 
9th. General Observations. 

lOth. Rules for the Survey.· 
11th. Rules for Revenue Officers. 

2. The 1st and 2nd heads of this Report extend as far as the lOth 
paragraph, in which the objects of a. Revenue Survey are clearly and ably , 
set forth. No comments of mine would tend to· eluqidate the subject, of 
which a full statement is already before Government in the jojn.t .Report 
of Messrs. Goldsmid and Wingate, dated 27th October 1840~ 

3. The next subject is a.. very import~t ol!e, viz.~ the manna~ of 
F:' ld dividin~ the land into fields. . The·princivle express~d on . 

~e 3
' this subject (paragraph 16) thati f' it is of much import .. 

ance ~bat the existing state of . things in any . villag~ should be ·a.a little 
interfered with as conveniently practicable," should, I ~onceiv~, never be· 
lost sight of, ·and for this and many apparent incongruities botn ·of' Biz& 

and shape now existing, should be tolerated, a. measure which will greatly 
increase the popularity of the sur.vey: This subject is noticed in para. 
graphs 5 and 6 of the Gover:nment letter of 6th January 1845, No. 72. 
In the remaining Rules and opinions of the Report on this subject, I beg 

to state my ~ntire concurrence. The vast importance of , 
Boundaries. . preserving the field boundaries, set up by the survey, is 

well shown in this Report = it is a subject which will require the constant· 
. attention of the Revenue Officers. · 

4. Another very important subject, that of village boundaries, is next 
Vi"ll B discussed. The same subjeet is treated of in paragraph 52 
"'d~~a. oun- of the joint Report of 27th October 184?, and in th? tw_o 

Government letters, quoted in the margtn~ from whiCh 1t 
would appear that the question of enacting a law for ~he settlement of these 

•183-8 

Received on the 
24th August. 

Paras. 11-21. 

Para. 21 . 

Paras. 22-28. 

13th Febrnary 
18~. No. 444. ' 

18th December 
18-M, No. M75. 



Paras. 29-37. 

Paras. 29-79. 

Para. 80. 

r so J 
disputes is ,:till before t~e G?vernment of India. The report states (para
graph 23) . that the mam hmdrance to th~ir settlement before, had been 
the undue Importance attached -to them, and that no insurmountable, nor 
even serious obstacles stood in the way of their adjustment;'' and again 
(paragraph 25)" the less importance, therefore, attached by the authorities 
to these disputes, the more readily will their adjudication be effected." I 
am not prepared to subscribe to these remarks. The Report does not, indeed, 
distinctly show what degree of importance has hitherto been attached to 
these disputes, and which it considers to be too great, or on what expe
ri~nce the above opinions are grounded. Hitherto I hav~ viewed boundary 
disputes as matters most difficult to settle permanently. The show of 
opposition to the settling Officer is not, indeed, great; hence, perhaps, he 
is led to think that his decision will be easily enforced; but the boundary 
marks which he fixes are demolished in a night, and it is most difficult to 
discover who has destroyed _them. In many villages there are hereditary 
feuds springing froin boundary disputes, in which both loss of life and 
property have occurrE~_d; and though pecuniary loss is sustained by the 
continuance of such disputes, and mutual advantage would result from 
their settlement, I doubt whether even this would compensate for the 
feeling of wounded pride which would ensue from foregoing the strip of 
land, a claim to which had from times past been asserted by the village. 

5. If, however, the Superintendent of the surveys can permanently 
settle village boundary disputes as early as they seem to expect, a great 
point, indeed, will have been gained, and a constant source of strife 
removed. This, however, cannot be satisfactorily ascertained till the lapse 
of a few seasons shall test the stability of their awards. With reference 
to the remark at the close of paragraph 23, I can discover no authority in 
Act III. of 1846 for either the formation or preservation of village boun
dary marks. 

6. The system adopted for measuring land, and for giving permanence 
. _ to these measurements by village maps, is next explained. 

Vlllage Maps. Th · 1 d ill f e preservation of the atter ocuments w orm an 
important part of the duty of the Revenue Officers, as they, together with 
the field boundary marks, form the principal means of perpetuating the 
work of the survey, which, without them, would speedily disappear. 

7. The 7th and 8th heads are so exclusively matters on which Survey 
Officers, or those experienced in such matters, can judge of, that I shall 

hardly be expected to pass an opinion on them. Govern
Measurement · ment will doubtless observe with satisfaction, proof in 

a~d Classifica- these details of the minute a;d careful attention bestowed 
twn. , . t d th . . by the Supenntendents of the ~urveys o ren er e1r 
work complete and. correct in the important branches of measurement, 
classification, and division of assessment. 

8. The next subject which the Report embraces, is a set of Rules for 
the guidance of surveys generally. These are thirteen in 

.Survey Rules. number, and appear excellently adapted for the end pro-
posed. The Report goes on to say that, besides the Rules above s~ecifie~, 
there are various minor details, which could hardly be introduced mto this 
Report, and that " greater uniformity than they have endeavoured to join 
could not be secured, except by placing the several survey ~ep~rtments 
under one controlling authority, fully convei·sant. with the pnnCiples and 
details of a Revenue Survey." In this opinion I wholly concur; and 
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I would respectfully suggest it f~ the consideration of Government, viz., 
the expediency of uniting the three Surveys under one Superintendent, as 
the only really effective method for bringing all under one system, so far 
as local peculiarities admit. 

9. The Report next proceeds to consider " means for ~nsucing the . Para. 82. 

result of the surveys being turned to the _best account, anq ~aintained in 
their original integrity.'' This is justly called "a subject of the utmost Para. 84o. 

importance ;" it is, in fact, the preservation of the survey system as firs 
introduced in its integrity ; and if the survey is important, so must be its 
" future administration." Twenty-three Rules accordingly follow. for the 
guidance of Revenue Officers in surveyed -districts, . on which I would 
suggest the following observations:-

Rule let is prefatory, and calls for no remarks .. 

Rules 2nd and 3rd appear unexceptionable .. 

Rule 4th fixes the garden assessment. At the end of this Rule there is 
a clause to prevent any increase_ of assessment on a dry-crop field, when 
any portion of it, entered in the survey accounts as unarable, comes under 
cultivation. This clause appears judicious ; as it infers that such spot_s. of 
unarable waste are small, and almost valueless, and consequently that such 
assessment as they could pay would not be worth the trouble and inter
ference necessary to ascertain its amount. This inference, h<?wever, appears 
at variance with Rule 13, on which I shall have occasion to remark 
presently. 

10. The 5th Rule decides that a cultivator, in whose name a field is· 
entered, is to be considered its holder so long as.he pays its assessment. 
This Rule will, however, I think, require to be preceded by one, determin-. 
ing in whose name the field shall be entered. Sometimes carelessness or 
fraudulent intention causes the Koolkurnee to enter _in the village books, as 
possessor, the name of a person who possibly without justice claims the 
field; but this entry, if improperly made, should not strengthen a claim; and 
it is, therefore, important that care be taken, in the first instance, to enter. 
in the books th~ name of the person who engages for the field (no othe · 
being already in possession), and then to collect the entire revenue from him 
alone, so long as he engages for the whole field. A. very careless a~~ 
slovenly system is often followed in this respect, which causes many disputes
and much confusion. One man, perhaps, agrees for a whole field: he then 
takes one or more partners; and when the instalments are due,. he pays 
a share only, and refers the village Officers to his partners for the remainder~ 
A case of this sort, which has recently occurred, forms at present the sub
ject of a lengthened correspondence between this department and the Col
lector of Poona, in which it appears very difficult to discover who is the real 
owner of the field. 

11. The 6th Rule suggests no remark. Th~ 7th Rule, which is a 

S 1 • I: .old good one for the interests bfGovernment, might fall heavily 
r~ares~nJ~ s. R t h 1 . d h . fi ld f . on a yu, w o cu t1vate t e same e or many years, 

and who was unable to take up the portion of it that was left waste by his 
partner. To oblige a man to give up a field which he possibly inherited 
from his father, merely because the new boundaries of the survey enclosed 
it in the same field with that of a neighbour, would be a hardship; and I 
would therefore suggest that theCollectors be allowed a discretionary power, 

See the case of 
Guenajee wulud 
Hurcojee, reported 
on by the Revenue 
Commissioner on 
the 24th June 
_1846, No. 1225. 
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in the enforcement or otherwise of this ~ule, in cases in which the posses
sio~· of the land exceeded the term of 20 years. 

12. The above remarks would also apply to Rule 8th, supposing that 
a field, of the largest size comtemplated in paragraph 13 of this Report, is 
cultivated as here indicated by three Ryuts, A, B, and C, of whom the first 
cultivates one-half, and the other two a quarter P.ach, and that these divisions 
have existed for along period of years. Supposing A to die without heirs, 
·the other two Ryuts might be quite unable to double the extent of their 
cultivation, and. the alternative of obliging them to throw up their lands 
would be one of considerable severity. Some modification of this Rule, 
similar to that proposed for Rule 7, would, I submit, be expedient. 

13. To Rules 9 and 10 I am aware of no objection. The 11th Rule ia 

0 tt
. d not quite conformable with those sanctioned by Govern-

·u tng own 
· of Tree ment in the Chief Secretary's letter of 12th February last, 

· No. 390, for regulating the power to cut down trees, and 
which are, I submit, sufficiently liberal, ann should not therefore be altered. 
The 1st Clause of Rule 12 appears unobjectionable. With regard to the 
latter part, supposing the case imagined in the preceding paragraph, A. B, 
and C, agree for a certain field, but it~ entered in A's name only. He dies; 
and as there is no record to show the liability of B and C, it is possible that 
they may resist payment, and that in a Court of law it would be difficult to 
enforce the demands of Government, owing to the non .. entry of their respec. 
tive names in the village books. A more probable result would be the 
collection by the Koolkurnee of their respective dues from B and C, without 
crediting them to Government, and the entry of the entire balance in the 
books as irrecoverable, A, by whom it was due, being dead. To avoid this 
evil, therefore, I would enter in the books the names of all the partnera 
liable for the revenue of a field. 

14. On what appears to me the inconsistency of Rule 4 with Rule 13, 

W L d 
. I have remaked when commenting on the former Rule. 

aste an tn . · 1 
fi ld The cases contemplated m Ru e 13 appear to be such fields 

8 
s. as contain a large portions of waste land; while Rule 4 

·seems to refer only to those where the amount of waste is trifling; bnt the 
practical application of these two Rules will, I fear, involve some difficulty, 
and if"many fields come under Rule 13, a duty will fall on our Mamlutdan 
for which, I fear, that they are ill qualified. I should therefore be glad to 
see !he cases, t'o which Rule 13 applies, reduced to the smallest number pos. 
sible, if, indeed, they could not be wholly extinguished, by completing the 
classifying of all the fields alluded to in this Rule. If-this is impracticable, 
however, a statement shoUld be left with the Collector, showing the fields 
~ each village of his Collectorate to which this Rule is intended to appl7. 

15, The 14th Rule differs little from the system established by Gov-. 
ernment for letting out arable lands to the Ryuts (dated 

Grass Farms. 16th October 1844, No. ·3621). It is perhaps, more 
definite, and therefore preferable. I allude especially to paragraph 8 ot 
the Government letter, on which I think the Rule under discussion is, on 
the whole, an improvement. But Rule 16 reserves" Gaeer&n" free of 8B8ess.. 
ment i~ every village; while the Government letter grants it only where it 
has been hitherto enjoyed, and here I think that the existing Rule is suffi
ciently liberal, aud tha:t Jl,ule 16 should be modified accordingly. 
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Unrable waste is at present disposed of by auction, according to the 

Unarable 
Waste. 

old system, to grazing farmers, who engage for the entire 
ti.narablewaste lands of several districts. Rule 14 prOJ>QSes 
to blend the arable and unarable waste together in one 

system of letting by fields. I am hardly prepared to say which system is pre
ferable for the unarable waste; but should the Hon'ble the Governor in 
Council think the question worth considering,! would refer it to the Collectors 
of this Division for their <1pinion and Report. Rule 15 appears unobjec
tionable, as do Rules 17, 18, and 19. 

16. The clause in Rule 20 which requires the Village Officers to send 
"the parties concerned," viz., those who. wish to throw up 

Increase and fields, and "the applicants," viz., those who apply for. new 
d0eolr~aset' of fields, to the Mamlutdar or Mahalkurry, is, I think, ob~ 

u twa 'on. . . bl . . bl t h R 1ecbona e, as causmg unneces~ary trou e o t e yuts. 
The village Officers may generally be entrusted with this duty, under the 
control of the Mamlutdar and Mahalkurry, as proposed in this Rule; but the 
attendance of the different appl!cants U. person at the District Kutcherrjr, 
would, I submit, be in ordinary cases superfluous. With referonc·e to the 
period fixed (end of April) for throwing up lan~s, it Ji,o _doubt would_ be 
desirable that the district Officers had the earliest possible intimation of all 
such changes; but many Ryuts might not be able to .determine, at ~o early· 
a period, the extent of their cultivation for the ensuing year; and I should 
think that the " Mrig3al," or 5th June, would be in practice a bette'r date to 
fix. for this purpose. · ' 

. 
17. The subject of reve~ue instalments is already before Government, 

~ in a letter from this Department, dated 6th January 1846, 
Instalments. No. 22; and I beg to state that I quite c.oncur with my 

predecessor in thinking the erid of April full late for the latest instalment in 
collectorates above the Ghauts. So far, therefore, I dissent from the 21st 
Rule, which fixes the last instalment for late crops on 1st June. · Here it is, 
I think, worth considering, that whenever the cholera prevails; it is worst 
during the hot months, especially April and May; consequently, that which: 
might have been collected easily in March, may be lost altogether by death , 
if deferred till June. · ' · 

. -
18. With reference to the first part- of this Rule, which forbids field · 

inspection. for the purpose of ascertaining the extent 6f early. or of late crops, 
I would observe that, in many villages, the comparative extent of early or 
late cultivation depends wholly lJpon the fall ofrain: when that is early, so is 
the crop; and when the early rains are scanty, the land is reserved for a late 
crop. When they collect the instalments from thedifferentRyuts, the village. 
Officers m~st know whether their c:p:-ops have been early or late, to regulate 
the time of levying the instal~ent ; and to make this knowledge perfect, 
field inspection is necessary. This is mo~eespecially the case in some seasons, 
whe"Q at firat the rain falls plentifully, and the~yuts are induced to sow early 
crops, but the after rain f~iling,-they are obliged to plough up their lan4s 
again, and sow a late CTop~ In such casos field inspection is especially re
quisite to enable the village Officers to ascertain .the proportions of either 
crop when they are collecting the instalments; such an inspection is, moreover, 
required by Rule ~3, a~Cl the one inspection may accomplish both purposes. 

B 183-9 ' 
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19. The 22nd Rule, for the preservation of field boundary marks. is 
p· ld B da- an important one. _So are Rules 23 and 24, which are for 
. '!ies. oun the completion of the same object, and most necessary for 

the preservation of the labours of the Survey. 

-20. In their 85th paragraph the Superintendents allude to the import
ance of ~ntroducing " a simple and uniform system of accounts through all 
the surveyed districts," but state that, for the at!finment of this object, their 
other duties did not afford them sufficient time. It were much to be wished 
that Officers so qualified as the framers of the accompanying Report had bad 
leisure to remodel all our village and district accounts. The subject is one 
of those referred to the two Revenue Commissioners by Government, in their 
letter dated 24th April1846, No. 1925, and we hope shortly to lay before 
Government some revised forms of village accounts, which are intended to 
combine simplicity with uniformity, and to lessen the number of documents 
which the Koolkurnees are now required to prepare. The subject of Dis
trict accounts will also engage our attention. 

Leiter No. ~7• 21. The subject of remissions, alluded to in paragraph 86, is before 
dated 12th March Government in the letter from this department quoted in the margin. 
1847. 

22. In conclusion, I would respectfully suggest that this valuable 
Report be lithograped, and a copy of it sent to each Collector and Su~ 
Collector, and each Survey Establishment, and that a copy be also forwarded 
to the Government of Madras, as suggested in paragraph 3 of my letter of 
4th August, No. 1856, to whom, I observe, from the list which accompanied 
the Government letter of 28th May last, that the Joint Report of 27th 
October i840 has been already sent. · 

· I have the honour to be, &c. 

(Signed) E. H. TOWNSEND, 

Revenue Commissioner, 

Southern Dimion. 

PoDfla, Revenue Commissioner'• Offiu, 

lOth September 1847. 
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MINUTE by the H~'ble MR. CLERK~ dated. 16th Novembfl't 1847. 
. . 

1. The paragraphs of the Joint ReJ'ort and of the Revenue Commis .. _ 
flioner's letter, containing the propositions, remarks, and objections to 
which the following observations relate, will be quoted by me in the 
margin ; the particular subject, in the body of this Minute'. 

• 
BeY. Oomr. 'I .Joint 

Letter Report 

. . . . 
Introductory Remarks, includmg 1.1 deta,~1 of the objects of a Rev~m:ue Swrvey, amil" aD.vam.tage of 

a Field .A.BSessment. • 

2. I agree with the Revenue .Commissioner, Southern Division,.that 
the subjects he~e discussed _cannot be_ better elucidated tli~ ~hey ~r~ -~ , . 
the present Report, and in that written by Mr. ~oldsm,id . and. ~apt~ 
Wingate, under date 27th Octob.er 1840; No. 1. · · · · · · ' 

»Wiaion, of village lonuls ·into fields. 

3. · I con~ with the Revenue Com~issioner in approvingof all that 
has been advanced by the three Superintendents. · . , · . 

Definition. . of fields by watab'f,e lam.dJfTU111'ks. . . • ' : ·• ~ . 

2 

3 

a· 

4 I have no doubt but that the three Supe~tendents have pointed 
out the best mode of defining the limits. The dus preserVation and im
provement of the marks constrU.ctea for · this purpose · iS provided for in 
the 23rd of the . Rules for the manage~ent ~f . suryeye~ :·4istxict,s~ 1 i (See 

, .. 
para. 41 of this Minute.) .. ' 

Determitnation of m1lage bo1JifUla:rias, ~ settlement of 6Mpute _CO'llln6Cted with tkem,, 

5. Nearly every boundary dispute ~f any importance in the Deccan 
has ·probably been made the subject of investigation previous. to .the survey, · 
with a view to settlement ; . but I believe it will be found that not one in a 
hundred of these disputes has been ~.ctually disposed of. . 

- l - _.. . . . . :· ' .. ·- ,'\ 
6. In the Dharwar Collectorate· there ha~e~.been~ up to this time· 

about 1,000 villages surveyed; and I am info11ned that, with a few ex~ 
captions of no great consequence, the whole of the b~undary disputes con
nected with them have have_ been mvestigated ~nd . settled ·4uring tht\) . 
progress of the survey ; that the results afford evidence that no insur· · • 
mountable difficulties are ill. the way of the settlement of such disputes be 
the Survey Officers ; and th~t the awards of the latter will be respected. · 

7. Until, 'however, the details of ~hese results are in the posse~sion 
of Government, I think it will be 'better that we postpone giving any 
decided opinion as to t~e practicability of the plan advocated by the three 
Superintendents, and merely inform the &venue Commissioner, Southern , 
Division, that, considering th~ important objects sought to be obtained, 
we deem it well worthy of a fair trial, and of every assistance and co-oper. 
a.tion the local Officers can afford. · 

8. 4-s in the plains, village boundary marks must, at the same time, 
define the limits· of seme particular fields, it follows that their construction 
and preservation are provided for by Act IIL of 1846. Moreover, wilful 
injury and destruction are also punishable under 9lause 3 of Section 42 
pf Regulation XIV. of 18~7. 

4, 5. 

1-10 

.11-18 

.19-21 • 

22-28 
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9. I have only to state my full concurrence in aD that is recorded by 
the three Superintendents on this head, and_ to add that although it is, no 
doubt," unnecessary, and woul~ in manyinstances, be hurtful, to fetter 
the Superintending Officers with ~c Rules," as to the manner in which 
they are to attain the desired. results; still, our Revenue Commissioners ought 
from the first to have been informed of the d.ifTerent modes of proceeding, 
so that they might have guarded against the adoption or continuance of 
any that are defective, and have prevented any improvements, introduced 
by one Superintendent, be~g unknown_ to, or unnecessarily rejected by 
another. 

Clamficalima of dry-crop, ganlera, allil ria la.W. 

10. The particulars regarding the classification are, with the excep
tion of those relating to rice land, given :iJ! a manner which shows the 
subject to have been well considered and canvasset by the three Superin
tendents, and I think, therefore, we may safely approve of the system and 
details whose observance they advocate. As regard3 the land forming 

- the exception (rice), I shall be glad to learn that Captains W'~aate and· 
Davidson have been able to agree on some Rnle3, and think that before 
doing so they should examine those drawn out for the guidance of llr. 
Tytler~s Establishment in the Dangs. 

. 7 79 

Seltlemaf of th mle8 of tuSe#llieRf. 

11. The·manner in which this delicate duty should"be performed jg 
_well explained. ' · ' . 

• 
General ~ru 011 precedi11g ftbjed&. 

12. I cannot bot admit that, at present, we are entirely dependent on 
the ju~oment of our Superintendents, and so we must remain until our 
Revenue Commissioners do something more than merely make their Offices 
the channels of communication between the Superintendents and ourselves. 

8 81), 8} Interior flllJ1UJ9eriUflll of IM 8Bfft'J Deporffllftl. 

10-21 82-87 
83 

13. I ~OTOO with the Revenue Commissioner, that the 13 Roles pro
posed in the Joint Report," appear excellently adapted for the end pro
po~" and that their enforcement should be at once ordered. 

14.. As regards the suggestion of the Revenue Commissioner~Southern 
Division, that the Revenue Surveys in progrt'SS in this Presidency be~ united 
under one Superintendent, "as the only really effective method for bringing 
all under one system, so far as local peculiarties admit,'' I have but to ob
serve that this can only be necessary in the event of our Revenue Com
missioners themselves not possessing the knowledge and discrimination 
and energy necessary to the efficient management of the mo5t important 
of all the operations under their controL -

Flllure adm.i.utmtima of t'M B•n-ey SettlnaeM. 

15. .Approved, with the proviso that, if the Assistant Collector in 
charge of the district is not an Officer of some experience, and, in the 
opinion of the Collector and Revenue Commissioner, qualified to form a 
judgment of the system, and of the manner in which its details will work, 
some more experienced Assistant, or the Collector himself, should be 
associated with the Superintendent. 
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Eule1 1 and 8. 

Rule 4. 
. . . 

. 18. The remarks made by Revenue Cqmmissioner render necessary 
that I should mention that, in this Rule, it is clearlyinferred that the unarable 
spots alluded to may b~ made arable by the application of capitalfor the 
purpose; as, for instance, by the conversion of the bed of a stream into goo~ 
soil by throwing a dam across it, in order.to accumulate soil behind it; and 
one object of the Rule ·clearly is to secure the full benefit of such iniprove-. 

IlK. !"omr,'o .J'oiat 
Letwr. Be port. 

9 84r 

.: r 

• 

9 

menta to the occupant of the field, during the 30 years for which the revenue r r 
settlement is to continue. 

19. In reviewing Rule 13 (paras. 32 and 33 of Minute), I shali have 
occasion to show that the Revenue Commissioner is wrong in thinking the 
present Rule at variance with it. . · · 

Iltule 5 •. 

. 20; This Rule, of course, supposes the. 'field to be correctly entered in. 
10 

the name of the real holder, and when another name, through fraud or care- f. 
· lessness on the part of the village Officers, has been substituted, it would be 

the duty of the Collector to rectify ·t.he error. · · 

21. Contending claims to the occupancy of fields should be settled, if 
posssible, when introducing the new settlement : but when ~nee a particular 
iudiyidual has been recognised as 'the holde~ of a field in the Government 
Books, and the revenue due on it has been actually 'ooll~cted fro~, and ere .. 
dited to, him, without any protest being made by any other interested party, 
a sufficient title should be considered as constituted, and all inquiry by'.the 
Revenue Officers, as to the right of occupancy, be for the future barred~. 
We shall vainly attempt to confer security of tenure, if the Government 
Books are not held to _be authoritat~ve evidence regarding the right of 
occupancy in all cases whefethey have not been designedly or inadvertently 
falsified. 

Rule 6. 

22. Approved, provided no Meerasdaree or other recognised inherit .. 
able rights are interfered with. . '. 

Rules 'land 8, 

23. Cases, such as those contemplated by t.he Revenue Co~l!lissioner~ 
Southern Division, will, I hope, be very rare; but I think that, to avert the 
hardships he contemplates, a discretionary power may be granted the Col
lectors as to the enforcement of the Ru.les, when any of the co-sharers in ~ 
field have held possession of their land for upwards- of 20 years, 

Rule 9. 

24. Approved. 
Rule 10. 

' . 
25. This Rule is in conformity to the views .expressed in the Govern. 

B 183-10+-
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ment letter of 12th September 1847, No. 390, and should be app1'0Ted ol1 

copy of the Rule and of our instructions thereon Jx.ing forwuded for the 
information of Dr. Gibson. 

Rtiltl 11. 

13- 84 26. I object to a R yut being prohibited from cutting down trees 
growing on the boundaries of his field. They are frequently the only places 
on which a Ryut can gro~ trees without interfering with his ordinary crops. 
The rest of this rule is substantially the same as that laid down in the Gov• 
ernment letter just quoted, except that. it is relieved of the somewhat im
practicable condition ·of requiring trees to be planted in lien of those cutdown. 
I cannot but think that, under the security of tenure and moderate assess• 
ment of the survey settlement, self-interest will ensure a sufficiency of trees 
being plan~ed for the wantS of the population, e3pecially if the Local Officers 
take proper interest in the matter. Copy of this Rule and of our instructions 
should be sent to Dr. Gibson.. 

13 84 lltlle 12. 

27. HI rightly understand this Rule, ita object, as well as that of 
Roles 7 and 8, is to discourage the sub.division of fields, so that, by being 
retained entire, their sale and transfer, under the provisions of Rule 9, may 
be promoted. 

28. _It would be a hardship to refuse to recognize shares of fields 
alrea~y Emte_red in the Government Books ; but the rights of sueh shar"ers 

. are protected by Roles 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. In giving out waste for cultivation, 
however, which is the case provided for in the Rule onder consideration, there 
are no prior rights involved; and we have merely to look to the methOd 
best .calculated to promote the interests of the Ryuts and Government. 

29. H fields are to be permitted to be split np without limit, and the. 
-occupant of every fi.actional share recognized as holding direct of Govern· 
ment, the inevitable result will be the ultimate sub-division of the whole 
land into very minute occupancies, accompanied by the impoverishment of 
the whole agricultural class. Farlll3 will become so small as barely to pro
vide subsistence for those occupied in their tillage, and the surplus, from 
which the asses5ment is to be paid, so trifling, tnat the slightest deficiency 
in the ordinary crop will suffice to annihilate it. With every precaution it 
may be impossible to prevent the subdivision of farms as population increases; 
but, assuredly, no opportunity should be lost of checking this tendency. 

30. In the case of a Ryut, iu whose nam~ a field i'l entered, and who· 
holds it jointly with others, dying, the w~t of a record to shew the liability 
of the other sharers would be of but little consequence; for they would be 
amenable for the revenue under the provisions of Sections III. and V. of 
Regulation xvn. of 1827' and the desire of retaining possession of the land 
would more probably make the inferior holders an:rious to defray their 

. shares of the revenue, ~ order to obtain ~eipts from the village Account. 
ant, with a view to strengthen their clai1113 to continue in possession. 

. . 
. 31. But, wereel"enthe Rnleto involve the certain sacrifice ofbalance.s 
of Revenue, due by Rynts dying under the circnmstan~es contemplated by 
the Revenue Commissioner, instead of the remote possibility of such a con· 
tingency, it would still be better tD submit to the loss than to sanction the 

. alt&"Il.ative of an nn!iwited sub-division of fields. 
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Rule 13.· 

32. It is evident that this Rule has been misread by ~he Revenue 
Commissioner, and hence his conclusion that it is inconsistent with Rule 4. 

33. Rul<'-!13 does not apply to fields only a portion of whose land is 
Unarable. It applies to fields entered in the Survey 'Registers as wholly 
Unsuited in their then state for cultivation, and upon which no assessment 
is placed at all. For such fields, or rather divisions of the village area, 
provision has been made in the 2nd of the Rules following the 17th para .. 
of the Joint Report, and the- present Rules provide for the assessment of• . 
any portions .that may be cleared and render~d fit for culti~ation. · .. 

Rules 14 and 15. 

34. Approved. •' 

..llule-16. 
. ' 

., 

, 35. This Rule only reservea a portion of the fields alluded to. in :Jl,ule : 
13 as unsuited in th~ir then state for cultivation, and unassessed, for free 
pasturage, and thi~ indulgence will, 'therefore, be, limited to the villages in 
which such unarable fields are to be found; bu_t I agree with.the Revenue 
Commissioner in thinking vv~ sho.uld continue the further restriction, 
already imposed by us, of the privilege to the case of villages which. have 
hitherto enjoyed the right of free pasturage. 

36. The pi'actipe of selling unarable waste field by field, ·enjoined 
by this Rule, promises, in my opinion, to be more acceptable to·· the yil- . 
lagers, and more produotive of Revenue· to Government, than the pl~n r· . 
selling the entire unarable wastes of several villages or districts in th 
lump, to parties. engaging for the whole. . · · . '... .· 

14 84: 

15 84. 

841 15 
/ 

• Rules 17, 18 and 19. 16 84. 

37. Approved. 

llul~ ~0. 
38. For the important object of taking up or relinquishhtg a .field,· 

which no Ryut coi1ld have occasion to do more than once atweive-month, 
and most, not once in a number of years, it does n~t seem to ihvolve' much 
hardship to require the attendance of the. applicant at. the district Cut. 
churry, when the matt'er could be at once finally and satisfac~orily settled. 
If the village Officers are to take the agreements, many opportunities will. 
be afford~d them for jobbing in the disposal of land, and greater inconve· . · 
nientle eventually occ!l'sioned to the Ryu+.s, through subsequent investiga
tion being rendered necessary by the village Officers' proceeding being 
complained of or resisted. • . · · 

• 
39. With referenc~ to the period to be ~xed for throwing up lands, 

"the Mrigsal, or commencement of the Reve!me year," is the time within 
which the law (Clause r, Section VI. of Regulation XVII. ·of1827) re
quires intimation should be given. I believe that the Honorable Mr. Reid, 
when Principal Collector of the Concan, required that it should be given 
by March, and the legality of this order was never ·called _into question. 
The ·three Superintendents recommend the close of April, that is, the 
termination of the official year. 

40. As the number of fields likely~ be relinquished in a moderately 
assessed dll;trict _would be very small, it is not of much importance whether 

16 ' . 84 

~-

\ 
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the end of April, or 5t~ of June, be fixed upon as the period within which 
land must be thrown up; the latter period may, therefore, be fixed, 88 it is 

. the one sanctioned by law, and recommendP.il, and which the Revenue 
Commissioner recommends should be prescribed. 

Bvk 21. 

17, 18 84 41. E.egarding the objection raised by the Revenue Commissioner, 
Southern Division, to this most important Rule, I have obtai neil the opinion 
of Captain Wingate; and, as the arguments he uses appear to me con· 
elusive, I cannot do better _than quote them in his own words : 

" The interval of six weeks, required by this Rule, instead of one 
"month, between the periods when the instalments fall due, will· 
" give the Ryuts more time to arrange for the sale of the portion of 
" their produce necessary to make up the amount required. Produce 
" will not be forced on the market to the same extent as at present, 
"and, consequently, will fetch better prices. With every postpone
c. ment of the period for collecting the instalments, hitherto iutroduc
., ed, the revenue has been realized with greater ease and certainty 
u than before, just in proportion to the extent the Ryuts have thereby 
"been enabled to substitute band fide· sales of produce in the market 
"for usurious loans fro~:g the village banker, as a means of obtaining 
'" money for the payment of their dues to Governm~nt. The greater 
" interval of six weeks between the instalments, 'and the postpone .. 
"ment of the last to the 1st of June, in the case of districts where 
" late crops are an important part of the harvest, wouH give the 

· "-cultiv~tors great additional facilities' for obtaining money for the 
" payment of their rents, and by so doing would add as much to the 
"certainty as to the ease with which the collections would be made. 

•" The saving to the agricultural class by the prop~sed alteration 
f' would exceed a hundredfold any possible loss of revenue to Govern
" ment-from the deaths of individuals by cholera in April and May; 
"and it may safely be concluded, that the method of collection which 
f' is the cheapest to the Ry11ts is also the best for Government in the 
H end, as the extent of land in cultivation, and the security of the 
" revenue, must ever be dependant ()n the amount of agricultural 
f' capital in the country. · 

" Another important object of the Rule is to prevent the amount 
f' of the instalments fluctuating with the proportion of early and late 
" crops so~ in each year by • individual Ryuts, as at present is the 
"case in some Collectorates, and the continuance of which is reeom
f' mended by t4e Reyenue Conpnissione:r. The latter practice offers 

' "great fa.Cilities for the exercise of favoritism or oppression by the 
't village Officers, into whose hands it places, unchecked, the power 

. " of making the early instalments heary- or light, and this power is 
"now very frequently •abused. But, by making the instalments of 
_,,invariable amount, and to fall due at stated periods, under all 
" circumstances, the cultivator will have a certain prospect before him, 
" and be made to trust to his own exertions, without reference to the 
"likes and dislikes of the village Officers, for being able to meet 
,, his liabilities. The certainty of the one plan will promote habits 
" of foreEight and economy ; the uncertainty of the other tends to 
'f paralyze e:;ertion, and ind~ce an mdolent reliance on fortune instead. 

ff There is only a difference 'of one month between the periods fixed by 
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cc the Rule for the instalments of early and late districts; so that no 
"great inconvenience could possibly be occasioned to thE! cultivators, 
" should a failure of the monsoon rains require an unusual proportion of 
"late crops to be sown in any of the former districts." 

. Rules 22, 23, and 24. 

42. Approved. 

District and Vt"ltage Accounts, 
... >y I 

43. I am certain that the introduction of a simple and unifon;g system 
of accounts through all the surveyed districts, would a~d so much to the 
efficiency of our Native establishments, ·as to render unnece~sary additions, 
now urgently required, to their numerical strength, and would a.Iso ,consi- · 
derably lessen the labour of the Collectors and their Assistants i,n; checking 
the work of the subordinate.Huzur, District and Village Agents11 • 1 

44. The tw~ Revenue Commissioner~ sho'uld be r~quested h:iu:D.ediate-
·ly to report how far, and with what results~ they have carried futc) 'effect 
the instructions conveyed. in the Government letters· of 24th :April'] 84·6 
(Nos. 1924 and 1925) ; they should also . be directed to tdmsniit, r for the 
opinion of Captain. Wingate upon the forms of accounts 'of 'what they. 
may have approved. · · 

llemissions. 
, j '' • . , : i ~ I .. 

4S. My Minute on this subject was'dated the 19th JU:ne, that·ofthe 
Hon'ble Mr. Reid, 28th, and of Hon'bleMr. Willoughby, 29th idem.· ·The 
letter to the Revenue Commissioner framed ·from these Minutes was \).Ot · ' 
despatched until 5th October: I have directed the Re~enue Secretary to 
ascertain the cause of this delay. · - · 

· Publication of O(YT'I'espontlence. '! 

46. I approve of the suggestions ofth~ writers of the_j~int Report, 
and the Revenue Commi~sioner, Southern Division. · - · · 

·· _(Signed) . G. · CLJ!1RK. · 
16th November 1847. •, I. ol l .' 

MINUTE by the Hon'ble MB., REID, dated _1,6tk May 1S48. 

Among the questions discussed in the paras. 1 to 10 of the Joint Report, 
is that of the superiority of an annual settlement with.each Ryut, according 
to his actual holding for any year, over a. settlement by .lease for a certain 
number of years, and I do not feel quite assured that the decision which the 
Committee arrive at is correct. It is, at lea;t, not so clearly exemplified 
as to remove .all doubt as to the accuracy of the result. -

2. The-arguments-in favor of the ann~~l settlement. are, that it permits 
the Ryut to contract or extend the sphere of his labor, according to . the 
means at his immediate command, a privilege of immense importance in a 
country where the capital ofthe agriculturist is not only .small in itself, but 
subject to great fluctuation's from the effect of variations of the season, 
(vide para. 44 of Mr. Goldsmid's and'Capbtin Wingate's Report of the 27th 
October 1840,) and that it gives him all the advantages of a long lease with
<?Ut any of its disadvantages (para~ 8 of Joint Report). 
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3~ The arguments on the other side are, I think, very strona and I 
, Ol 

should regret to see it laid down as an Unchangeable maxim applicable to 
all districts and to all states of society, that an annual settlement must be 
made with each Ryut for the land which he may choose to hold. 

· · 4. It cannot be a question that a poor Ryut, having a small agricul .. 
tural stock, cannot well be bound by a lease. His few cattle may die, and 
then, however favorable may be the terms of his lease, he must relinquish 
his fields, or the lease must be broken up. But let us hope that this is not 
the case with all. It cannot be that we have not now, and never are to have 
any acc'ft.mulation of agricultural capital Our farmers will not always be 
dependent on the results of one season ; nor will they necessarily be ruined 
if it bring with it scanty crops, loss of cattle, or other misfortunes. The 
very object of our revising the assessment throughout our Provinces, is to 
eradicate the hand-to-mouth system which has so long prevailed with the 
agricultural classes, and to create agricrultural capital; and we should endea
vour to combine with this object those of inducing these classes to look 
more to the future, of exciting in them feelings of independence, of exempt
ing them as much as possible from the pupilage and surveillance of the 
Government Officers, and of attaching them to the soil, and to their own 
particular portion of it. 

5. I knpw not how these objects can be obtained more decidedly 
than by th~ grant of leases for lengthened periods. While in the continu .. 
a11-ce of the system of annual settlement, I can foresee, although the great 
object of leaving tne Ryut free is gained, that the others run the risk of 
being wholly neglected. . 

6. A Ryut who, looking beyond the present year, knows that he will 
have to provide for the payment of a certain revenue for many years to 
come, must necessarily acquire more prudent and thrifty habits than he who 
looks to the present year alone, and who knows that, if he· choose to be 
idle, he has no responsibility. " 

7. The independence of feeling which every man ought to possess can 
seldom arise when a man knows that he holds his land, as it were, by an an. 
nual tenure; ·that if .he fail to till a certain field, and it be omitted from his 
holding for one year, his rival may step into his place, and perhaps deprive 
him of his field for ever; and nothing, perhaps, more tends to diminish such 
feeling than the inquisitional visits of G_overnment . .Officers, inquiring what 
is the .extent of his cultivation, and regui~ting the fluctuating amount 
of his rent. 

8. A lease imposes a wholesome responsibility upon the Ryut, and 
secures the Government agamst fluctuation in the revenue. That respon .. 
·~ibility the Ryut cannot be. expected to iricu.r without some eqnivalent, nor 
should the Government expect to gain: the security without some sR.Crifice. 
I think this point has not been sufficiently attended to in our attempts to 
introduce leases, and hence our failure in parts of Goozerat. We desired 
to secUI'e every thing to Government, without making any sacrifice in favor 
of the lessee. · · 

9. If a farmer possess ten fields, assessed at Rs. 10 each, or together 
at Rs. 100, we cannot expect that he will bind himself to pay Rs. 100 for 30 
years for those fields. He would pay no more if he took out no lease, and 
might often have to pay less. · But if the Government, in order to secure a. 
~ertain unfluctuating revenue, consent to give him a. lease for 30 years ~t 
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95 Rupees, it might be well worth the while of a Ryut, possessing some capi
tal, to take such a lease. This is the principle on wh;ich, I think, leases 
might successfully be granted. • 

. . ' 

10. I think the observations in paras. 11 to 18 of the Joint Report 
on the division of the land into fields, and in paras. 29 to 31, on boundary 
marks, judicious. · 

Village Bwndatry disputu. · 

11, The Rules proposed for the settleme~t of thea~ disputes.by the 
Survey are certainly deserving of a fair trial, and if they have succeeded 
in Dharwar, they may be equally efficacious elsewher&. I ap,ove of the 
course proposed in the Hon'ble the President's 7th para. . . ,. 

MeastWement and Mappimg. • . 

12. I am happy to observethegreatimpoitance·attached to the pre .. 
paration of the village maps. ·If I recollect right,.Lieutenant Nash was 
opposed to the process, but I entirely agree in the views expressed respect-
ing these maps in the present J ohit Report. · 

qlas&ifieatime.' • 

13. This is one of the most important, and' at t'he same ·time, the 
most diflicult ope~ations ~f the survey. The Joint Report explains (paras. 
39 to 66) with much minuteness, the principal points on which this opera
tion depends, and although, . as MJ.·. Townsend justly obseryes' _(pari!'·. 7), 
these are matters on which practical men alone- can fully judge, yet, I 
think, we may safely say that the system, as. it is explained, seems tC? b~ 
founded on just principles, and to have been well considered. I quit& 
concur in the observation, in the lOth para. of the Hon'ble th~ ~resident's 
Minute on this subject, of the-classification ofrice lands •. The experience 
of Mr. Tytler in the Dangs would be of much service in fixing rules for 
classifying: these lands throughout the Upper Country. · ·' ·' 

·: #' {. 

· .Assessment. 

14. The explanation given of the mode in .which this closing-process 
of the survey is conducted, in paras. 66 to 78, is very clear and explicit. 

15 •. I concur in the Hon'ble the Presid~nt's appreciation (para. 12) 
of what must be left to the judgment of the Superintendents of Survey. 
We must, indeed, be almost wholly dependent upon them; for I 'do not 
think that we -can hope ~or Revenue Commissioners who. can do more than 
exercise a very general supervision over their operations. .few Revenue 
Commissioners possess the knowledge, and none could devote the time, 
necessary for a minute scrutiny into them. Those- only wh~ have· been 
Lrained to survey, and with whom all the details of the process are fami· 
liar, can venture to offer opinions opposed to those of ~ Superintendent 
on many points; and even where a doubt may arise, it may be impossible 
to set it at rest w:ithout such minut& ··interference and inquiry as would 
i~pedfi' the progress of the survey, while it would take the attention of 
the Revenue Commissioner from his more: ordinary duties. 

16. I· would not, therefore, require from the Revenue Commissioners 
a greater degree of responsibility than, I admit, they are capable of fulfilling; 
but at the same tim6 I think that they may reasonably be expected so far to 
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control all the Superintendents under them, as to secure a great degree of 
uniformity in their proceedings. 

17. I concur in the Hon'ble the President's proposition, that the 
Rules for the interior management of the survey department, (para. 80 of 
Joint Report,) which seem excellent, sho~d be adopted generally. 

18. It certainly is very desirable that the survey settlement should 
be introduced by the Superintendent, in conjunction with the Collector, or 
an experienced Assistant. I fear, however, this may not always be prac
ticable. Hitherto it has not . been found so, and the Superintendent has 
in most cases, I believe, alone introduced the rates in each district, as soon 
as the santlion of Government to them has been obtained. 

19. I concur in most of •the observations recorded· by the Hon'ble 
the President, on the Rules for the guidance of the Revenue Officers in 
respect to the future administration of the survey (para. 84 of Joint Re
port). On some of those Rules I venture to offer a few remarks. 

1Wles 4 and 13. 

20. These, as they affect unarable land included in a field, may, I 
think, be open to the objection urged against them by Mr. Townsend 
(P.ara. 9). Probably the difficulty arises from terming land ·covered with 
d~nse jungle "unarable," in Rule 13. This term might be strictlf defined ; 
land covered with vegetation, trees, or bushes, can.hardly be included pro
perly in it, as the presence of this vegeta.tion proves the productive quali
ty. of the soil, and its capability of being brought under the plough. 

Bule 5. . 

21. The Reve~ue Commissioner only inculcates ~ prudent caution, 
in respect to the insertion of the names of parties as holders of fields. 
Care should be taken that the real holder is well ascertained, and, if there 
be a dispute, no entry in the survey books should be made, that can give 
one party a right which he might not, on inquiry, be found to possess. It 
is a great object to establish our Survey Books as a complete record of 
the state of the occupancy at the time of th~ operation. 

1Wles 'l and B. 

22. I think the observations of the Revenue Cammissioner on these 
Rules just, and concur in the proposition of the Hon'ble the ·President re. 
specting them, except so far that I would make no limitation as to time (20 
years) in cases in which the holder of a portion 0~ a field may have been in 
occupation previously to the surveY.. The act of including his field and 
those of his neighbours in one number, is one in which he has no voice, 
and it should not place him in a worse position than that in which he 
stood previously •. 

Bule 10. 

· 23. I am inclined tD think that the Rules prescribed, after full con
sideration_ in the Government letter of the 12th February 1847, No. 390, 
should be upheld, and that. when one tree is felled, two should be required 
to be planted. I see nothing impracticable in this. Dr. Gibson~ a good 
authority, urges it; and I have no confidence in the opinion that self
interest is sufficient to induce Ryuts to plant where it may be necessary. 
This, I imagine, is contrary to our exJ}erience. 
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Bulel2. 

24. The Government may give out the waste on an:y terms it pleases, 
and there is no hardship in enforcing the Rule against sub-division. I con
cur in the observations of the Hon'ble. the President in paras. 27 to 31. 
I . 

Rule 20. 

25. I think there is some force i~ Mr. Townsend's objections to the 
Ryuts, wanting to take up new land, beingobliged to proceed to the Mamlet
dars' Kutchurree. In villages very distant, and especially during t]le few 
first yAars after the introduction of the survey, where, it may be presumed, 
that much new land will be taken up, the Co!J.ector might be autorized to 
disp\'se with the strict observance of the Rule. · · 

26. I am afraid that, if notice of resigning a field be not given before 
the Mrigsal, it will be too late for any 'other party. desiring it, t~ pome 
forward to cultivate. · · · ·· 

Rule 21. 

27. I doubt whether the question of the instahnents 111hould be mixed· 
up in these Rules with matters ·immediately connected with the introdncti_ol). 
of the survey. I would separately consider the subject, especially .~s local. 
peculiaritiis may render it necessary that different periods for th_e payment 
of the revenue s~ould be in use in different.districts. · 

28. I .entirely concur in the observations of the Hon'ble the President,.· 
{para. 44,) on ~he subject of accounts. It would be of great, ·assistance 
were forms of accounts printed. from those of the village· to those of the · 
Collector's Kutchurree, for t.he guidance of all our RevE)nue Officers. 

29. I think the acknowledgments of Government are justly due to Mr. 
Goldsmid and. Captains Wingate and Davidson,. for the able and lucid Re.· 
port they have now laid be~ore us. It .will serve as a. Manual in all future
Surveys, and I think it should be printed, as soon as any ·modifications 'to 
be made in the Rules contained ill it have been determined: · , 

{Signed) L. R .. REID, 

16tk May 1848, 

, . 

. •. 
MINUTE by thB Hon'ble Mr. WILLOUGHBY, dat~lll8th May 1848. 

Not ever having served in the Revenne.branch of the Service, I possess 
no practical experience on the important questions di\cussed in these 
papers; but I have no hesitation in deferring to the opinions of Mr. Reid~ 
whose long experience and intimate acqwaintance with all the details of our 
Reve.nue administration is unsurpassed by, if it does not exceed, that of 
any other person connected with this Presidency. · . 

(~igned) J. P. WILLOUGHBY. 

18tk May 1848. 
B 183-12 
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No. 5593 of 1848. 

TERRITORIAL DEPARTMENT, REVENUJl. 

J. G. LUMSDEN, Esquire, 
Secretary to Government, 

To 

E. H. TowNSEND, Esquire, 

• -.Revenue Commissioner, Southern Dit•ision • 

Sm, 

I have been directed by the Right Honorable the Governor in Coun~il to acknowledge 
:Mr. Goldsmid, (late) Supt. of the the receipt of your letter No. 2258, dated the lOth September 

Revenue Survey andAssessmei;tt in 1847, submitting a Joint Report from the Officers named in 
!f ~ecR:;~n~P~~:~~~s~~! the margin, on the practice a~d objects of the Revenue Sur
ment, .Sonthe!U lfahratta Conn try; veys under their charge, and, in reply, to communicate to 
~aepta.Rem .Davtdsson, (Iate)d S_!lpt. of you the following observations on the propositions. and re-

venue nrvey an .l:U!Sess- . · 
ment, .Ahmednuggnr. . marks contained in the Report, classed under the different 

heads into which it is divided. · 

2. Among the questions discussed in these paras. of the Joint Report, is that of the 
Idtt;>ductory remn.rks, including ~uperior~ty of an ann~al settlement with each Ryut, accord

a detail ofthe objects of aReve.~ue mg to h1s actual holdmg for any year, over a settlement by 
Survey, and advantages of a Fteld lease for a certain number of years and His Lordship in 
Assessment.-Paras. 1 to 10. ' · 

· Council does not fe~l quite assured that the decision at which 
the Committee has arrived is correct. It is, at least, not so clearly exemplified as to re
move ~ll doubt as to the accuracy of the result. 

3. The arguments in favour of the annual settlement are, that it p~rinits the Ryut to 
cmitract or extend the sphere of his labour, according to the means at his immediate com
mand, a privilege. of immense importance in a country where the capital of the agriculturalist 
is not only small in itself, but subject to great :fluctuatio'ns, from the effect of variations of 
the seasons, (vide para. 44 of Mr. Goldsmid's and Captain Wingate's Report of the 27th 
October 1840,) and that it gives him all the advantages of a long lease, without any of its 
disadv~n~ages (pa.ra. 8 of present Joil1t Report). 

4. The arguments on the other side are, His Lordship in Council considers, very 
strong, and he would regret to see it laid down as an unchangPable maxim, applicable to 
all districts, and to all states of Indian society, that an annual settlement must be made 
with ·each Ryut for the land which he may choose to hold.· · 

. 5. A poor Ryut, having a small agricultural stock, cannot well be bound by a lease. 
His few cattle may die, and then, however favorable may be the terms of his lease, he must 

"' relinquish his fields, or the lease must be broken up. But let it be hoped that this is not the 
case with all. It cannot be that we have not now, and never are to have, any accumulation 
of agricultural capital. Our farmers will not always be dependent on the results of one 
season, nor will they necessarily be ruined, if it brfng with it scanty crops, loss of cattle, or 
other misfortunes. The very object of the revision of the assessment throughout our Pro
vinces, is to eradicate the hand-to-mouth system which has so long prevailed with the agri
cultural classes, and to create agricultural capital ; and we should endeavour to conbine with 
this object, those of inducing these ·classes to look more to the future-of exciting in them 
feelings of independen'?6-of exempting them as much as possible from the pupilage and 
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surveillance of the Government Officers-and of attaching them to the soil, and to their own 
particular portion of it. 

6. It is not apparent how these objects can be attained more decidedly than by the 
grant of leases for lengthened periods-; whilo, in the continuance of the system of annual 
settlements, Government can foresee, although the great objAct _of leaving the Ryut free, is 
gained, that the others run the risk of being wholly ne_glected. · . 

7. A Ryut who, looking beyond the present year, knows that he will have to provide 
. for the payment of a certain revenue for many years to come, must necessarily require more 
prudent and thrifty habits than he who looks to the present year· alone, and who knows 
that, if preferring idleness to industry, he abandon or contract his cultivation, he in that 
proportion relieves himself of responsibili~y. - • · · · .. . . 

8. The independence of feelings which every man ought to possess can seldom arise, 
when a man knows tnat h~ holds his land as it were by an annual tenure, that if he fail to till· 
a certain field, and it be omitted from his holding for one year, his rival may step into his 
place, and perhaps deprive him of it for ever; and probably nothing tends more to dimiriish 
such right feeling than the inquisitorial visits of Government Officers, inquiring what is the 
extent of his cu~tivatio~, and regulating the fluctuating amount of his rent. 

9. A lease imposes a wholesome responsibility upon the Ryut, and secures the Gov~rn
ment against fluctuation in the revenue. . That responsibility the Ryut cannot be expected 
to incur, without some equivalent, nor should the Government expect to gain the security · 
without some sacrifice. His Lordship in Council considers this point has not been sufficiently 
attended to in our attempts to introduce leases and· bene~ our failure in parts of Guzerat~ • 
. We desired to secure every thing to' Government, _without making. any sacrific,. in 'favor· 
of the lessee. · 

10. H a farmer possess ten fields, assessed at Rupees 16 each, or together at Rupee~ 
100, it cannot be expected that he will bind himself to pay Rupees 1 0~ fo.r sq years for those: 
fields. He would pay no more if he· took out no lease, and might often·have to paY.' l~ss. 
But if the Government, in order to secure a cer~ain, unfluctuating revenues consent to give 
him a lease for 30 years at 95 Rupees, it might be well worth the while pf a Ryut, possessing 
some capital, to take such a lease. This is the principle o~ which, Hi's Lordship in Council 
is of opinion, leases might successfully be granted. · · 

Division of village land into fields, ~1. The, obse~a~i?~s- contai~ed in t~ese paras: of tlie' 
and definition of fields by suitable Joint Report, on the dlVlSlOn of the land mto fields and on 
land marks.-Pa.ras 11 to 21 b d k "d a· • d" • · · · oun ary mar s, are cons1 ere JU Ic1ous. 

I 
., .. 

12. Nearly every boundary disput~ of any importance in the Deccan has probably been 
made the subject of investigation· prev1ously to the surveY, 

. Determination of village bounda.- with a view to settlement, but it will probably be found that' 
nes, and settlement of disputes con- · 
nected with them.-Paras. 22 to 28. . not one in a hundred of these disputes has been. actually 

· disposed of. · 

13. In the Dharwar Collectorate there have been, up to this time, about 1,000 villages 
surveyed, and His Lordship in Council is informed that, "'ith a few exceptions ~f no great 
consequence, the whole of tha boundary.di_sputes within them have been investigated and 
settled during the progress of the survey; that the results afford evidence. that no insur:. 
mountable difliculties are in the way of the settlAment of such disputes by the Survey. 
Officers, and that the awards of the latter will be respected. . ·. 

14. Until, however, the details of these results are i9- the possession of Government, no 
decided opinion as to the practicability of the plan advocated by the _three Superintendents 
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can be formed; but hi the meantime I am desired to observe that, considering the important 
objects sought to be attained, it is deemed well worthy of a fair trial, and of every 
assistance and co-operation the local Officers can afford •. · 

15. As in the plains village boundary marks must, at the same time, define the limits 
of some particular fields, it follows that their construction and preservation are provided for 
by Act III. of 1846. Moreover,· wilful injury and destruction are also pu~shable under 
Clause 3 of Section 42 of Regulation ·xrv. of 1827. 

Measuring and mappiugtheland. 16. His Lordship in Council is happy to observe the great 
-Paras. 29 to 37. i;mportance attached to the preparation of the village maps. 

· 17. I am desired to' express his full concurrence in all that is recorded by the three 
Superintendents on the subject of the measurements, and to add, that, although it is, no 
doubt," unnecessary, and would in many instances be hurtful, to fetter the Superintending 

i Officers with specific Rules," as to the manner in which they are to attain the desired results, 
still the Revenue Com~issioner ought, from the first, to have been informed of the different 
modes _of proceeding, so that they might have guarded against the adoption or continu,ance 
of any that are defective, and have prevented any improvements introduced by one Super-. 
intendant being unknown to, or unnecessarily rejected by; another. 

18. Olassificalion,.-This· is one of_the most important and, at the same time, the most 
Classification of dry-crop, garden, . difficult operations of the suTvey. The Joint Report explains, 

a.nd rice land.-Paras. 38 to 65. with much minuteness, the principal points on which this 
operation depends, and although, as you justly observe (para. 7), these are matters on which 
practical men alone cap. fully judge, yet it may safely be said that the system, as it is ex
plained as applicable to all but rice lands, is founded on just principles, and that the particu. 
Iars are given in a manner which shows the subject to have been well considered and can
vassed by the three Seperintendents. Government, therefore, approves of the system and 
the details, the observance of which they advocate. As regards the land forming the ex
ception (rice,) His Lordship in Council will be glad to learn that the pres~ntSuperint~ndents 
of the surveys have been able to agree on some Rule for its right classification. Before 
doing so, however, they should avail themselves of the experience of Mr. Tytler, and examine 
the Ru~es drawn out for the guidance of th&.t Officer's establishment in the Dangs. 

Settlement of the rates of Assess
ment.-Paras. 66 to 78. 

19. The explanation given of the mode in which this 
closing process of the survey is conducted, is very clear and 
explicit. • 

20. The Right Hon'ble the Governor in Council is aware that Government must be 
General observations on preced- almost wholly dependent upon the St:perintendents of Sur

ing subject-B.-Para. 79. · veys for the right conduct of many of the details ·of their 
operations, for he does not think that the Revenue Commissioners can do more than exercise 
a very general supervision over them. Few Revenue Commissioners possess the knowledge, 
and none could devote the time necessary for a minute scrutiny into them. Those only who 
have been trained to survey, and with whom all the details of the process are familiar, can 
venture to offer opinions opposed to those of a Superintendent ori many points, and even 

. where a doubt may arise, it may be impossible to set it at rest without such minute interfer. 
ence and enquiry as would divert the attention of the Revenue Commissioner from hlli more 
ordinary duties, so as to cause much inconvenience to the public service. · 

. . . 
21. The Governor in Council will not, therefore, require from the Revenu~ Commis. 

· sioners a greater degree of responsibility than they are capable of fulfilling. But, at the 
same time, he thinks that they may reasonably be expected so far to control all the Super· 
intendents under thern as to secure a great degree. of 11: niformity in their proceedings. 
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22. The Right IIon'b]e the Governor in Council ~grees with you that. the thirteen 
Interior arrangement of the Sur- Rules propo!ed in the joint Report, for the interior arrange

vcy Dcpartment.-Parns. 80 and 81. ment of the Survey Department, appear excellently adapted . 
for the end in view, and that their general enforcement should be at once ordered. 

23. The proposition contained in the 83rd para. is also approved, with the proviso, that 
Futuro administration of the Sur. if the Assistant Collector in charge of the District is not an 

vey settlement.-Paras. 82 to 87. Officer of some experience,.and, in the opinion of the Collec-
tor and Revenue Commissioner, qualified to form a judgment of the system and of the 
manner in which its details will work, some more experienced Assistant, or the Collector 
himself, should be associated with the Superinte_ndent.. T~is, howevei:, it is feared, may not 

·always be practicable. Hitherto it has not been found so, and the Superintendent has in 
most caees, it is believed, alone introduced the rates in each district, as soon., as the sanction 
of Government to them has been obtail;ted. 

24. Rules.-In regard to the Rules proposed for the guidance of tQe. Revenue 
Officers in respect to the future administration of the Sul'Ver,, (para. 84 of Joint Report,) I 
have been directed to communicate the following remarks:- · 

25. Rules 1 and 3 are approved. A Proclamation to the effect of Rule 1 should be 
published, when the revised ratetJ are introduced in a district, and every Patel should be 
furnished with a copy. 

26. On Rule 2, the opinion of Dr. Gibson will be called for. 

27. Rules 4 and 13. These, as they affect unarable land included in a field, may be 
open to the objection urged against them by you in para. 9. Probably, the difficulty arises 
from terming land covered with dense jungle " unarabfe,'' in Rule .13. .This tenp. might. be 
strictly defined. Land covered with vegetation, trees, or bushes, can hardly be included 
properly in it, as the presence of this vegetation proves the productive quality of .the soil, · 
and its capability of being brought under the plough. 

28. Rule 5. Your lOth para. inculcates a prudent caution in respect to the insertion 
of the names of parties as holders of fields. Care should be taken that the real holder is 
well ascertained, •and if there be a dispute, no entry in the Survey Books should be made 
that can give one party a right which he might not, oninqQ.iry, be found to possess. It is 
a great object to establish our Survey Books as a complete record of the state of the 
occupancy at the time of the operation, 

29. Rule 6 is approved, provided no . Meerasdaree, or other recognized heritable 
rights, are interfered with. · · 

30. Rules 7 and 8. The observations made by you on these Rules are considered _ 
just; and to avert the hardships you contemplate, a discretionary power·may be granted 

. to the Collectors as to their enforcement, without, however, making the limitation as to 
time {20 years) in cases in which the holder of a portion of a field may have been in occu
pation previously to the survey. The act of including his field, and those of his neighbours, 
in one number, is one j.n. which he has no voice, and it should not place him in a. worse 
position than that in which he stood previously. · . . · 

31. Rule 9 is approved. 

32. Rule 10 being in conformity to the views expressed m the Government letter. 
{No. 390) of the 12th February 1847, is approved. 

33. •Rule 11. His Lordship in Council is of opinion, that the Rules prescribed in the 
Government letter last quoted, for regulating the power to cut down trees, should be 
upheld, and that when one tree is felled, two should be required to be planted. 

B 183-13 . · 
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34. Rule 12~ The objects.of this Rule, as well as that of Rules 7 and 8, His Lord. 

ship in Council understands to be to discour:tge the sub-division of fields, so that by being 
retained entire their sale and.transfer, undor the provisions of Rule 9, may be promoted. 

35. It would be a hardship to refuse to recognize shares of fields already entered in the 
Government Books, and the rights of the holders of such shares are protected by Rules 5, 6, 
7, 8, and 9. In giving out waste for cu1tivation, however, which is the case provided for in 
the Rule under consideration, no prior.rights are involved, and we have merely to look to the 
method best calculated. to promote the interests of the Ryuts and Government. 

36. If fields are to be perp1itted to be split up without limit, and the occupant of 
. ev~ry fractional share recognized as holding direct of Government, the inevitable results· 
will be the ultimlitte sub-division of the whole land into very minute occupancies, accompanied 
by the impoverishment of the whole agricultural class. Farms will becpme so small as 
barely to provide subsistence for those occupied in their tillage, and the surplus from which· 
the assessment is to be paid, so trifling, that the slightest deficiency in the ordinary crop 
will suffice to annihilate it. · With every precaution, it may be impossible to prevent· the 

· sub-division of farms as population increases, but assuredly no opportunity should be lost of 
checking this· tendency. 

· 37. In the case of a Ryut in ~hose name a field is entered, and who holds it jointly 
with others, dying, the want of a record to show the liabi1ity of the other sharers would be 
of but little consequence, for they would be amenable for the revenue under the provisions 
of Sections III. and V. of Regulatimi XVII. of 1827; and the desire of retaining possession 
of the land woul~ more probably make the inferior holders anxious to defray their shares 
of the revenue, in order to obtain receipts from the village Accountant, with a viow to 
strengthen their claims to continue in possession. 

38. But were even the Rule to involve the certain sacrifice of balances of revenue due 
by Ryuts dying under the circumstances contemplated by you, inste~d of the remote pos
sibility of such a contingency, it would still be better to submit to the loss, than to sanction 
the alternative of an unlimited.sub-division of fields. 

• 
39. H.ules 14 and 15 ar~ approved. 

· 40. Rule 16 only reserves for free pasturage a portion of the fields alluded to in Rule 
13, as unsuited in their theri state for cultivation, and unassessed. This· indulgence will, 
therefore, be limited to the villages in which such waste fie)ds are to be found, and His 
Lordship in Council agreea with you in thinking that the further restri~tion (already imposed 
in Government letter of the 16th October 1844, No: 3621,) of the privilege, to the case of 
villages which have hitherto. enJoyed the rlght of free pasturage, should be continued. 

' 

41. The practice of selling the waste, field by field, enjoyed by this Rule, promises 
to be more acceptable to the villagers, and more productive of revenue to Government, 
than the plan of selling the entire wljl.stes of several 'villages· or districts . in the lump~ to 
parties engaging for the whole. 

42. · Rules 17, 18, and 19, are approved. 

43. Rule 20. His Lordship iri Council considers there is some force in your objection 
to the Ryut, wanting to take up new land, being obliged to proceed for this purp.ose to the 
:M:amletdar'sKutcheree. In villages very distant, and especially during thefewfirstyearsafter 
t.he introduction of the Survey~ when it may be presumed that much new land will be taken 
up, the Collector may be authorized to dispense with the strict observance of the Rule. 
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44<. Adverting to your suggestion that the period for givllig notice of intention to 
throw up lands be extended to t~e Mrigsal, Government considers that, if notice of resigning 
a field be not given earlier, it will be too late for any other party desiring it, to come forward 
to cultivate. · 

45. Rule 21. The Governor in Council doubts whether the questjon of the instalments 
should be mixed up in these. Rules, with matters immediately connected withtheintroduction 
of the survey~ He would prefer the separate consideration of the subject, especially as local 
peculiarities may render it necessary that different periods for the payment· of the revenue 
should be in use in different districts. · 

46. Rules 22, 23 and 24, are approved. 
. r. ,'; ./ :'f .. ' • 

47. His Lordship in Council is confiqerit, that the introduct}on of a simple and uniform 
District and village accounts.- system of accounts through 'aU the surveyed districts, would 

Para.. 85. . . . . . . a~d so much 't;o the efficiency of our Native est~blishments, 
as to render unnece~sary additions, no~ Urgently required, to th~!r numerical strength; and 

· would also consider~bly lessen the ~ab~ur of the ?ollecto~~ and ~heir,as~ista~~s in che~king the .. 
work of the subordinate H"uzur, D1stnct and Village agent~. • · . .· . . . . 

i. ' ! . 

48. I am directed to request that you will immediately teport ho:w far, .and with what • 
results, you have carried into ef(ect the instructions conveyed in the Government letter of the 
24th Aprill846, (No. 1925,) all:d that.yo~ willtran~mit ~or t~.e opinio~ ofCaptai~ Wi~gate, 
whatever forms of accounts you may have approved, in· concert with the Revenue Commis~· 

~ ' - f' , . 

sioner, Northern Division. .. · · · · · 
·. ;': I . 

' , j l ,' . I .( I ~ ~ 1. , -' ' • t ; ' , ;, ~ ' . ·~ ' ' : . "1 

49. The instructions of Government. on the .euqject. of remissions were conveyed in 

Bemissions.-Para.. 86. 
~e Government letter .to yqu, ~ o~ 3&9~; of t~e. 5ihi OctobE)f 

' :1847. . ' '• ·, ., . . 
• .: . . ,i 

50. In conclusion, I a:t;n directed to convey the acknowledgments of the Right Hon'ble 
the Go~ernor in C?.uncil to Mr. G<>!dsmi.~, an1 Captains_W~gate an.d Davidson,. ~or the abl~ 

· and luCid Report they have now lrud before hrm. It will serve as a Manual m. all futur~ 
surveys, and it should .be printed,;as soon as any modifications to be made in the Rules con• 
tained in it have been determined. 

( I l ' ' ' . ' 

I ha.ve the honor 'to be, &c. 
(Signed) J. G. LUMSDEN, 

Secretary tfJ Government. 

Bombay Castle, 22n'd Septembe1: i848. 
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No. 5594 of 1848. 

From· 
TERRITORIAL DBPA.BTJUNT, RIVENUE. 

J. a. LUMsDEN, Esquire,. 

BecretlJry to Government, 
To 

Dn. A. GIBSON, 

Oomervator of l'Of'ests. 
Sm, . . 

In transmitting to you the annexed extract from a draft of Rules prepared for the future 
'- administration of survey settlements, I have been directed by 

Erlract (Rule 2nd) from the 84th the Right Honorable the Governer in Council to request that 
~of a Joint ~port b;y Mr. Gold- you will be so good as to favor him with your opinion on the 
Bmld, and Cnptams Wmgate and · • • . 
Davidson, dared 2nd August 1847. plan proposed, for disposmg of the produce of frwt-trees 

, standing in fields. 

2. I have at the same time been instructed, with reference to Mr.. Chief Secretary 

Extract (Rules 10 and 11) from 
the 84th para. ofthe Joint Report 
of the 2nd Augnst 1847. 

Extract paras. 32 and 33 of a Gov
ermnent letter to the Rev. Commr., 
S. D.; No. 5593, dated 22nd Sep
tember 1848. • . 

Pringle's letter to the Revenue Commissioner, Southern 
Division, No. 390, of the 12th February 184?, a copy of 
which was sent to you by endorsement on the same date, to 
forward for your information the extracts noted~ the margin 
on the subject of restrictions to be piaced on the cutting of 

) 

trees. · 

·I have the honor to be, &c. 

(Signed) J. G. LUMSDEN, 
Secretaf'!/ to Government. 

Bombay Oastle, 22nd 8epiem6er 1848. 

From· 

To 

Sm, 

No. 716 of 1848. 

DB. A. GIBSON, • 

OonsertJator of Forests, 

.J. G. LUllSDEN1 Esquire, -
Secretary to Government. 

Hewa, 29th September 1848. 

In reply to. your letter No. 5594, under date 22nd instant, in which the Right Hon'ble 
the Governor does me the honor to request my opinion on the plan proposed for disposi.Dg 
of the produce of fruit-trees standing in fields, I have the honor to state 
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2. As I understand the question (founded on Rule 2nd of the Joint Report) to refer 
to the sale of the annual produce of fruit-trees only, it appears to me that, as applied to the 
more open country, the Rule may be safe, particularly since the preservation of a succession 
of trees by planting is provided for by the Resolution of His Lordship in Council, para. 33, 
under date 22nd instant, viz., " that the Rules, regulating the power to cut down trees, 
should be upheld, and that when one tree is felled, two should be require.d to be planted." 

3. But for this proviso I think the system of summary sale would be pernicious, as 
experience has (I respectfully submit) shown us that the natives cannot, in the present state 
of their habits, be safely trusted with a property in ne~rly all the trees in the open country; 
for, in the parts of the oountcy hitherto surve_ye~, there may .be· said to be few or no trees, 
excepting in land which is arable. . . · . 

4. With respect to the extensio~ of the Rule to the Mawal and Konkan Districts, and 
supposing it to be applied (as seems to be in~ended) to all trees whatsoever, I ~hink it may 
require, previous to being so extended, mature consideration in the various and more e:xten· 
sive bearings which it will there ha~e, either on the property or the resources . of Govern· 
ment ; and that it may, from particular local circumstances, require some occasional modi lie.~~ . 
tion. Thus, by ancient prescriptive right, cultivation has been allowed within the precincts 
of cf)rtain Government lands, as around hill-forts, as at Singhur, .&c.; but in these, supposirig 
the right to cultivate is Enam, (as in many cases it is,) the right of the cultivator is acknow. 
ledged not to extend beyond the grain crops.. · · .. 

5. Now it seems to me obviou~;J that the general application of a Rule, such as No.' 2, 
would at once deprive Government of much vaiuab~e property in trees ;-for·a peren:u>tory sale 
by auction would hardly compensate for the permanent alienation of choice timber, particu
larly when we know that, under the Mli.wal mood of cultivation, this timber would gradu~ 
ally disappear. · 

' . . 
6. Another case in which the Rple would reqmre consideration, if not modi'fi.eation, is 

the property in the produce of the wild date. · This is, in many parts of the country, an 
article of valuable annual farm. · · · · 

7. It appears to me doubtful in how far it woUld be prudent to part with this source of 
revenue for the result of precarious biddings made ~t .~ peremptory auction sale~ 

8. The same Rule will apply to the farm of other trees in the K:'o~an, such as teak, · · 
~c., where these grow in land now at the .<llsposal of Goyernmen~, but which, under a survey, · 
might be taken up by a cultivatoz:. · · 

9. On the above grounds I think that the Rule requires further .consideration ere it 
can be adopted as a general one for the f~ture .administratio:n of suryey settlements. 

' r ' ' 

10. I deem 'it ve~y possible that I I may have somewh~t 'mis~oncei~ed. the scope and 
tendency of the intended Rule_. In such case I will be happy .to give it my further _c_onside~-
ation on another reference being made ~ me. . . ' . ·- · \' . 

B 183-14. 

I' .. 
I have the honor to be, &c .• 

:(Signed) ALEX. GIBSON, 
Conseruator of Fwests. 
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No. 6358 of 1848. 

TERRITORIAL DEI'ABTMENT, REVENUE. 

• W. CouRTNEY, Esquire, 

Acting Secretary to .Government, , 

Captain G ~ WIN GATE, 

. Superintendent, Revenue Survey and Asussment, 
Southern Mahratta Oowntry. 

SIR, , 
' . 

With reference to the Joint Report made by yourself, Mr. Goldsmid and Captain 
Davidson, Un.der date the 2nd.August 1847, (submitted to Government through the Reve
nue Commissioner, Southern Division,) on the practice and objects of your respective Sur
veys, I have been direeted by the Right Hon'ble the Governor in Council to transmit to 
you, for any observations you may have to offer, the accompanying copy of a letter from 
the Conservafor of Forests,. No. 716, dated the 29th ultimo, submitting his opinion on the ' 
_pian proposed in.Rule 2, para. 84, of the Joint Report, for disposing of the produpe of 
·fruit-trees standing in fields, and of the restrictions to be placed on the cutting of trees. 

' . ' I 

' ' 

. I have the honor to be,' &c., . 

(Signed) · W. COURTNEY,· . 
Acting Secretary to Government. 

Bombay Castle, 18th October 1848. . . ' 

No. 206 of 1848. 

From 
Captain G. WINGATE, 

Superintendent, Revenue Survey and Assessment, · 
. Southern Mahratta Country# 

To 
W. CoURTNBY, Esquire, 

S~; .. 
.Acting 8ecreta'f'1J to Government, BomlJay. 

In compliance with the instructions of the Right Hon'ble the Governor io Council, 
contained in your letter of 18th insta.ilt, N 6. 6358, I ifo myself the honor to submit the fol
lowing observations in reference to the remarks made by the Conser.vator of Forests, in his 
letter No. 716, dated the 29th ultimo, upon Rule 2, para. 84, of the Joint Report by Mr.· 
Goldsmid, Captain Davidson, and myself, for the disposal of fruit and other trees standing· 
within the limits of fields in surveyed districts. 
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2. It will have been observed byGoternment that the above-quoted Rule is, by para. 
84 of our Report, strictly limited " to the collectorates above the Ghats, already surveyed·, 
or in course of being so," which renders it unnecessary for me to follow Dr. Gibson in the 
arguments adduced in his 4th and following paras. on the supposition of its extension to the 
Konkans. I have further already had the honor of submitting my views on the general ques- · 
tion as to property in trees, and restrictions to be placed on cutting them, fo-r the consideration 

' of Government and the Military Board,. in my letters noticed 
1. Letter to Government, No. 91 

or 18th .April 1848. in the margin; and I shall, therefore,. confine myself to points 
2. Do. to Military Board, No. 151 which have not been noticed in these despatches, or appei:t.r to 

of 8th .Angnst 1848. · 
require further eluci~tion .. 

3. I am unable to admit the justness of the remark, made by Dr-•. Gibson in the 3rd 
para. of his letter under consideration, tliat the system of sale proposed by our Rule "would 
be pernicious, as experience has shown us that the Natives cannot, in the present state of their 
habits, be safely trusted with a property in nearly all the trees in the open country." .My 
belief is, that they may be so trusted with the utmost safety, and this assnrauce rests qn the 
fact that all the fruit and other trees,. now found growing on cultivated lands,. with very rare 
exceptions, owe their existence to private individuals. In all localities favourable for the
growth of trees, such as gardens, they 'are :Invariably planted 'and p~served; and even in_ 
the open fields, though the cultivators consider them to be there prejudicial to their crops, as 
at~racting birdS', they are;, neverthelesS', raised in sufficient numbers to. suj,ply wood for the
manufacture and repair of agricultlii'al imPlements.. · In numerous localities, chie:fly in the 
neighbourhood of towns, grO"Ves of fruit-trees have been planted in this Collectornte;, subse
quen~ tO' the intrqdnction of the revised al!sesS'ment, on the faith of this assessment being the 
!ole demand to be made on behalf of GO'vernment, and that whateye:r was pro<f.ced on the
land would belong to the holder. I can also very well recollect the increased interest-taken , 
by the cultivators in the planting and preservation of trees, on the introduction of the new 
assessment into the Sholapoor Collectorate. · · · · 

4. . I see,. therefore, no reason whatever for apprehending any wanton destruction of 
trees from constituting the holder of every :field the proprietor of. all the trees stanfug upon 
it. On the contrary, I entertain the strongest conviction. that no one cause has tended so 
much to prevent the extension of planting in Government land, as the assertion of a cl~im. of 
property in trees growing on it by the State. . n appears to me vain to expect a cultivator tq 
lay out capital in the formation of an orchard of fruit-trees, or other plantation, without being 
able to claim a right of property in it when grown up. , And f!'lery interference on the part 
of Government, with the view of restricting the powers of the holder O'f !-' field over- the. trees 
standing upon it, cannot fail, in my humble opinion, to impedethe acqnirement of a feeling 
of property in the soil, which' must be establislied before we can reasonably anticipate much 
outlay of capital in the improvement of land. But, as this subject will have to be CO'D.sidered 
in my reply to a reference by the Rf!Venue Commissioner, Southern Division~ regarding the 
points connected with the Joint Report, reserved for furtherdiscussion by tlieGovernment 
letter of 22nd ultimo, No. 5593, I shall not further enlarge upon it here. 

5. With reference to the observations in th~ 5th para. of Dr. Gibson's letter, I would" 
explain, that Rule 2 was not intended to enjoin a peremptory sa~e of trees, unless a fair pnce 
could be obtained for them ; and the provision, in the concluding sentence of the Rule, was 
intended to meet such a case. When trees are to be sold under the Rule, the Collector · 
would have to place an upset price upon them, beyond which the biddings must proceed, to 
admit of the trees being sold at all, or the land being entered in the name of the purchaser~ 

6. It would, however, seem desirable to exempt from the operation of the Rule the 
precincts of the hill-forts, alluded to in ~he 2nd para •. of the Conservator's letter, as well · 
as other localities in the Mawals, or elsewhere, intended to be reserved for the growth of teak 
or other forest timber. This course I have already recommended in my letter to the Secretary 
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to the Military Board, quoted in a previous para.: and the proposal has met with Dr. Gibson's 
approval, as appears from his letter to the same auth<?rity, dated 26th August last, No. 630, 
with a copy of which I have been favoured. The selection of such localities might be accom
plished with the greatest ease by the Collectors, or Superintendents of Survey, in commu
nication ~ith the Conservator of Forests; but to withhold the general operation of the Rule, 
of which the main object is to create a feeling of property in the soil, for the sake of a few 
exceptienal cases, which adnlit of being speciaUy provided for, wo1,1ld, in my humble opinion, 
be in the highest degree jnexpedjent. · ' · 

'1. 4-nother objection to the IJ,uie brought forward by Dr. Gibson in the 6th and 7th 
pat:aa. of his letter, is the sacrifice it would entail of. property in the· produ,ce of the wild 

. date, which he states to be in many p~rts of t,he c~untry J;~.n article of valuable annual farm, 
~n.d is doubtful how far it would be prudent to part with this source of revenij.e for the 
result of precarious biddings at a peremptory auct~on sale_. I would here obserYe, that the 
~uction sales conten;tplated in Rule 2 refer to ti~be:r and fruit:-t:rees, but not to the wild 
.date, the right of cutting down which, as of ~my other jungle, e~cum.bering the land, is 
.secured to the ho.lder of a field by Ru,le 11 of th.e Joi1;1~ Rep.vrt .. 

8.. The produce oi the wi~d date_. ~e~erre.d to ;by Dr.- G~bson, is an intoxicating liquor 
.obtained by tapping the tree; an,d the· priv,ilege of drawing off and sfJJ.ing this juice forma, 
~n this collector~te, part of the m.oJ;~.opoly ~f tl;te lilale of .epirit.UO.lJS ~iquors, whi,ch js annually 
farmed out to the highest J>idder; b1,1t in other parts oi the surveyed coll~ctorates it may 
):)e farn:;ted out separately.· Subsequent to the intro,d.uction of the new ass~ssment here, the. 
provisio:Q. in the Liquor CoJ,ltra;ct~r's lease regarding these trees has be~n limited to the 
right of tapping those 13tanding in Governmen;t waste~ fov it ~ould be wholly at variance 
with the principles of the sett~ement to allow hin;l a right of intrusion v.po:Q. fields in cultiva
tion; but I am n9t aware th;;tt the restriction has had ~ny injvriou ejJect on the s~;~.le of the 
Liquor Coi;ttract.. Nor need af!.y be apprehended; for, Ul).fortunately, this is a. branch of 
reven11-e that in.igl,lt ~e increa~ed almost at will. .All that is needed to bring about this 
result, tq incrisease the number of places where. intoxicating liquor is permitted to be sold, 
when ~he improvement ,of this b~nch of reyenue ~o~d only be ,exceeded in rapidity by the 
def!l;o~alili~ti~n .Qf the people. And if the de13truction of the wild date would avail at all to 
c~eok.tlie ,consumption ,of intoxicating liquors, Governm.ent, I feel ~ss:ured, would gladly 
:avail i,t~~lf pf a~y mean~ for ·acpomplishing .~ result so desirable, 

9. But there are other r.easons making it Y'ery ine~edient to interpose any restrictions 
upon clearing the ~nd of this tree.. It .~ffects low ~~d Il}Oist localities, ancJ in this collector
ate has oyergrqWJ;t nQ.merous :ij.:t;te bottoms along the ban~s of nullaa, w-hich are admirably 
.adapted .for the produ,ction of val~ab}e .crops, b~t COl~ld p:ot be ~ken into cultivation at all, 
unless .th.e Ryut~ are pe~itte,d. to .clear the l~nd of the date~ which·a~so, jn the Talook of 
Kode, is foun,d struggling almost everY-Where over th.e .arable W,l;lSte. M~ny old gardens 
~nd s~gaJ;'-Cane lanqs there are n.QW COVered yith pense date j1,1ngle, :w_h~ch must be cleared 
~way ·bbfore they can be ta~en ii;lto Qultivation. T~e same was alsq the ~ase in the assessed 

· · 4istricts .; bu~ in these this noxious jungle h~s already 'Qeeri., to a gre~t exte~t, cleared away 
~nd repl~ced by ~ :Q.ourishing c~ltivatiori.. l hav~ ahy-ays loo¥.:ed ~pon th~s result with feel
jugs of ~nmixed ~aqsfaction, a-q.d feel assure;d th~t ~t w?-ll be ~q view~d l?y Government. 

'• . . ' ' : . 

10. · ln QOnQlusion, I beg to reco~mend the retention of Ru~e 2, ~th the addition of 
•a provision of the' natur~ specified in my 6th p~ra. ~or excepting ~rtain localities from 
~ts operation. · · · · ' 

I have the honour to be, &c., 
. . . (Signed) G. WINGATE, 

$upt., Bevetiue ~urve~ and .4sslhSsment, S. M. C. 

~llpt'1. ,Opice, Dnarwar, 26th October 1848~ 
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No. 7172 of 1848. 

• 
W. CouRTNEY, Esquire, , 

TERRITORIAL DEPARTMENT, REVE~"UE • 

.Acting Secretary to Govern-ment, 
' 

- . 
Dr. A. GIBSON, -· 

Conservator of Ff!"ests. · · 

With reference to your letter No. 716, dated the 29th September last, I have be~n 
directed by the Right Hon'ble the Governor in Council to forward, for your further report, . 
the accompanying copy of a letter from the Superintendent, Revenue Survey and Assessment, 
Southern Mahratta Country, No. 206, of the 26th ~timo, relative to the disposal of fi.uit 
and other. trees standing within the' limits of fields in· surveyed districts. · --i • ' • . •. . _ : .. 

· I have the honor to be; &c. 

-(Signed) · W.·OO_URTN.EY~ 
-Acting Secretary: to Government. _ 

Bombay Castle, 15th November 1848, 

No, 869 of 1848. 

F-rom 

Dr. A, GIBSON, 

Conservatoi of Forests, 

To • 
I 

W. CouRTNEY, Esquire, . 
.Actin.g Secretary io Government, -Re'l.·enue Depart-ment. 

Sm, 

I have had the honor to receive your letter, No. 7172 of 1848, conveying the commands 
of the Right Honorable the Governor, that I make a further Report on the 1_!3tter of the 
Superintendent, Revenue Survey, touching the application of Rule 2nd, of the Joint P..eport 
of the Survey Committee. ~ ~- · 

2. In reply, I h~ve the:honor to state, that having given the observati~ns of .Captai~ 
Wingate the most attentive consideration, I am still of opinion that general experience -has 
not shewn that. the Natives will preserve trees, excepting of certain kinds, such as fruit 
trees. In proof of this, I would refer to the present state of much of the Sout~ern Conkan, 
and to many of the Ghaut Districts,. where, owing to improvident expenditure of wood by 

B 183-15 
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burning awey and otherwise, the want of mate.rial for burning on the fields is most 
seriously felt. On thi~ head I believe that Mr. Davies,. Collector of Broach, and Mr. 
Elphinston, Collector of Khandesh, could afford much interesting information, gleaned 
from their long experience in the Conkans. It is true, as Captain Wingate remarks, that 
the Rule is, at present, intended to apply to countries above the Ghauts; but it must be 
borne in mind that in the western part of these countries are lines of district possessing 
all the features of the Conkans. 

3. On the whole, as before remarked in my several letters on the subject to the Mill-
Vide letter to Military Board, tary Board, and to Government, I continue of opinion that 

No. 830, under date 8th instant. the rule may not at present be safely applied beyond" fruit 
trees in the open country." Th'e result of it, as applied there, will, as Captain Wingate 
remarks, probably be an "increase of planting of mangoes, &c. 

4. With respect .to the conteilts of para. 6th of Captain Wingate's letter, I have the · 
h~nor to remark, that the exception recommended by Captain W. of" hill-forts and other 
localities to be reserved for the growth of teak or other forest timber," goes a very great 
way to meet any objections which I (a~ Conservator of Forests) might have had to offer to 
the grea~er extension of Captain W.'s rule; and I feel prettY. sure that, with respect to 
this important point, t.he views of Captain Wingate and myself will finally resolve them
selves into a joint plan. I am now in communication with Captain W. in this ~atter, 
with the view of settling Clause lOth of Schedule B of the Forest Regulations. In my· 
letter to address of the Military Board above quoted (No. 830, under date 8th instant), 
I had the honor to forward a sketch of the country in which the greater part of the ex-

~ • In the above Ghaut Zillahs. captions wh~ch I would propose lie.* Some other parts 
yet remain to be seen, and hereafter adjusted, according to circumstances. 

5. In my letter No. 822, forwarded to the Board under date 4th instant, I had the 
· honor also to notice, in another fori:n, the nature of these exceptions, and to express my 
apprehension that, under the extended system of the measurement o~ hills as undertaken 
in the Poonah survey, the pecuniary interests of Government might s~ffer as regarded 
sales of jungle-wood, grass, &c .. 

6. Since then I have learned from Captain Landon, that the hite Lieutenant Na~h 
had intended to leave the hill boundaries, as to Government right and Ryuts' claims, for 
after adjustment; so that in this important point aleo there seems a fair basis for treaty. 

7. As I conclude that Captain Landon is in full possession of the views which Lieut. 
Nash meant to have carried out had he lived to do so, I respectfully. suggest that a refer
ence be made to Captain Landon on th~ subject, and with these ~ds I have no doubt but 
that we will at length reach a satisfactory. conclusion. • 

8. With respect to para: 7th of the reinarks of Captain Wingate, touching the wild 
date, and the sale of its produce as a separate item of revenue : here, I beg to say, that in 
former remarks I chiefly looked to the possible extension of Rule 2 to the districts below 
the Ghauts, such as those south of. Surat, &c. . . · ·· 

9. I am awat:e that in the upper country the farm of the produce of those trees is an 
item comparatively unimportant. ~¥deed, for the reasons stated by Captain Wingate, the 
absence of the tree in those Southern Talookas containing valuable land is rather a bless
ing than otherwise; whereas in the wastes on the sea-board on the North' Conkan, the 
tree grows most extensively on land which could not be othe~wise appropriated. 

10. I remark, however, that the operation of Rule 11th, stated by Captain Wingate 
as referrin,g ,to" jungle," may, unless subject to the adjustment suggested in paras. 5th 
and 6th, (allse cc..1siderable loss to Government in the more Western Districts. 
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. 11. With respect to para. lOth of Captain Wingate's letter, the basis of negotiation 
therein proposed has already been noticed at large in para. 4th ; it seems, therefore,· unneces· 
sary again to enter on the q11estion. 

l have the honor to be, &c. · 

(Signed) ALEXANDER GIBSON, .· 
Conservatf1r of Forests. 

~ j . • 

• Camp Goolsoonda, 18th No'l!ember 1848. 

· No. 784()-o£ ~848. 
,. 

TEgRITOB.IAL DEl'ABTHE~J ;REVE~UE. 

From 
W. Coun~EY, :Esquire, · 

Acting Secretary to :aovernme1ltt ... 

To 
E. H. TmtNsENV, Esquire,. . . _ 

Reve'Tiue Owmrlssioner, Southern Division. 
' '· • Sm, 

. With referenc~ to para. 26 of the Oovernm~t letter No~ ~593, dated the ~2nd Sep.: 
tember last, to your address, having reference to the disposal of frUit and other tre~ 'st~nd .. ~ · 
ing within the limits of fields ·in s-urvayed , districts, I have peen. directed by the Right. 

To Dr. Gibson, dated 22nd Sept. 1848, No. 5594. · HonorabletheGovern~rm Councilto tranS'• '. 
· From Dr. Gibson, dated 29th Sept.l848, No. 716-.. 'mit to you .the ac-companying' copies of the 

To Captain Wingate-, dated 18th Oct. 1848, No. 6358. ' - d · t d · 'th . · ·- a· 
From Captain Wingate, dated 26th Oct. 1848, No. 206'. correspon ence quo e In e margm, an . . 
To Dr. Gibson, dated 15th Nov. 1848, No. 7172. to request that you will favor Government_ 
From Dr. Gibson, dated 18th Nov,1848, No. 869; With your opinio~ on the points of differ«·: 

ence in the views of Dr. Gibson and Captain Wirigate on this subject. . , 

_ : I haye t~e hol!-or ~ be, &c-•. 
. _'(Signed) ·w.;COURTNEY,- ; ~ 

Actim.g Secretary to· G011ernment.r 

Bom!Jay Castle, 19th Decem'!Jer 1S4S.-

. , ., ; . 

II 

TEBRlTORIAL DEPAJlTliE~, REV_ENUE. 

From 
E. H. ToWNS·END1 Esquires" 

,Revenue 001M¥1.issiO'ner, S. D.-, · 

TQ 
W. CoURTNEY, Esquire, _ 

Acting Secretary to Go'Uemment. 
' SIR, 

., ... t . . -
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 19th Dec~mber {No. 7840), 

with its enclosures, and to state that, ou'a_careful consideration of the latter, and of the,.; 
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correspondence therein quoted_ I do not think the real difference of opinion between Captain 
Wingate and Dr. Gibson important. · · · • 

I -

· 2. The whole question turns on the practical application of· the 2nd Rule, contained 
in the Joint Report of' the. Superintendent~ of Survey, dated 2nd August 1847. That Rule 
has reference, lst, to fruit-trees; 2nd, to all trees. It is to its 2nd part, as affecting forest 
and timber trees, and more especially teak trees, that Doctor Gibson objects, and his ob
jections are, as I ~nderstand them, limited to those places wher~ the survey has assessed or 

·will ass~ss tracts of land containing forest trees, which it seems desirable to preserve for 
public purposes.. 'ro this part, therefore, of the 2nd Rule,_I ·will confine my remarks. 

3. Where waste arable Government lan<l contains valuable trees, which it would be 
desirable to preserve for the State, the Collector is under no obligation to give such land for 
cultivation. he has the same power now that he ever had, to 'retain such land for public 
purposes, and this he should do in such cases, the trees being of more value to the State 
than the grain which the land would produce. Ru.l~ 2nd does not in any degree limit the 
Collector's discretionary power in this· respect; a discretion which is acknowledged in 
Rules 14·and 15 of the,same Code, and inconformity with which the Collector of Belgaon 
was instructed, in the Chief Secretary's letter of lst ::M:ay l847 ·(No. 1285). to check 
){oomree cultivation where.it dallilaged the forests, 

4. Where.Govern,.ment land_, containing timber trees th~t are worth preserving, has 
Revenue Commissioner's letter to . been rec~1,1.t~y given •in cultivation, the Collector has un.: 

Government, No: 31,30, of~Oth Sep- ·ao~bted .authority to resume it for public purposes; where, 
~ember 1848r . ~owever, it has descended from father to son, as regularly 
~ultivated land, and that its resu!J)ption woQld be a matter of harshness, the Collector could 
still, as explained· in paragraph 5 .of C~ptain Wingate'.s letter of 26th October to your 
address, retain· the trees in ·~he bands· of Government; by plac~ng '~ an upset price upon 
them, beym;td which the }Jiddings mt1st proceed to admit of the trees being sold at all/' 

' . 

5. The forementioned me~st1res wilJ, 1' submit, secure the interests of Government 
with respect to .tree& in all Government lands, 'fhe Conservator of Forests should show' 
the Collector of ea.ch Zillah the particl).lar lands which contain Government trees, or trees 
which have no ·pa~ti.cular ·owner~ and whicl;t it is desirable to preserve for Government 
timber ; and where the Colle.ctor sees no objection to r.et.aining the land and trees for Govern
~ent, he should do so ; where l;te conceives that private rights would be thereby violated, 
pr on other grounds dissents. froll:l ~be Co:q.serv~tor'$ .o;pin~ons, he should submit the case 
for the decision of Governme1:1t. · · 

6. On the su~ject of the ~ld dat~ Dr. Gi~sqn appears, in his letter of 18th November 
Viile Su~erint-endent's letteJ,' to (paragraph 9)~ to have so~what misunderstood Captain 

~overnment, ~6th Qctober (N.o, •. Wjngate',s explanation, ~hi~h had no :&eference to the un-
.... 06), para. 8• ' • · importance of the toddy farrq., but to the fact that Government 

has not, a~d never had, any Ijgh~ iq. the date tree itse~f as ~uch~ The cultivator, who has 
· date trees in his ~eld, has ~he same control over them that he has f?Ver any o~her trees on . 
· t4e same ground; he may drl:J.~ the juice or J'I.Ot draw it; !J.e m,ay preserve the tree or cut 
it down, to the same extent tha.t he could deal with any other tree; but if he preserve. the 
tree, and draw the 'toddy, he i!J Qontrolled~ ·~the disposa~ of the Jatter, by Regulation 21 
of 1827, Chapter 11. · I fqlly agree with the Superintendent that the destruction of 
these trees is on no Q.ccount · fo be regretted, shot?-ld it take pla:ce ; I can add nothing to his 
torcible e.xposition of their p.ernic~oua infJuence, where abundant, on the Native population. 

il 

· '7.' :aeferring to Doctor Gibson's rem~rks (paragraph 10) on Rule 11, I would respect. 
-~~lly i'efer His Lor<l~hip ~n Coun~il to .paragrap~ lq of ~1 le~ter, dated lOth September-

/ I ' 
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1847, (No. 2258), and to paragraph 33 of the Secretary's reply, dated 22n~ September last, 
(No. 0593), which required its modification. · 

I have the honor to be, &c. 
(Signed) E. H. TOWNSEND, 

' · Revervue O<immissio_n.er, 8. D. 

Dharwar Diltricts, Reu. Comnnr.'s Camp, G'uddug, 7th February 1~49 ... 

No. 1496 of 1849. · 

. TERRITORIAL DEPARTMENT, REVENUB. 

From 
W. pouxtNEY, Esquire, 

Acting Secr~tary to Govemme'TI.t, 
>! 

To 
. E. H. ToWNSEND, Esquire,' . 

Reve'TI.ue Oomm~sioMr, .. ·S. D •. 

Sm, • 
I have laid before the Right Hon'ble the Governor in Council your letter, No. 6.75 ~£ 

the 7th instant, and·. in reply I have been instructed 't<! inform yoU, ~th.· refererice to para. 
26 of my communication No. 5593, of the· 22nd Sept(lmbet: last, that lfis Lordship· :In'· 
Council has approved of Rule 2nd of the Joint Report. of the Superintendents·_ of Survey, • . 
dated the 2nd August 1847, for disposing of the prod11ce of frui~trees standing in fields, 
with the modification proposed by Captain Wingate 'in the 6th para. of .his ~etter, No~ 206, > 

dR.ted the 26th October last. · · · · · · · · · 

I have the honour to~~ &c~ · 
. (Signed) . w. ~PURTNEY, . . . 

• Bomba!/,.Castk, 28th Februar9 1849. ,_ > ' • 4'cti~g T· et. ary' to .. ·' GoveT'!'ment .• . 

From 

To 

•. 

No. 3195 of1849. 

·• E. H. ToWNSEND, Esquire, . 

TEBBITORUL DEPAJmrENT, REVENUE • 

•• 

Revenue Oommiasion.er, Sout'hern Divill'icm, 

W. CouRTNEY, Esquire, 
' Acting Secretary to Govem~ent • . 

&~ . . . 
'llJ!e Government letter dated 22nd Sept. 1848, (No. 5593J having been communicated 

. · to the Superintendents of the Survey 
Superintendent,SouthernMah:atta Country, 23rd Dec.l~8. in this division, the replies of . those 

, Ahmednnggur, 21st February 1849. h · 
Late Superintendent, Dang Snrvey, 28tli May. Officers are oft e dates quoted in the 
Settlement Officer, Poona Survey, 12th July. margin. I will proceed to comment on 

them in order of date. 
B 183-16 
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· · 2.- The first·l1 paragraphs of Captain Wingate's letter are occupied with the question 
of " the superio~ity of the fixed field assessment of our surveys, administered by annual 
leases, over other modes of revenue management," &c. In all these remarks I fully concur. . . 

3. In paragraphs 12 to 16,. inclusive, Captain Wingate comments on the disadvantage 
of subdividing fields, and on the measures that should be adopted to prevent this evil : his 
remarks appear to accord with the sentiments of Government, as expressed in paragraph 3& 
of the letter under :reply, and do not call for much remark. With regard, however, to • 'eject
ments from Meeras ~and," referred to in the Superintendent's 16th paragraph, the present 
state of the law and the practice of our Courts would: I fear, prevent the adoption of the 
proposed plan: on this subject I would respectfully refer His Lordship in Council to my 
letter dated 24th May last (No. 2380); 1and the previous correspondence therein quoted. 

4.. The subject of the Superintendent~ 18th paragraph is discussed in my letter to 
Government of 7th February last (No. 675), and is disposed of in your letter of 28th of 
that month (No. 149'6), which" approves of Rule 2nd of the Joint Report." 

5. On the snbject of Ru1e 13th, the Superintendent dwells in his 19th paragraph,. 
-and explains the sense in ·which he uses the word "unarab1e" with regard to fields covered 

*.Vide amended Rule • with jungle. It appears* to me, however, as stated in your 27th 
·in paragraph 20 of this paragraph, that the word cannot be justly applied to such land as is 

• _letter. here contemplated ; the Superintendent is satisfied that this Rule and 
the 4th "cannot be misapplied in practice,." and I am not disposed to think that any serious 
incon-venience will occur from occasional misapplications, even should they occur, which, 
however,· I hardly anticipate. 

· 6.. In the Supe~intenclent's remarks in paragraph ~0", on the· subject of Rule 5th, I 
·quite concur, for he admits ·the only exceptions for which I wished to contend, in my letter 
of 10th September 1847, viz., cases which" have bAen fraudulently, or through mistake, 
omitted to be entered." That such cases must be gua~ded against, Government have de
cided in paragraph ,28 of the letter under reply, and important as I admit the Rule to be, 
justice, I think, requires that the exception shou:ld be borne in mind . . 
. '1. -In his 21st and 22nd. paragraphs, the Superintendent argues against any rela:xa-
tion of Rules 7 and~,. as suggested in paragraphs 11 and 12 o£ my letter, aml partly con-. 
curred in by Government in paragraphs 30 and 35 of the Secretary's reply already quoted. 
I concur in much of what Captain Wingate says ~ part of his argument, however, does not 
seem to me to apply to my objection to interfere with ~misting rights. It is truly remarked 
in the Government letter under reply (paragraph 35), "in giving-out wasteJor cultivation,. 
no prior rights are involved," &c. : ia such cases, Rules to preserve the integrity of fields,. 
are, lfully admit, highly expedient; but I would not have them take ret.rospective·effect 
when fields, originally separate, were incl9-ded: in one of the survey, or when large fields~ 
which had beenlong cultivated by separate parties, were thereby liable tq be transferred 
from the hands· of two or more parties possessing equal rights, to one of the sharers. 

8. In his 23rd paragraph, Captain Wingate alludes to an application which he made
to me on the 5th December last for a c<;>py of the Governmen~ Rules, dated 12th February 
1847, regarding- tlie cutting of trees, and with which I furnished him on the 5th.January . 

. 9. The Superintendent proposes, in his 24th paragraph,. a slight modification of Rule 
12, in which I quite concu'r,. and which ·suggests no further remark. 
. . . 

10. I do not agree with the Superintendent {paragraph 25) as to the benefit of oblig
ing the H.yut to,attend at the Mamlutdar's Kutcherry for each field that he requires: the 
Superintendent, Ahmednuggur Survey (paragraph 18.) is of the same opinion as Captain 
Wingate. Mr. Tytler (paragraph 7) agrees with me, that this duty should be entrusted, in . 
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the first place, to the village officers, always, subject to the Mamlutdar's control and revision. 
The latter Officers are already overwhelmed with the multiplicity of their duties ; and any . 
attempt to require them to enter more into details, will, I t~, add to the numbel" of iJl, 
performed duties, without any ,corresponding advintage. · 

11. The plan proposed in the Superintendent's 2oth paragraph, of fixing a· day on 
which the village Officers should assemble the Ryuts, and call on them to.decide what fields 
they would retain, and what resign, appears to me a very good one, · and I would recom• 
mend its adoption. I would send the "list to the Mamlutdar," as proposed.by Captain 
Wingate; but I ·Would leave it optional with the :Ryuts to go or not, as they -chose.: · 

12, In paragraphs 27 to 31 the. Superintendent discusses the question 'of revenue 
instalments, which Government, in paragraph 45 of the Secretary's letter, e.ppeared disposed 
to discuss separately. I refrain, therefore, from entering into this question, furthe:.; than 
to say, that Captain Wingate's arguments have not altered. those expressed in paragraph 17 
of my letter, dated lOth September 1847. · · · ' ·1 

· ·' • ·· ' · • 

13. In Capt~in Wingate's last paragraph I fully concur. _· 

14. The first six paragraphs of Lieut. And~rsori's- letter dwell on ,the. advantages of_ 
the present anilUal settlement as compared with lorig leases; in these"opii1ions he.agrees 
with Captain Willgate. The Ahmednuggur Superintendent's ·observations . on village• 
boundaries, in paragraphs 8 to 10, appear very just~ . • . · · .' : ,_ · · . ~ ' . '· · ' ' · ! • 

15. In his 11th paragraph, Lieut. Anderson expresses h:iinself as -not q-yite ·pre
pared to propose Ru1es for the classification of rice lands. ·Mr. Tytler says, (paragraph 6,) · 
that the rules in force in the Ahmednuggur Dangs 'have bee~· sent· to all the Surveys, 
and that, with trifling alterations! they have prob~bly been generally adopted-: tQ this s~b~ 
ject Captain Wingate does not allude. · · · · ' · · ; · · ', 

16. " The 83rd paragraph of the Joint Report,"' as ni!>~ifie.d j~ie~te~anfi.· -~dar
son's 12th para-graph, will, I trust, be approved by His L~rdship in /Jouncil. - ' 1 

. 17. The same Officer propose~ in his 13th paragraph a~ amtded.draft of Rhle 13, 
for which I would solicit the sanction of Government.. · ·. · · · · · · · · · ·. · ·- · 

.. 18. In the Superintendent's 15th paragraph,'~~ended fo~s f Rul~~ 7, arid_ 8. are 
proposed, which I trust will be approved of by Government . 

• 
1 g, In his 16th -paragraph· an amended Rule .a 1 is given, which limits the rights of 

'' occupants of Meera.<~, J odee, or Inam fields, holding the same from Government/' to :cut 
down trees. My first impression on reading this passage w~.~os, that it meant Meerasdo/rs 
and Inamdars, wh<> are freed from all interference, as regards the. trees on their' Meeras 
or Inam lands, by paragraph 2 of the Chief Secretary's letter, dated 12th February 18117, 
(No. 390); and were this understanding of the proposed Rule correct, the .latter would 
be clearly at variance witli the Rules approved of in the letter just quoted. But if 
"occupl}nts" signify, not th~ Inamdar or M~er~sdar, but Ryuts who, for any C?r _v~rious 
reasons, -bave become nnder Government the tenants ·of such landsi the objection 
does not s~and, and the Rule as proposed ·would be unobjectionable .. · . To prevent x¢s
understandmg, however, it might be desirable to insert a parenthesis· after the words 
"the same from Government," viz., ("not Meerasdars and Jnamdars.") .. 

. • 1.; .:• 

20. In the Superintendent's 17th para.QTaph an ·amended Rule 16 is contained for 
the disposfll of unarable waste, which appearstomeetthew1shes of Government, and which 
I t~ust will be approved. · ., · , ·I 
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21. I have no doubt that" a· vigilant wa~h should be kept upon the proceedings of 
.village Officers," as suggested in the Superintendent's 19th paragraph; but the plan of 

. permitting them in the first instance to allot fields to the Ryust need not interfere with 
the Mamlutdar's supervision, and his correction of any and every abuse of authority: on 
this subject I beg to refer to paragraph 10 of this letter. 

22. On the subject of the introduction of a. simple and uniform system of accounts 
into the ·surveyed districts, alluded to in paragraphs 47 and 48 of the Government letter 
under reply, I beg to refer to our Joint Reports, dated the 1st November and lOth Febru· 
ary last, Nos~ 3 and 2, respectively. In regard to the latter Report (on District accounts), 
I hope very shortly to forward the Forms to Captain Wingate for his opinion ; a few 
questions . raised by the Revenue Commissioner, Northern Division, having hitherto 

. prevented my doing so. · 

23. On ¥r. Tytler's letter I have already made such remarks as its perusal suggested. 
The " Settlement Officer '' in charge of the Poona Survey states that his acquaintance 
with his present duties is of so recent a d3.te, that he does not feel himself competent to 
offer an opinion on the points at issue. 

24. In conclusion, I request that you will be good enough to furnish _me with copies 
of the letters of the Superintendents of the Ahmednuggur and Southern Mahratta Country 
Surveys accompanying, as I do not wish tO detain this correspondenc~ till the required 

. transcripts of them can be made in this Office. C~py of Mr. Tytler'sletter, I beg to say, 
· is not required. · 

I ·have the honour to be, &c. . . . 

(Signed) _E. H. TOWNSEND, 

Revenue Commissioner, Southern Division. 

Po<ma, Revenue Commissioner', Office, lOtk August 1849. 

No. 239 of 1848. 

To 
· E. H. Tow~sEND, Esquire, 

· Revenue Commissioner, Southern Division. 

SIB, 

I do myself the honour to submit the following observations on certain points con
nected with the Joint Report of 2nd August 1847, which appear to me to require further 
elucidation and discussion, in reference to the comments made upon them in the Govern
ment letter of-22nd September last, No. 5593. ' 

2. In the argument for the superiority of the fixed field assessment of our surveys, 
. -adniinistered by annual leases, over o,ther modes of revenue management, contained in the 
introductory paragraphs of the Joint Report, the use of the terms "annual. leases'' and 
" annual engagements '' has conveyed to Government an impression of the nature and 
operation of ·our settiements very different· from what was intended, and as it is of the 
utmost importance that no misconception should exist in reference to what may be con
sidered the basis of our whole system, I will devote a few remarks to an attempt to clear 
up the obscurity resting on our original exposition. 
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3. The arguments contained in the 4th, .5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th paragraphs of the Gov
ernment Iotter, in favor of long leases, by which farmers are bound to pay· an invariable 
assessment for the whole of their lands in the lump, are adduced as advantages which are not 
to be found in the system of settlement enjoined by the Joint Report. And an ·apprehension 
is expressed that the important object of inducing the cultivating classes to look more to the 
future-of exciting in them feelings of independence- of_ exempting th~m from the pupilage 
and surveillance of Government Officers___;and of 9.ttachirig them t.o the' soil, and to their own 
portion of it-run a risk of being wholly neglected under our system of engagement~ ann:ually 
renewed. Government further observe " that the independence of feeling which every man 
,, ought to possess can seldom arise when a man knows that he holds.;his land as it were by' an . · 
" annual tenure, that if he fail to till a certain fi~ld, and it be omitted from his holding for one 
,, year, his rival may step in and deprive him of it for ever; and prob~bly.nothingtends·more 
,, to diminish such right feeling than the inquisitorial visfts of Government Officers, mquiring 
"what is the extent of his cultivation, and regulating the fluctuating ~mount of his r~nt." 

' . ' ' . ., . ..· . 

4. To the justice of the conclusions set forth in the last q~otation I most fully sub
scribe; and if the description of annual settlement her.e given were applicable to the survey 
system, the latter must be admitted to be, in many important respects, defective. 'But I am 
happy to have it in my power to remove so s~rious a misapprehe~sioa of. its ri~ture~ aild 
trust to be able to show that the Survey Rules will not less effectually r~nder .the title ,of· 
the cultivator to hi~ land secure; exempt him from the interference or sm:veillance of Gov~. 
ernment Officers; and hold out to bini inducemel).ts 'to lay out cap1tal in the improvement 
of his land, than the. system of long leases char~cteri~ed by G~vernment_ as possessing' 
these important advantages. · · . • . · 

5. You will observe, by referring to Rule 5 of the Joint Report, thatth~ only way in 
which the title of a cultivator to any field can be vitiated, is through his failing to discharge· 
the assessme~t laid upon it. · And he will be called upon to pay this assessment upon every
field entered in his name in the village books, without reference at all to tP,e circumstance of 
its being waste or cultivated. So long as he pays the assessmcnt,.no field can, under any 
circilmstances, be struck or left out of his.holding, except upon his own wr!tten application to 
that effect, under the provisions of Rule 20; and it will thus be evident-that no rival or other ·. 
party could by possibility step in and supplant him in the way supposed by Government. 
It seems to me difficult to imagine a more secure title to occupancy. than· this. It is 
absolutely. free from all conditions, except the simple:,one of discharging.the Government 
land-tax, and this condition, it is evident, could not be dispensed with u~der any plan of 
management whatever. · · · ' 

6. The occupant is moreover wholly relieved from the interference or surveillance of 
the Government Officers. Theit' power is limited to' the· collecJ;ion of the assessment due 
from him for the land entered in his name. They cannot demand more or less,·nor even 
the assessmest itself, except at the stated periods fixed for the collections. . So long as he is . 
ready with the money due at such times, they have absolutely no po~~r ·a~ all of meddling 
in his affairs. They have il.o right to interrogate hini. as to whether his fi~lds are waste or 
cultivated, his crops good or bad. The payment of his assessment affords a valid and s~
cient answ~ to all objectors. A more completely independent position for a farmer to, occupy 

. than this it is hard ~o imagine .. His own industry provides the means of paying his assess • 
. ment, and he is absolutely free to exert this industry as may se~m to him best, without 

having occasion to defer to the wishes or ideas of any one. I believe that in no country of the 
world are the cultivator!? so thoroughly independent as they will be in our surveyed districts, 
when the rules of the Joint Report shall be fully enforced. In the Dbarwar Collectorate, 
where they are already in operation for the most part, their effect is readily'observable in 
the bold bearing the cultivators quickly assume towards their. village Officers, and other 
~nfl.uential parties, subsequent to the introduction of the new settlement. 

'11183-17 
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7. Further, while "thns Recuring to the cultivator a simple and secure title to his land, 
freedom from interference ot··surveillance on the part of Government Officers, and complete 
personal independence, the survey settlements may, I think, be shown to be more favorable 
to the accumulation of agricultural capital, and its application to the improvement of the 
land, than a system of leases for a term of years. 

8. Owing to the la'Y's and customs in regard to inheritance obtaining in this country, 
and the few opportunities for the flmployment of capital, except in the cultivation of the soil, 
the land has at all times been very much subdivided, and with these conditions the existence 
.or creation of a body oflarge wealthy farmers seems hardly compatible. We may hope, under 
good management, to see agricult~ral property very widely diffused, and a very numerous 
class of small farmers enjoying comfort and independence; but there would seem to be few 
grounds for anticipating the establishment of a class of wealthy agriculturists cultivating 
large farms, under any circumstannes in India. And I ·do not know that this is to be re
gretted; for the problem, as to the best distribution of national wealth, has been by no 
means so satisfactorily solved as to enable us, in my opinion, to pronounce decidedly in 
favor of one or other of these systems. However this may be, our measures have to be framed 
for the class of small farmers who now prevail universally ; and for this class it is admitted 
that a tel!ure involving much responsibility, like that by which the landholder has to pay 
an invariable assessment for a long term of years, would hardly be suitable. · 

9. But let us also try the applicability of the survey system to the case of our wealthier 
farmers, say that of a cultivator holding ten fields assessed at 150 Rs. in all, or 15 Rs. 
each, and let us suppose that his agricultural capital is increasing, and that the most favor
able mode ofinvesting bis profits is in the permanent improvement of his land; for example, 
by digging a .well for the purpose of supplying the means of irrigation to a portion of it. 

10. Under· these circumstances, let us consider which tenure would afford the gre1ter 
· encouragemen~ to such an investment of capital, viz., thnt by which the· cultivator is bound 
. to pay the assessment on his whole farm-l.JO Rupees for a long'course of years or that by 

which he pays 15 Rupees for each of his 10 fields separately, with the privilege of relin
quishing any of them when so disposed. In the former case, he is burdened with a heavy · 
responsibility, which he might not be able to meet should misfortune overtake him, and in 
this case he would risk the loss of his whole farm, together with all the capital laid out upon 
it. In the latter, he has the pow~r of contracting his cultivation,· and diminishing his pay
·ments from year to year, as circumstances might make desirable, and would thus be able to 
.retain his most valuable fields, and especially those he had invested capital in improvin~. 
Can it be doubted that the diminished responsibility of the tenure by which the cultivator 
en·gages to pay the assessment upon each of his fields for one year only,. offers in itself the 
most direct and· palpable encouragement to the investment of capital in the improvement of 
the soil? Every cultivator holding several fields, values most highly some one of them; and 
:upon this he will naturally incline to invest money in improvements. And will not that 
system most dispose him to do so, which would enable him to retain this .most prized and 
valued portion of his possessions, evtln if misfortune should compel him to part with all the 
. ' I I ' 

rest? 

' 11. Further, it appears to me certain that the greater freedom to contract or extend 
cultivation from year to year; ensured to the Ryut by the survey settlements, will be most 
conducive to the securingof a certain influctuating revenue to the State. The revenue de
pends on the condition of the cultivators. Whatever system is most advantageouR to the 
latter, will best enable them to meet the Government demand, and necessarily be most con
ducive to the stability of the revenue. Reductions in the extent of the holdings of individual 
cultivators, per.mitted by the survey settlements, have no perceptible influence on the revenue 
·of a district. Such reductions are met by equal enlargements of the farms of others, and 
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when once onltivation has become general over the land of a district, the effect of these 
fluctuations on the revenue will become wholly insignificant. 

12. The real danger to be guarded against, as. well as the greatest obstacle to the 
permanent success of the survey settlement, ~ill arise through an increase o( the popula
tion, and is described in the 36th para. of the Government letter '\}nder consideration" as 
the ultimate sub-division of the whole land into. very minute occupancies, accompanied by 
the impoverisb:tnent of the whole agricultural class." This, indeed, may be a remote ev~l, 
but not the legs requiring to be taken into considoration on that account, and further re
flection inclines me to think that some further provisiQns, with a view to its timely pre
vention, might be added with a_dvantage to those contained in the Joint Report: 

13. The most effective means at our command for preventi~g the land becoming the 
inheritance of a pauper, or at lea,.qt poverty-st.ricken peasantry, is to · ~fford the-· greatest 
possible facilities for its conveyance from one party to another, so that when a cul~ivator 
becomes impoverished, and, by his inability to cultivate his land properly, deprives the com
munity of the wealth it is cap., ble of producing, that the land may get into the hands of some 
one better able to turn it to ad vantage. Tho customs ~nd 'Native revenue systems of India 
are adverse to such transfers, and it is therefore all the more necessary t~ adopt measures 
for giving them effect. Until very lately, ejectment for the non-payment of the Government 
assessment was nearly unknown ; and paupers wer~ allowed to linger on year after year :In 
the possession of lani they had no means of cultivating, th~ Revenue Officers confenting 
themselves with screwing out of them what they could, and remitting the remainder. Th~ 
was particularly the case with Meeras land in the Deccan, which, "l!hen the Meerasdar was 
poor, generally remained in a most neglectea condition ; and fo]," all the benefit derived by 
the community from it, might almost have been as well sunk under the sea. . . . 

14. Rules 3 to 9, and.Rule 12, of the Joint Report have all been framed with a view 
to guard against the excessive sub-division of land, and to facilitate transfers; ·but though 
the pow&r of ejectment is distinctly reserved by· Rule 5,· in event of. the assessment not 
being paid, it occurs to me that the course to be pursued in such· an event is hardly indi::-
cated with sufficient precision. ·. · · · . · . ' -·-

15. At present the ordinary mode of en'forcing the paymAnt _ of _the revenue: is by 
placing Mohussuls over the defaulter, or by attachm~nt and sale of moveable property; 
~ut I think it would be~ preferable course to resort, in the first_ instance, to an attachment 
of one or mo~e fields, of which the assessment might ·about equal the balance due, giving 
the defaulter the option of pointing out the fields to be so attached, as provided in Rule 5, 
an_d publishing in the usual-way, that in event of the balance ~ue not being paid by a. cer- · 
tam date, the defaulter's right of occupancy in ~he said field or fields would cease, and' be 
sold to the highest bidder, in event of more than one person being desirous· of obtaining 
possession. In event of the right of occupancy being saleable, the sum realizable ·should 
?o to d?f~ay the balance due ; and if more than sufficient for this purpose, the po1.i.ion of 

' It remammg over should be given to the defaulter. In event of the title to the occupancy 
of the field being unsaleable, and no one agreeing to cultivate it, the ejectment of the de-

. fa~ter should nevertheless take place, and the field be permitted to. revert to waste. In 
tbs case the sums due by the defaulter might be remitted, unless it appeared that the 
balance was withheld from some other cause than inability to pay; when the usual means, 
by .Mohussu].s, or attachment and sale of property,.might further be put in force. 

· ~6. I am_ inclined to think the process for ejectment just described would prove a very 
effe~tive exped1ent for realizing the revenue, and when it failed in this, it would yet have the 
obv1ous advantage of getting land out of the hands of a perosn nnequal to the discharge 
·of the responsibilities connected with its occupancy', and wherever there luippened to be a ... 
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demand for lan.d, secnre by the sale of the title to the highest bidder, that it should fall 
into the possession of a person of means. By thus bringil!g land into the market, tra-

. ders, pensioners, and other parties having capital, would probably be induced to lay it out 
in the purchase of land, to the great benefit of agriculture and the community at large. 
Some remarkable instances of this have come under my notice in the Dharwar Collectorate, 
and it is tny belief that they will be numerous when it becomes generally understood that land 
may be sold and purchased like any other commodity. When the process of ejectment is 
used in the case of Meeras Ian~, the Meer~sse tenure should, in my opinion, always be de· 
clared forfei~ed, and the land entered.in the accounts, thenceforward, as Government. The 
ordinary tenure of Gove~nment land under the Survey Rules, is perhaps as favorable as 
could be devised, and being free from the objections connected with sub-division by inhe-

·ritance,_and insecurity of occupancy to which the Meeras is liable, it would, in my opinion, 
'be very des~able to substitute it for the latter, whe_never practicable. · 

• 
. 17. I will now proceed to notice, seriatim, the Rules of the Joint Report, which 

have been reserved by GovernJ?ent for further discussion. 

18. I have _already, in a separate communication noted .in the margin, stated ~y 
tetter to Acting. Secretary to Govern. views in regard to the opinion given by Dr. Gibsoo 

ment, dated ~6th October last, No. 206. . _upon Rule 2. 

19. In reference to the remarks upon Rules 4 and 13, I would observe, that the 
former Rule refers to portions of unarable surface, such a_s rocky ground, nullas, &c., but 
not land covered with jnngl~, inclnded in fields suited for cultivation, upon which an as
sessment has b~en fixed. The latter, on the contrary, refers to fields entered in the Survey 
Registers as wholly unarable, and upon which, ~herefore,nQ assessment has been fixed. 
The two Rules, therefore, apply to distinct cases, and cannot, I think, be mieapplied in 

. practice. Some of the fields coming under Rule 13 are not. from t~a nature of the soil 
unarable, but from the 9ircumstance of their being now covered with jungle, which did not 
permit of their being snbdivided into fields of the usual size, and ~lassified in the course 
ot the snrvey. 'These, or portions of them, may be expected, in the course of time, to be 
cleared and cnltivated, but should not be allowed to be so·until 'the fields upon which an 
assessment has been fixed have been all, or nearly-all, occupied. It is· probably only in 
rare instances that the lfamlntdars will have to fix an assessment on the cultivated por
tions of such ~elds under Rule 1~. I think, therefo~e,- no risk of misapprehension will 
occur through both Rules being allowed to stand as at present, · 

20. In regard to Rule 5th, I have to observe that, in t~e survey of the Southern 
Mahratta 'Country, the preparation of a trust wort by and oorrec£ Register of the holders of 

. fields is effected in· introducing the survey rates of assessment .. Every person having a field 
entered in his name, or having claim to-land, is summoned to attend at the settlement, and 
wh~n -the asseasment of each field has been fully explained to the holder or holders, the field 
is entered in the Register in his or their names for the ensuing year, in event of their agreeing 
to cultivate it at the survey assessment, and all disputes as to occupancy decided by the 
European Officer:s on the spot,. Copies of these Registers, which may be considered smong 
the most important documents connected with the survey, are then taken by ~he village 

. • I 

accountants; who are required to prepare their Cultivation Returns in strict accordance with 
them, and the originals are deposited with the Collector. - I am having the forms, in which 
the Registers are prepared, litographed, in order to render it impossible for any fictitio118 
documents to be substituted for the originals, at any future time; and whenever the correct
ness of the vil~age books happens to be called in qnestion, they will afford the means of settling 
the point, Rule 5 is to be conj:iidered applicable to bona fide entries in the village books; 
but if we admit claims to the possession of land from parties whose names do not appear in 
them, and hav~ not bee~ fraudulently, or through mistake, omitted to be entered, I see no 
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pr.obability of the tenure of land becoming sufficiently simple and secure to admit of ita being 
freely sold and transferred. If any other title to the possession:· of land, than that of being 
entered in the public accounts as the party responsible for its assessment, be recognized, I 
feel certain that the most important eventual benefits to be anticipated from the survey will , 
never be realized. . I consider Rule 5 perhaps the most impor~ant in the Joint Rep~rt; and 
would strongly recommend that it be retained, without_ qualification. 

'21. 'After weighing to the best of my ability the arguments adduced in the 11th and 
12th paras. of your letter, and in the 11th para. of Mr. Secretary Lumsden's, I incline to'the 
opinion that it would be advantageous to retain Rules "7 and 8, without allowing a discre· 
tionary power to permit under certain circumstances a sharer in a fi~ld to cultivate his own 
portion only, while the rest is allowed to become. waste; Such a permission ~ould, I much 
fear, lead eventually to great laxity of management, while it recognises a departure fi.om the 
cardinal principle laid down in RUle 3, that no field is for any _reason whatever to be let for 
less than the survey assessment. Fields generally contaii). good and bad soil, and when once· a 
share of a field is allowed to become waste, how are we to prevent the holder of the remaining 
share from appropriating the best part of the field as· his particular portion, and leaying the 
inferior land as the thrown. up share, so as thus to take away all chance of the whole field 
being again brought under cultivation? The boundaries of the interior shares of a field are 
not marked out or described, and cqulc:I not be so without incurring the danger.of_intro· 
ducing confusion into the survey records ; and even if this were done, the permission would 
entail the evil of ap p,nnual inspection and. measurement to ascertain that the Government 
waste was not being encroached upon; 

. . . . . 
22. I believe that cases of real hardship under the Rules in question, would rarely, if 

ever, ·occur; but I feel certain, that if the latter are allowed to be broken through ·under 
particular circumstances, the exceptional case~ will multiply to an extent. likely to. vitiate the 
whole survey system. Every general plan of management must involve hardship in occa
sional instances to individuals ~ but if calculated to promote the general good, t should _d~eply 
regret to see its integrity broken in upon, for the sake of a few exceptional cases. . The 
preservation of th~ integrity of the survey fields appear to me an object of such paramount 
importance, as far to outweigh the h~dship of saddling a clJ].tivato-r with a little more land 
than be wants, or even coiQ.pelling him to re~q'Q.ish_ some fra.ctional portion of his paternal 
inheritance •. If his means are so small as only to enable him to cultivate a fraction of .a survey 
field, it would be a public benefit, in my: opinion, to get t~e land. out_of ~hands, an~ thus· 
admit of the whole field in which his fractional share is il!.oluded being transferred to some . 
IJlOre su}:>stantiaJ cultivator. There is danger on th~ side of over,.leniency, as well as over,. 
severity ; and I am well pers"Q.aded that our revenue ma"Q.agement generally is more open to 
the former than to the latter charge. SPiall fai'Jilers in particular par_ts of Europe hl;'ve 
been got rid of with a degree of unscrupulousness that may hJLve merited censure, but the 
Rules of the Joint Report, when administered with even the most unbending _strictness, will, 
it may be feared, hardly suffice to preve"Q.t the s~ey fields l>ec~ming split up into fractio~al 
shares, to a greater e~ent than at present. 

, 
· 23. I have requested you to furnish me with a copy of the Rules regarding the cutting 

down of trees, contained in the Government letter No. 390' of 12th February 1847, which 
Government desire to be substituted for Rule 11th of the Joint Report, and in event of their 
appearing to ca.ll for any remar~ on my part; I will submit my sentiments in regard to them 
in a separate communication. · · 

24. The object sought to be attained by Rule 12th is described and approved of in the 
34th, 35th, and 36th paras. of the Government letter; but suJ>sequent to ·the date of the 
Joint Report, instances have come under my notice, when the strict enforcement of Rule _1 2 
would have perhaps ne~dlessly preve~r;~~ tl:te' cultivation of a large survey field, ~aring a 
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bigh ·assessment ; and I 'would therefore propose the addition of a clause to the Rule, to the 
effect that when the asFessment of a waste survey field amounts to or exceeds 20 Rupees, it 
may be entered in the names of two or more holders, on the condition that the assessment 
of any single share shall not fall short of 10 Rupees. This would effectlla.lly prevent its 
sub-division into small patches, and at the same time facilitate the cultivation of any fields 
of more than the ordinary size and value, for which there might be no single individuals 
willing to engage. - · 

2c. With reference to the remarks in para. 43 of the Government letter, ~pon Rule 
20th of the Joint Report, I would observe that the giving up of an old, or taking up of a 
new field, may be considered a most important act to a cultivator, and that it therefore doelf 
not appear hard to require him to undertake a journey to the Kutcherree with a view to its being 
duly ratified. The object of the rule is to give additional security to the tenure of the holdt:r 
of land, by making the act of relinquishing or entering upon possession a public formal trans
action requiring the sanction of the Mamlutdaror Mahalkurreeto its validity, so as to pre
vent. the chance of any one being deprived of his land, through collusion with the village 
Officers, or otherwise. The relaxation of the Rule in particular villages for a year or two sub
sequent totheintroduction of the survey, while much new land is being taken up, might not be 
followed by any injurious consequences; but I would strongly recommend that it be strict
ly adhered to iJ?- all cases connected with the relinquishment of land previously cultivated.-

26. · In reference to the ·remarks on the samE rule, regarding the date fixed for receiv
ing notices to resign fields, I am of. opinion that the object of enabling th€!cultivator to make 
up his mind in regard to giving up any field at so early a date as the 30th April would be 
accomplished by the addition of a clause to the Rule, making it incumbent on the village 
Officers to assemble all the Ryuts on the above date, and after explaining to them that 
they would have no other opportunity of relinquishing any of their fields, take down at once 
the names of all those wishing to do so, and send the list with the parti~s concerned to the 
Mamlutdar. ·A public settling day of this kind would deprive the Ryut of any plea for 
remissions on account of uncultivated fields, owing to forgetfulness of their exact date for 
resigning, and such like excuses, which it would be desirable to prevent, if possible. 

27. Govern~ent think it preferable that the periods to be fixed for the payment of the 
instalments forming the subject of Rule 21 be disposed of apart ~rom the ordinary Survey 
Rules; and. though not disposed to dissent from this arrangement, I would yet respectfully 
submit that the settlement of those periods is of very great importance to the ·success of the_ 
survey settlements, and I trust, therefore, it will not be considered i•:relovant t-o offer in this 
place the following arguments in favor of those fixed by Rule 21. The proposed instalments 
would fall due on the 15th ·December, 1st February, 15th_ March, and 1st May, in the 
case of districts when the early crops on an average of seasons predominate, and a month 
later, viz., on 15th January, 1st March, 15th April, and 1st June, in the remaining districts. 
Three principal objects were in view in selecting the periods in question : ;Firstly, to enable 
the cultivator to provide funds for the payment of his assessment from bonafole sales of pro ... 
duce; Secondly to distribute the collections over a period of six months, instead of four, as 
at present is ge_nerally the case, ip order to afford the cultivator greater facilities for the dis
posal of his pro~uce, and prevent prices becoming needlessly lowered during the collecting 
season, by forcing sales of produce at a sacrifice, _which will always be the case when the 
ins~rnents follow each other too closely; Thi~dly, to have the instalments invariable, under 
all circumstances, for each district, that the cultivators may be taught. to usa foresight and 
adopt timely measures for providing the funds necessary to the liquidation of their rents, 
by removing the uncertainty, and opportunities for jobbing and favoritism, attendant on the 
plan of collecting the revenue by variable i~stalments; according to the report of village 
Officers as to the. proportion of early and late ·crops grown in each particular season. All of 
these objects I deem very impOrtant; and all will; it. seems tQ me, be .fully attained without the. 
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~ntailment of any countervailing disadvantages, by the adoption of the periods fo1 the eoll~-: • 
tion of the instalments mentioned in the Rule; . , , . , , l 

28. In the earliest districts, viz., those lying immediately east of ·the Gliauts, in which 
the whole crop, with some few exceptions; belougedo the early harvest; no part of it e?..nld 
be got ready for market and sold much before the.15th of December; but, by making an·. 
effort, a cultivator could manage to sell by that time sufficient produce..to make up the 1st 
instalment, which is only one-fourth of his whole assessment. Au earlier da.te,·t~en, than 
the 15th ot December, could not be .fixed upon at;~ywhere, .witho11t .~ef,e~ting one -m~ 
object of the Rule, which is to enable the assessment to be pro~de~ by_~ciu~l sale~ o~ · 
produce, instead of by funds taken up at f!,n exciessive ra~e .()f _i.D.tere~t froxn m?~ey·l~nde~s •. 
In these early districts a considerable portion of the crop w~uld be r~ady for m.ark~t b~for~ 
the 1st of February, and there would be .no difficulty in s~~~ng it i:n 'tiine to p~o~de t~~ 
2nd, 3rd, and 4th instalments. In the c·ase of the later. districts, there woUld be every• · 
where a sufficient -propo;rtion of early cr~ps g~o~ to t~r¥sii ~h~ ni~an~ of' p~&~·_the ls~. 
instalment, falling due on 15th January, and the late crops could be got· ready an,d sold 
in time forth? payment of the :remaining three jnstalments .. 

' ' 
' 

29. In the case of both early aT;J.d· late crops, I feel assured that the adoption of a 
shorter interval than six weeks between each instalnient woUld either have the effect pf 
forcing sales of produce and bringing doWil•prices·, or· of·. Q.riving the cl]ltivator$ ·to the 
money-lenders, from the want of time and opportunity to diSpose.of a suffi.cient·portionof 
their crop to meet each succeeding instalment. I have frequen~ly.conversed with intelligent 
cultivators on this subject, and they have always been sensible of"the great.advanta~e that 
would resUlt to them from lengthening the intervals between the instalments from ll Di?nt~. 
to six weeks, and have freely ad:olitted that under such circumstances they woUld never have· 
occasion to borrow, or dream of doing so, in order to raise moneyforthe paymentohheir rents.' 

30. The only -objection occurring to ~e- as'likejy to be rai~ed ~gainst th~ adoptipn ot' · 
these instalments, has been alluded to in the 17th paragraph of your letter of lOt~ Sej?tem~~ 
her 1847, in which you express an apprehension. that by deferring the. last instalment'to .so. 
advanced a period of the year as the 1st June, in,the ~setof_l~~~t~!'!tric::t~,~~here w:owd be 
danger of a portion of the. revenue being never realized at all In regard to an untried 
experiment we can only reason from -analogy ,."or state. probabilities ; but my own experience, 
and I have had more than once opportunitie~ of observing the effect of deferring the in~ 
sta~ments to later periods than had previously bee~ in force, leads me most con6.dently tQ.-_ 
anticipate that the effect of the-propose~ ~hange will be quite. th~ l'everse of that appre· 
hended, _!Lnd as SUrely facilitate ·th~ ptinctuaf realization of the reveri.ue,·as it WOUld, without 
doubt, ·prove of advantage to tl;te Ryuts. . Deaths. by" Cholera have .beeJl.Yacy· numerous m 
the settled districts of the Dliarwar Ct?llec~rate before the close ot the collectirig· season,.· 
but I believe it will be found that they have. never occasioned the .loss of a Rupee to· Gov-. 
ernment. In every instance·, ~r at leas~ in so niany that the. e!ception~ b,ec,ome· .. of no 
moment, the fields of deceased cUltivators are retained by the:ii- heirs, "'who pay the balance 
gladly·in order to secure possession of them. ·When the forfeiture of thEJ field is :p~ade the 
penalty of non-payment, I do not believe that on~ instance out··Of.l• huzidr~d.would oc~r 
in which the balance could not be realized• and·ev~n in this oase it woul-J:·w necessal'l to.. 
su~pose that the previous incumbent died a pauper, (or;. other~~ -~he ;b~lanc~ :cQuJ4 be 
raised from the property left by him, or from his heirs, whether they retained possession 
of his fields or· not. · I firmly believe that in practice if; woUld ·be· found ·that the postpone
ment of the instalments ·would not in the -·leasi degree. inocease. the, loss of revenue which • 
has hitherto occurred through deaths. . ' · · · ; ·- , · . · ·. -· t · · .. · . · • · · • · . · •. . 

• ' ; f' I I 
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· SI:- And if it be said that it would,.however1 Qccasio~ lQss.in-t})e case of.vecy poorc Q\ll· 
~iva.tors, whose nocessities might c9mpel ~ro tQ•part. with their .WhQle prQdu.ce before the ]a.st. 
lllBtalment b~c3-me: due, .~d. wP.o. had nothing besides from whicP, jt ~uld: be. realized, J ·-,vp~l4 . . .. ... . 
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•reply. that nothing more desirable eould occur, and that the sacrifice of revenue here con. 
templated would be far more than counterbalanced by the advantage that would accrue 
from ejecting such paupers from their occupancies, so as to allow of the land falling into 
the hands of substantial cultivators. I believe, however, that ill.Stances of this kind would 
very rarely occur. 

32. I have only further to suggest the advantage of -re-arranging the Rules, when 
the various additions, omissions, and alterations, to be made have been finally settled, and 
that Mahratta and Canarese translations, of these amended Rules, after having recei,?ed 
the approval of the Revenue Commissioner, should be lithographed, and furnished to the 
several Collectors for the use of their district and village establishments. In my opinion, 
the records of every village should be supplied with a copy of the Rules, for, unless this be 
done, I do not see how the village Officers and people generally are to acquire an adequate 
knowledge of the principles and practice of the survey settlement~, which will have so im
portant a bearing on their futq.re welfare. 

. · l have the honour to be, &c. 
(Signed) G:WINGATE, 

Superintendent, Revenue Survey and Assessment, S, M. C. 

Belgau.m Distf'icts, Supet:intendetat's Olfks 
at Oamp Baba.-/iu,ggur, ~3rd DecemlJer 1848.· 

No. 17 of 1849 . 
• 

E. H. ToWNSEND, Esquire, 

Reven-o.e Commissioner, S.D. 

Sm, . 
In accordance 'with the instructions conveyed in your MemorandUIJl, No. 3330, of 13th 

· October last, along with which were received copies of your letter to Government, No. 2258, 
of lOth September 1847, transmitting a Joint Report from the three Superintendents Of 
Revenue Survey, dated 2nd August 1847, and Mr. SecretS? Lumsde]J.'s reply, No. 5593, 
of 22nd September last, I have the honour to submit s~ch re~ks as appear to me to be 
called for b' the purport of the Goyermpent_ letter. · 

2. A j>erusal of the correspondence leads me to conclude that it is only necessary that 
I should state such additional arguments as occur to me regar4ingthose questions brought 
forward in the Joint Report which are still under discussion, and this I shall therefore 
proceed to do as briefly as possible. 

3. In paras. 4 to 10 of the Joint Report, the objects of a Reven~e Survey are described, 
• a.nd along with other questions the superiQrity of an annual settlement with each cultivator 

according to his holding for the year, over a lease binding him do~ for a longer period, i; 
discussed. With reference to this subject, it is stated in para. 2 of the Government letter, 
that" His Lordship in Council does not feel quite assured that the decision at which the 
Committee has arrived is correct. It is at least not so clearly exemplified as to remove all doubt 
as tQ the .accuracy of the result!' As I cannot hope to express my sentiments in favour of 
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the annual settlement more clearly than has been done by the Committee, I shall not attempt. 
to do so at all; it may not be out of place, however, to consider how both systems would 
work if carried out in practice, or whether, under the existing deficiency of capital ana the 
generally impoverished condition of the cultivators throughout the districts hitherto 
surveyed, and those under survey, it would be practicable to introduce any satisfactory system 
whereby the survey settlem.ents could be administered by long leases. The following 
statements reiative to the Talooka of Rahooree, of this Collectorate, a11d which, with respect. 
to farming capital and capabilities, is perhaps, on the whole, not an unfavourable specimen. 
of a Deccan District, may tend to el~cidate this mode of vieWing the question. . 

4. In the above district there are about 200,000 acres ~f arable. l~nd, of 'fhich from 
60 to 80,000 acres are at present under cultivation. There are only 8,475 working 
bullocks in the district; and, from my knowledge of the general poverty of the cultivators, I 
should think it no exaggeration to assume that four-~fths of this class are more or less in- .· 
volved in debt. , It is evident that, even undAr the influence of fixed and equitable rates of 
assessment, the district can only slowly and gradually recover from such a state of depression, 
and that a long period must elapse. before farming capital can be accumulated to the extent 
required for the complete development of its agricultural wealth. Unless the presentamoun~ 
of farming stock were at once trebled or quadrupled, it would be impossible immediately to 
bring under proper cultivation all the lands of the district. The revised SUJ'Vey rates, by se
curing a fair profit to the cultivator, and enabling him by degrees to free ,Umself ;from his . 
liabilities, and to add to his resources, will doubtless in a·great measure effect this, but only 
slowly and progressively; and that the result can be attained at all, it seems essential that 
the cultivators be left entirely independent and ~fettered. 

5. IIi introducing revised rates into a district similar to that described above, it would, · 
I conceive, be very dangerous to attempt to bind cultivators by long leases. .The settling 
Officer would have no satisfactory data whereby to ascertain whether a cultivator desirous of 
entering into 'a contract of the kind mentioned in para.·l 0 of the Government letter, possess
ed sufficient capital to enable him to meet his engagements: Were a cultivator to contract · 
for more land than his means warranted, or were he at any time to b~ deprived, by adverse 
circumstances, of a portion of his farming stock, he would have to resort'to the mo;ney-lender 
or become bankrupt, and throw up his entire holding; and in either case he would be in 
a much worse condition than before. A more general view of the question would exhibit the 
same results, on an enlarged scale. Were all the lands iD. the district leased out, and a suc
cession of unfavorable seasons to occur, during which period the cultivators cmild neither 
earn an income sufficient to meet their o~ wants ~nd the Government , demands, nor ~e 

· able to contract their cultivation and liabilities according to their diminished returns, they 
would have, as a matter of course, to encroach on their capital~ o:r,. i.n:·other.wor~, $e dis-:
trict might be placed in the position of a person who is living beyond his means, and whq-, 
:finding the interest on his capital insufficient for his expenditlire, is obliged to resort to th~ 
principal, and who thus in time effects his ruin.· · 

6. But allowing that the settling Officer could originate, in a S!ittisfactory manner, the 
scheme of leasing out the holdings for lengthened peripds, the general condition ,of the 
cultivators would only admit of a very small portion of t,he·district being ,taken up for cultiva
tion on such terms, at the time of the introduction of tJhe revised rates; and should the system· 
gradually be brought into· operation during the period of 30 years for which the ·latter are 
fixed, it is to be apprehended that in its working it would afford much room for the display 
of the intriguing propensities of our Native· officials~ and that it would necessarily involve 
a more minute scrutiny into, and interference with, the aft;airs of the cultivators than would 

· be compatible with those feelings of independence whioh it is so desirable to excite in them. 
' . 

7. The above considerations alone would lead me to conclude that in those districts to 
which the su~vey operations have hitherto extended, it would be difficult, if not impracticable, 
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· • to mtroduce leases for lengthened periods with any hopes of successful results, and that it 
is only by means of annual settlements that the revised rates can be administered. Fluc
tuations in the cultivation and revenue are not to be attributed to short leases, but to the 
deficiency of capital in a district, the general poverty of its inhabitants, and the obstacles 
presented to them in the acquisition of gain. No fears, I should think, need be entertained 
of the cultivators becoming, under favorable circumstances, prosperous and. independent. 
They are, 118 a class, most persevering, industrious, and shrewd, and the prospect of success 
alone is wanting to stimulate their energies in the pursuit of gain. Were the cultivators, 
as a body, in good circumstances, and agriculture a profitable occupation, remissions and 
inspections of crops might be entirely done away with, without danger to the interests of 
the Ryut or eventual loss of revenue to Government. · 

8._ The subject of the settlement of village boundary disputes is treated of in paras. 
22 to 28 of the Joint Report, paras. 4 and 5 of your letter, and paras. 12 to 15 of the Gov
ernment reply; and as the only doubt regarding the practicability of the scheme proposed 
by the Committee relates to the permanency of the settlements effected by the Survey 
Officers, I have no hesitation in stating my conviction, that if the decisions be considered 
by the local Officers as binding and unchangeable, and upheld accordingly, there will not be 
the slightest difficulty in preserving them. 

9. The great difficulty in maintaining former settlements has been, in most cases, the 
impossibility of ascertaining from the written descriptions thereof the boundaries intended 
to be defined, and the consequent inability 'of the Officer, to whom at ·any subsequent period 
a reference regarding a settlement might be made, to- judge of the merits of the case, with
out examining an immense mass of contradictory documents, any attempt to elucidate 
which, by-recording further evidence, only tendetl to nullify the settlement, and to leave the 
dispute in a somewhat more complicated state than before. 

10. The boundaries settled by the Aurvey Officers are defined by marks, and are per· 
manently recorded in the village maps. It is true that the marks may be destroyed; but as 
their destruction constitutes on offence which renders the perpetrators liable to severe 
punishment,.according to the Rugulations, such will very seldom occur, and the settlements· 
would not be affected thereby, as the line of boundary can easi:Jy be established and renew- · 
ed by means of the map. I beg to remark, however, that although it might be difficult, in 
some cases, to obtain legal proof as .tQ the parties actually engaged in the destruction of . 
the marks; such a work could very seldom be effected without the knowledge and conniv
ance of the village Officers, as the boundary marks are numerous and of large size, and to 
remove them entirely would occupy much time and labour. 

• 
11. A further consideration of the subject of rice classification does not enable me to 

bring forward any Rules which would be generally applic
able to all the surveys. The rice lands of this collectorate 

differ very much from those of Dharwar. Mr. Tytler, whom I have consulted, informs me 
that he observes that there is even a great difference between the Desh and Dang rice lands 
of this Zillah. · There is probably a ~uch greater difference still between the rice lands of 

. the countries above and below the Ghauts; ;r am therefore of opinion that, until we have 
more certain data to guide us, it would be inexpedient t-o attempt to draw up general Rules 

Para. 18 of Government letter. 

for the classification of rice lands. · 

· 12. With reference to para. 23 of the Government letter, I would beg to suggest that 
para. 83 of the Joint Report be modified, and stand as follows :- • 

83. The introduction of the survey settlements should, in our opinion, be effected 
by the Supe~tendent, in conjunction with the Collector, when circumstances ~dmit of 
this Officer's presence without interruption to the other duties of his charge, m order 
that the latter may be enabled to judge of the system, and the former have an opportu-, 
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nity of observing the practical working of the details, and of explaining .them fully 
to the local Revenue Officers in charge of the District, as .well as of overcoming any 
difficulties, and meeting any objections, which may 'present themselves in the course 
of the settlement. In case of the Collector not being able to attend, he should nominate 
an experienced Assist~nt to be associated with the Superintendent on the occasion. 

13. The concluding part of Rule 4 of para. 84 of the Joint Report, as surmised in the 
Paras. 9 and 14 of your letter.. 14th para. of your letter, only applies t<? cases in which small 
Para. 27 of Government reply.· internal portions of land are deducted as " unarable " from 

fields on which an assessment has been fixed, and therefore does not appear to call for amend
ment. Rule 13, on the contrary, applies to field~ on whl,!Jh no assessment has been fixed, but 
which hereafter might be brought under cultivation,-. for instance, tracts of dense jungle, 
which it would be impossible at the time of.survey to break· up in,to numbers, and classify, 
but which might contain very good arable land.· The fact of these fields being entered in the 
Registers without any assessment having been fixed on them, would sufficiently indicate them 
to the local Officers; but the latter might have some difficulty in ·fixing rates at a future 
period should the fields, or portion~ of them, be taken up for cultivation. To obviate this, 
I would propose that the lowest rate per acre entered in the · Registers for · other drx-crop 
lands of the village be levied. This appears just, as,· though the lands might actually be 
capable of paying higher rates when cleared and prepared for cultivat~on, a considerable 
'expenditure of labour and capital would in the first in~tance be ,.required. It would not, 
perhaps, be advisable to enter rates for such .lands in the Registers, as :they 'might tend to 
mislead, should the assessment be revised ·at the termination of the p'eriod. of 30 years, for · 
which the settlements are binding .. .Rule 13 might be modified as. follows :- . · .· 

13. , There are some survey fields, consi~ting in. great pa~t of land: covl:!~ed with-
• dense jungle, or otherwise unsuited in iih.eir present state for cultivation, upon which 

no assessment is placed in the Survey Registers. In the event of portions . of such:· 
· fields being broug~t under cultivation·, rates of assessment should be fixed by the 
Ma.mlutdar upon the acres ~der tillage, equivalent to the lowest rates. for dry .. crop 
soils in the same village. This Rule applies to 'ail fields ·in the. Survey Uegisters on 
which rates of assessment have not been fixed. ' '. . ' ·. ' · · ,., ' '· · · I .. · 

14. -During the progress of the survey operations, all ~sputed claims to the'occupa-
Pa.ra. 10 of your letter. . tion of fields are noted, and .they are investigated -and 
Para.._ 28 of Government reply. settled by the Superintendent when iritroducing the revisecl 

rates, and agreeing with each cultivator for the land to be taken :up by him. With regard 
to fields, the occupation of which is not disputed, the rights of·the bona fide holders are 
maintained, and their names are entered in the Cultivation' Returns accordingly. After 
the introduction o~ the settlement, the proper.insertion of the holder's n,ame in, the Cui-· 
tivation Returns is, 1 conceive, provided for by Rule 20, which does not give. village Offi
cer~ the power of making entries on the subject in the· village account, ·without an ·order 
from the Mamlutdar or M:thalkurree. Under these circumstances, no alteration suggests 
to me by which Rule 5 would beimproved. .. · · 

15: Very few cases in this Collectorate would come under the provisions of Rules 7. 
Paras. 11 a.nd 12- of your letter. and 8, as the holdings are generally of larger area than that 
Para.. 30 of Government reply. · required by Rule 1 of para. 17 of the Joint Report. As these 

Rules, however, only contemplate a cultivator being obliged, under certain circumstances, 
to enlarge his holding to a size capable of being cultivated by a single pair of bullocks, and 
no more, (vide Rules 5 and 7 of para. 17,) I can anticipate no obstacles to the~r satisfactory 
working. The Rules modified according to the tenor of the remarks contained in para! 30 
of Government letter, would stand as follows:-

7: When two Ryuts hold a field, and one of them relinquishes his spare, or dies 
without· heirs, the share thus lapsing is to be offered in the first instance to the ~ther 
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sharer, before it is offered to any other; and in event of the said sB.arer declining it, and 
no other party applying to take it up, the former must relinquish his share too, and allow 
the whole field to become waste, unless, on an appeal being made by the party con
cerned, the Collector shall, from inquiry into the case, see fit to decide otherwise. 

8. When there are more sharers than two in a field, and any of them relin
quishes a share, it should be offered, as above, to the sharers in the first instance; be
ginning, in event of their failing to settle the matter amongst themselves, with the 
largest sharer, and so on to the least. If none of these nor any other party be found 
to take up the relinquished share, the whole field must be thrown up, unless, on an 
appeal being made by the part~es concerned, the Collector shall, from inquiry into the 
case, see fit to decide otherwise. 

16. According to the purport of para. 33 of the Government letter, Rule 11 would 
require to b6 modified as follows. I have assumed that the Rules prescribed in Government 
letter No. 390 of 12th February 1847, for regulating the power to cut down trees, do not 
apply to cases in which the trees might become the property of ·a holder of Government 
land by purchase, under the provisions of Rule 2. 

11. · Holders of Government fields, or occupants of Meeras, Joodee, or En am fields, 
holding the same from Government, have no right to cut down trees growing therein, 
unless by express permission, and according to the Rule sanctioned in Government 
letter No. 390 of 12th February 1847. Those trees, however, which have become the 
property of the holder by purchase under the provisions of Rule 2, may be cut down 
without permission. In all cases, trees growing on the boundaries of fields must be 
preserved as land-marks. 

Para. 15 of your letter. 
Paras. 40 to 41 Government 

reply. 

17. With reference to the remarks contained in para .• 41 
of the Government letter, I beg to suggest that Rule 16 
be modified as follows ;-

16. The grazing of the unarable and other fields not subjected to assessment in 
the Survey Registers, should be sold by auction by the Collector, as in the preceding 
Rule; a reasonable proportion being set aside for the free pasturagu of auch villages a~ 
have hitherto enjoyed this right. 

18. With respect to the clause in Rule 20 which requires those Ryuts who relinquish 
Para.. 16 of yonr letter. . fields or take up new ones for cuitivation to attend at the 
Para.. 43 of Government reply. Mamlutdar's or Mahalknrree's Cutcherry, I would respect .. 

fully state my opinion that although some trouble may be caused to the Ryuts in consequence, 
there are, on the other side, many reasons which might be urged in favor of its enforcement. 
Were the applicants to appear before him~ the district Officer would be bettiP; ~le to satisfy 
himself that the interests of Government are properly attended to ; wherea8 such might not 
always be the case if the details be left to the management of the village Officers. The 
fraudulent practices and the bad results arising therefrom, which are described in the lOth 
:para. of your Jetter, and which, it ,is to be feared, are not confined to a single village or 
district, could not be easily guarded against for the future~ if the village Officers be licensed 
'~o make their own arrangements regarding the disposal of the village lands. 

19. The very unsatisfactory systems which have prevailed in SOID;e districts regarding 
'the giving out of land for cultivation, have probably, in many cases, impressed the village 
Officers and cultivators with very loose notions on the subject ; and every precaution ought to 
be adopted to amend this, in districts especially where revised rates are being introdur.ed, and 
the successful operation of which depends so much on the manner in which they are adminis
tered. Fotmerly, village Officers were sometimes discovered to becultivatingfields, the names 
vf other holders being entered in the accounts; many cultivators were allowed to be con. 
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tinually changing their holdings, or to take up portions of fields for cultivation j ·and that 
these and other irregularities may be entirely put a stop to; it appears to me to be necessary 
that a vigilant watch be kept on the proceedings of the village Officers, a:nd that they should 
be entrusted with as little power as possible. · · · . · · 

20. In many villages the Coolkurnee is the only person who can read and writ-e, and 
unless the party wishing to take up a field be sent with his application to the District 
Officer, the latter m~st be entirely dependent on the statements of the Coolkurnee; and as, 
under the revised rates, there are in many cases several applicants for. the same field,, the 
Coolkurnee might ·unduly favor the interests of his friends, or of those cultivators who 
chose to propitiate him by means of a present. · · ' ~ 

21. I am not · prepared to state how- Rule 20, regarding revenue· . insta~ents, 
Pars. 17 and 18 of your letter. would operate generally throughout all the surveyed Dis":. 
Para. 43 of Government reply. tricts, and therefore refrain from making , any . remarks on, 

the subject. 

I have the hono~ to be, &c. 

(Signed) G~ S. A. ANDERSON, 

Superintendent, .Ahmednuggur Revei:m~ ~urvey and Assessment •. 
' ' . . -

Superintendent~& O.ffice, Akrnednuggu.r. 21st F_ebrua:ry 1849~ 
,. '•. 'I-

P; S.-With reference to your letter No. 68 of 9th ultimo;· I beg td.apologise for the 
delay which has occurreQ. in forwarQ.ing this letter, )fy time has b~en. so much occupied 
by other duties that I have been unq.ble ·to transmit. it at an earlier penod. · -~ · 1 

. , . . I • . .. . ,, 
(Signed) G,. S. A.. ANDERS():N": 

No. 33 of 1849. 

. To 

E. H. ToWNSEhJ>, Es_quire, · . ! 

Revenue Commissioner, Southern Dfvisi~n. , . 

Sm, .. 
I 

In reply to your letter No. 2256. of the 16th instant, I have the honor to· stat~ ihat I 
did not perceive that my opinion was called for on the Government letter No~ 5593. of the 
22nd September last, ~o your address. I now, however, beg to forward such observations 
as suggest themselves to me, ' 

2. The plan of leases, proposed in para, 10 of the Government letter, wotild give the 
lessees a 5 per cent. reduction on the rates fixed by our surveys·. Were this reduction to 
secure the abolition of remissions to the lessees, it would be cheaply purchas'ed. But I 
fear it would not, It' seems to II).e that the Jl,yuts, m surveyed districts, are already as far 
bound by lease as they, in the present state of the country, can l?e; and if the great object 
of our Revenue Surveys is not gained, the can.se thereof will be traceable, I think, not to 
the absence of leases, but to the fact of the new rates not being sufficiently low. If, there
fore, our surveys fall short of their object, I should prefer .a general_reduction of five or 
other per cent. to an individual one. This would be more simple and. uniform in its oper
ation, and, being more general, would be more effectual. 
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3. In para. 12 of the Government letter it is observed that nearly all boundary dis
puws have "been made the subject of investigation previous to the survey, with a view 
to settlement, while not one in a hundred has been actually disposed of." This is because 
Officers have corresponded and not acted. As the Rules proposed in the Joint Repott 
involve action without correspondence, I have no doubt of their succeeding. 

4. In the Dang country I pursued a different course. I always employed a ~ative 
Punchayet, under Regulation VII. of 1827, Section III.; with one or' two exceptions, all 
have been thus settled : and to the best of my belief every adjustment has to this day re
mained undisturbed and binding. By a Rule of the Suddur, an adjustment by Puncbayet, 
under mutual agreement, cannot be disturbed. 

5. While I prefer a Funchayet to any individual settlement, if the members are judi
ciously selected and directed, owing to the local knowledge which they must necessarily 
possess, I would not propose any alteration in the Rules laid down in the Joint Report, 
because I think them all well suited to the end in view; whil~ the Survey Officers, not being 
in permanent charge of the Talooka, would have difficulty in selecting,· forming, and 
directing Punchayets. , 

6. As regards Rules for classifying rice land, those in force in the N uggur Dan~s have 

Para. 18 of Government letter. 
been sent either officially or demi-officially to all the surveys. 
They give the frame-work of the system, and explain the 

mode of valuing, first separately, and then conjointly, the influences which combine to deter
mine the class to which the field belongs. With the trifling alterations required to adapt 
them to the varying circumstances of the different districts, they have probably been adopted 
in most of the surveys. In Poonah they formerly were not, but have lately been so. 

7. I do not think that it is necessary to insist on Ryuts proceeding to the M amlutdar' s 
· Kutcherry to obtain new land : heads of villages may be 

Para. 43 of Government letter. 
allowed this patronage. They require building np; and any 

thing tending to this, without involving injury to ()ther interests, is, I ~hink, beneficial. 

I have the honor to be, &c. 

(Signed) C. E. FRASER TYTLER, 

1st Assistant Collector, late- Superintendent, Dang Survey. 

Sungumneir, 28th May 1849. 
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MINUTE by the 
concurred in 
J\IR. BLANE. 

Right Honorable the GoVERNOR, dated 20th October 1849, 
by the Honm·able ·MR. WILLOUGHBY and the Honorable 

Revenue CoDIJilis.. 
• Bioner's letter.· 

' 
The Revenue Commissioner, Southern Division, info:t:'Dls us that he 

fully concurs in the remarks made by Captain Wingate in paras •. 2 .to 11,: 
so do I; and so, I anticipate, will my 'more experience4 colleagues" when 
they read the very forcible and well-expresseg argume:nts used by that 
most able and intelligent Officer. 

2. The objections made by the Revenue ColiliDiSsioner, Southern 
Division, in para. 3rd, wi1l, I am of opinion, be met, as far as is at present 
·possible, by adding the. following words to Rule 5 : "and iii cases. wher~ 
"the tenure precludes summary ejectment, the Collector will observe the • 
"for~s necessary to give his orders the force of a. legal decree.'' . · ·. 

3. In the remarks made by the Revenue. Commissioner. in. para. 6 
regarding the other provisions of this (the 5th) Rule,.! concur. · · 

• 4. The explanation given by Captain Wingate shows that Rule 4 is 
not in any respect at variance with Rule 13, and t}J.e adoption of: the pro'"c 
per technical words, when these Rules are rendered _into the vernacular 
languages, and the rendering of Rule 13 as.proposed below, will no doubt 
prevent the local Revenue Officers misreading either. . In the· English ver
sion of the Rule 4, the word " barren " may be substituted for "un.arable." 

• 
5. I do not approve of Lieutenant Anderson's proposed amendmen~ 

of the latter portion of Rule 13, regarding the rate of assessment· to be 
imposed, but would adopt that substituted by him for the former· portion •. 

6. Rules 7 and 8 should, in my opinion, be relaxed· only in cases in 
which " any of the co-sharers in a field have held possession. of their ,land 
for upwards of 20 years," and, then never but in. cases in which the Col
lector himself, or an experienced Assistap.t~ may consider 'the r{ilaxation. ,, 

' absolutely necessary, to prevent considerable h~dship. being ent.ailed on 
individuals. · • 

7. For the reasons recorded by my immediate predecessor in the 
Government, in paras. 27 to 31 of his Minute of 16th November 1847, I· 
am averse to any modification of Rule 12, but being willing tQ defer to the 
opinion of Officers possessing the practical experience of Messrs. Town
send and Wingate, will not object to the alteration they propose. 

. 8. Captain Wingate's arguments in support of Rule 25 are cert~inly 
worthy of attention, and would have appeared to me to be conclusive, but 
for the practical objection raised by Mr. Townsend at close of para. 10, an 
objection to which, I think, Captain Wingate must yield. Rule 25_ should, 
however, be so altered as to give due form to the act of resigning or taking 
up a field, and, as far as can be, to prevent "jobbing"' on the part of the vil
lage authorities. The arrangement proposed by Captain Wingate, in para. 
21, should certainly be enforced, as recommended by Revenue Commissioner. 

+-
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9. I am in favor of Rule 21 standing as originally proposed, but shall 
not object to the Collectors being informed, with reference to this Rule 
that if they consider necessary any alteration in the kists therein laid down 
they are forth~th to state in detail their reasons for so thinking, in a letter 
to the Revenue Commissioner, who will forward the same to Government. 
The Collectors may be so informed in a foot-note to the English version. 

10. I do not approve of the alteration proposed by Lieutenant G. S.A. 
Anderson, in para. 12 of his letter. If the Collector himself holds 
direct charge of the districts, he will, of course, be present at the intro
duction of the survey settlement ; as will he also be if the Assistant Col
lector in charge is not sufficiently experienced to form a correct opinion 
as to the merits of what is being dona,· or if. for any other reason he 
thinks proper to watch proceedings. The Assistant himself, though 
ever so inexperienced, should also be present, for he cannot be in a better 
school in which to learn the most important parts. of his revenue duties. 
The Rule may be so worded as to give effect to these instructions. 

11. The Revenue Commissioner, Southern Division, and Superin
tendents. Revenue Survey, are in possession of the views of Government 
as regards the felling and cultivation of trees, and the Rule on the subject 
should therefore be worded so as to give effect to those views . 

• 
12. The amendment proposed by Lieutenant G. S. A. Anderson, of 

Rule 16, approved. 

13. The remaining paras. of the letter from the Revenue Commis
sioner, Southern Division, do not appear to require any particular notice. 

14. The Superintendent Revenue Survey, Southern Mahratta Coun
try, should be furnished with copy of the ltevenue Commissioner's letter 
and its accompaniments, and of the Government reply, as also with trans
cript of the Joint Report, which last document he should be requested to . 
prepare for the press, by making such alterations in the body of the paper, 
and adding such foot-notes as will show how the Rules stand, and are to 
be acted on according to the modifications we have enjoined. 

15. When the English version has been printed, Canarese and 
Mahratta translations of the Rules should be prepared, and lithographed, 
as recommended by Captain Wingate in para. 32 of his letter of the 23rd 
December last, No. 239, · 

20th October 1849. 

(Signed) F ALKL.llHl. 

, 
, 

J.P. WILLOUGHBY. 

D. A. BLA1~. 
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No. 6 of 1850. 

Fr&m 
G. WINGATE, Esquire, 

Superintendent, Revenue Survey and Assessment, S.M. C., 

To 
_H. E. GoLDs:mD, Esquire, 

Seeretary to Government, Bombay. 
Sm, 

In ~mplianee with the instru~tions contai~ed in JOUr letter of 16th November last, 
No. 6901, I have the honor to return the Joint Report therewith' forwarded, to which I 
have made such alterations, and added such foot-notes, as appear to me sufficient to ·show 
how the Rules for the future management of su,:-veyed districts stand, and are to be acted 
on, according to the modifications Government has enjoined. .. The alterdtions and addi
tions made will be understood from the following explanation~ 

. .. 

2. No change has been made in the body of the ·Report, excepting in the mise of the 
Rules following para .. 14; but a note has been addecf to para. 83, to give effect to the in.:. 
structions contained in para. ~1 of the Government letter No. 6900, above quoted. 

3. The sanctions for the Rules, as they now stand, are quoted in the margin, and 
remarks by Goverimu:int qualifying them iJ;l application, are given in foot-notes. -

' .. 
4. In Rule 2 I have added the sentence "but in case t>f valuable fruit and other trees 

standing in fields," the words "assesse~ at dry-crop rates," which appear ~o me necessary 
to prevent miSconception, as the fruit of waste gardens is often sold by auction ; but as garden 
fields pay the higher assessment of irrigated land, it was not intended that a cultivator, agree
ing to bring them. again int-o cultivation and pay this assessment, should have to purchase 
the trees in addition. I have also added, in_ a subsequent part of the same Rule, the words 
"offered at a fair upset price,"' to show that the 'RUle does not enj.oin a peremptory sale of 
trees, when a fair price cannot be obtained for them. I have also added a foot-note to 
explain that this Rule does not apply to fields specially reserved for the growth or preser
vation of trees. Th~e additions have not been . expr~ssly enjoined by Government, but 
are, I believe, in accordance with its views, and. will, I trust, be approv~ of. . 

5. Rules 4 and 5 have been amended, as enjoined by Goverilment. ' 

6. Rules 10 and 11 have been altered, and will, I hope, now be considered in con- : 
sonance with the views of Government referred to in the 12th para. of your letter No. 6900. 
These Rules might, perhaps with advantage, be divided; but, for the sake of facilitat
ing reference, I have thought it better to adhere to the numbering -of the Rules given in 
the original Report. I have not inserted any preamble to these Rules, deciaring the right 
to cut (on application) trees in Gutkoolland to be "permissive," and_ not "proprietary," 
recommended in the 3rd para. of Dr. Gibson's letter No. 226, dated 17th Aprill846; 
as a chief object of the Survey Rules, generally, is to- convert the tenancy at will 
tenure of' the Gutkool lands into a proprietary and saleable occupancy, and I think 
Government would not desire the insertion of aught that :would have JJ. tendency 
to interfere with the attainment of an end so important. In reference to Dr. Gibson's 
suggestion in the same letter, to substitute for " a period anterior to the age of the 
trees," "a term of twenty years," I have thought it best to insert both terms in the 
Rule ; for, while the latter is desirable to prevent trouble and dispute, regarding the 
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age of old trees, which Dr~ Gibson apparently had in view, the former is equally necessary to 
reserve to the holder of a field a right over all trees reared by himself, with which it would 
be wholly at _variance with the spirit of the Rules for the Government to interfere. 

7. Rules 12, 13, and 16 have been amended, as required by the Government instruc
tions; 

8. I have altered Rule 20 so as to meet the views of the Revenue Commissioner and 
Government, though I feel it incumbent on me to acknowledge my preference for it as it 
originallystood. In the new Rule I have endeavoured, byrequiringtheattestationofwitnesses 
to a petition to resign land, and the immediate transmission o( the petition to the Mamlut
dar or Mahalkurree for countersignature, to guard against any one being deprived of his 
land through fraud or collusion on the part of the village Officers or others. The risk of 
this is considerable, and will increase if the possession of land become more coveted than 
at present. The·objection urged by the "Revenue Commissioner, in the lOth para. of his 

. letter of lOth August last, to the original Rule, as throwing additional work on Officers 
already overwhelmed by the multiplicity of their duties, is one of great force, and would be 
conclusive were this invariably the case; but I apprehend that, in bringing it forward, he 
hag 'hardly in vjew the immense re4uction of revenue work, requiring to be done by the 
district Officers, effected by the survey settlements. In those districts of Dharwar in 
which the survey has been some year in force, I have myself been assured by the district 
Officers, 'that they have little revenue business to perfrom, besides the preparation of the 

. usual .routine papers for the Hoozoor: and that for days and even weeks together they d() 

. not receive a petition on the subject of land or revenue. I am of opinion, that the revenue 
· duties of Mamlutdars in surveyed districts are, even now, far from 9verwhelming, and that 

they may be expected hereafter, when the village Officers are placed on a moce efficient 
footing, to become of very easy performance. I do not, however, urge the re-adoption of 
the original Rule, as the provision of the amended one will, I trust, have the effect of pre
venting jobbing in the disposal of land on the part of the village Officers. 

9. I have added a clause to the _form of proclitmation in Rule 23, to intimate that 
wilful injury done to boundary marks is a criminal offence, and punishable under Act ill. 
of 184~ whioh I trust will be approved of. 

10 •. Thes& are all the alterations and additions made in the Rules, with the excep
tion of one or two unimportant verbal amendments, which do not appear to require speci
fication. 

11. I am not aware whether it is the intention of Government to print the Joint 
Report, as now amended, by itself or along with the rest of the correspondence; but I 
think the latter plan would be preferable, as likely to afford the means of clearing up ob
scurities and resolving doubts, observed or suggested during a perusal of the Report. And 
in case of its being resolved to print the coiTespondence entire, I may here bring to notice. 
~th a view to its coiTection, an important eiTor occurring at the close of the 34th para. 
1~ all the cop~es of the Government letter No. 5593 of 1848, which I have seen, where th& 
word "proluoited" is useci instead of "pn>moted,u by whioh th& sense of the passage is 
made exactly the opposite of that intended. 

• 

I have the honour to be, &c. 

(Signed) G. WINGATE, 
Superintendent, Revenue Survey and Assessment, 

Southern Mahratta Country • 

Superintendent"s OJJice, Oamp Kolapoor~ 
7th January 1850. 
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APPENDIX No. I 

'lo 

JoHN VmnT, Esquire, 

RwemAs Oommi88itmer, POOfla. 

SIB, '. 
In compliance with instructions received from you, we have effectJd a. meeting for the purpose of taking 

into consideration the documents explanatory of the system of settlement being pursued in the North-Western 
Provinces, received from the Government of India, and tendering our opinions as to the expediency of a.dopting 
therefrom any measures .calculated to improve the plan of operations for the Survey and Assessment 'of 'the 
Deccan, proceeding v.nder ov superintendence. Having given the subject our most attentive consi.deration. 
we now beg to submit the following Report. • 

2. In proceeding to consider the applicabili.ty of the plan of settlement, followed in the North-Western 
Provinces, to the Deccan, we shall, in the first instance, brie1ly refer to the mo>t important points in which ·the 
circumstances of the two countries differ, as the fitness of any public measure must be determiited with reference' 
to the usages obtaining in the country where it is proposed for a.doption. · · 

3. In the North-Western Provinces, the land tax is assessed npon estates generally comprising many 
occupancies, inste_ad of u.pon single fields, as here. .An estate may be a single village, o~ occasionally o~y part 
of a village ; an aggregation of villages, or parts of villages ; and instead of being sii:D.ply ·the propert)JI of one 
individual, is almost invariably that of many proprietors, who are jointly responsible for the payment of the land 
tax, which is assessed on the _estate in the lump. In the Deccan, on the contrary, the existing divisions of land 
are usually fields of moderate size, capable of being conveniently cultivated by one person ; 'these divisions have 
been preserved in our settlement, and the land tax fixed independently upon each. :An estate, therefore, in tlie 
North-W esterll acceptation of the term, may comprise one or many of su.ch fields, arid be the property of one 
or many persons; the chief distinction of the two being the difference of size, in the division of land upon which 
the tax is fixed. The assessment, aowever, in the Deccan, has not beau fixed upon fields, in consequence of the· 
non-existence of estate ; fJr there are divisions of land, held by ·brotherhoods of Meerasdars or Proprietors, which 
seem to correspond very nearly with the Mehals of the North-Western Provinces; nor from the absence of 
Mouzas, for the whole country is apportioned into villages, which, however, dilfer from those of the North
Western Provinces, in their greater size, and in comprising within their limits not one, or few, but numerous 
Estates, having actual possessors, v.nder the denomination of Meerasdars, or which, from the extinction of the 
original proprietors, have lapsed to Government, or become "Gutkool,"'but are still known by distinctive 
appellations. · 

. . . 
4. We do. not feel onrselves competent to canvas the North Western system, with reference to the coun-

try where it is found ; but it appears imperative to show that the- objections preferred by the Sudur Board of 
Revenue against tae Ma.dras Ryotwar settlements, in their letter dated 20tll March 1838, to the a.ddre88 of the 
Officiating Secretary to the Right Honorable the Governor General, are in no wise applicable to the system now 
pursued in the Deccan, and at the same time brie1ly to take notice of the chief advantages brought forward by 
the Board as distinctive of the North-Western systA!m, bu,t which we believe to be equally .secured by ours; 
and in doing so, we shall take up the Sllbjects in the order observed by the Board. 

I. WITH RBFBBBNCB TO 'tllll: BIZB AND NATURB OF THB EBTATBS, AND TRB JIBANB T.U:BI!I TO BFFBC'l 

A SuBVBY or TKBII. 

5. It is objected by the Board to the Ma.dras system, that the Sllrvey is confined to " a few Estates 
scattered over the face of the country, which have been. created and assigned to certain individuals.'' 
With us no Estates have been created or disturbed. Snch as existed, exist still, and here, equally as 
in the North-Western Provinces, a whole district is divided into villages; each of these villages has its 
known boundaries ; the position, extent, and capabilities of each village have been determined and recorded. 
We ha.ve further an accurate record of the extent, capability, and position of each field or number within 
the village, and though we have no scientific delineation of the boundaries of villages, we have yet maps 
showing the relative position of fields, rivers, roads, sites of buildings, wastes, &c., prepared with care, by 
natives, under the superintende~ce of E11.ropean Officers, which we believe nffi.cient for all useful purposes, 
and certainly, judging from the papers before u.s, much superior to the Khusreh map of. the North-
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Western Provinces. An Estate, or holding, may consist of one or more fields, and be held, as in the Nortl. 
Western Provinces, in severalty or by many co-parceners, 11Dder joint responsibility ; but the circumsta.ncea ottl 
the assessment being fixed upon fields instead of Estates, and of no portions of different Estates being included 
within one field, rendera any further apportionment or allotment of the tax unnecessary, and admits of the 
freest transfer of property, whether by judicial process or private agreement. 

6. It is stated by the Board that in Madras " the extension of cultivation without a corresponding incre&M 
"of demand is strictly interdicted," but "that in the North Western Provinces each village, and consequentlJ 
''each Estate, contains a quantity of waste and culturable land, "and the proprietor, during the period of the· 
" settlement, is entitled to the whole profits of all he can make out of this land without any increased demand, 

· " although the amount of waste land has generally some considerable influence upon the Collector in setting 
"his Jumma.." The case here-is the same as.in Madras, but it is most certain t]lat this has not been found to 
oppose any obstacles to the extension of cultivation. On the contrary, 8s has already been brought to the 
notice of Government, in all districts of the Deccan yet settled by us, cultivation has increased with unexam. 
pled rapidity, so much so as to give occasion for apprehending it to have extended beyond what the accumul&. 
tion of capital would warrant, and, at all events, fa.r beyond any previous anticipation. And it may be also 
argued in favor of this mode of settlement, that by it Governmene is enabled to fix the Jumma of a district, in 
the prospect of the waste being brought gradually under cultivation, and th118 ensure the demand being lightest 
in the early years of the settlement, which admits of a more rapid accumulation of capital in those years, tB 
be employed in bringing the waste under cultivation, than would be possible with an invariable annual demand 
settled ~t an average of what the district is anticipated to yield during the whole term ?f the lease. 

7. In Madras, as stated by the Board, the survey was not checked by any professional measurement, sa 
that its correctness must have rested more upon the honesty of the measures than the superintendence of 
European authorities, while the absence of maps is considered an insuperable objection to any survey professing 
to specify the contents of each field. The latter objection does not apply to the present survey of the D~. 
which is illustrated by~ maps B1Ip6rior to the Khn.slahs of the North-Western Provinces; and the work 
·of the Native measurers is also coocked by a professional :measurement, by European Officers, not, however, by 
by su.rVeying the whole area of a village, but more effectively, it is believed, by selecting and re-snrveying • 
portion of the work of each measurer in every village. The work of our Native measurers is performed by 
means of a cross staff and chain, as we believe has been adopted in the latest surveys in England, where great 
accuracy in ascertaining the areas of small spe.ces is an object; an <I in proof of the aecmacy attainable by this 
description of measurement, as well as of the efficiency of the check kept up by the European Officers, we may 
add that the average amount of error in the Deccan Survey, has recently been brought within 2 per cent, 
farther accuracy than which, even if obtainable, would in a practical point of view be useless. The maps have 
also been laid down of late by o-qr Native measurera according to a scale, and admit of being constructed with 
an extraordinary degree of accuracy, considering that this is done without the aid of instruments for measur
ing angles. We take the present opportunity to forward, for the inspection of Government, copy of one of 
these maps for the village of Koombharee, in the Chandore Talooka of the Nnggnr Collectorate. 

8. It is remarked by the Board "that the :Musahat records, prep&red according to Regulation VTI. of 
" 1822, specified many trifling and insignificant peculiarities of soil and produce, which have, however, been 

, " subsequently discontinued as useless." At the time of Mr. Pringle's survey of the Deccan there were some 
very detailed and intricate recQrds prepared, under the name of Kyfeeuts, which we have also found it expe
dient to do away with as useless, and tendibg by their great length and complexity to involve in obscurity, 
rather than elucidate, the subjects of which they treat, and by their very bulk to render the detection of errora 
a. matter of impossibility. • 

9. From the 18th to 24th paras. of their letter, already quoted, the Boarl describe Sir T. Munro's 
system of classification and assessment, and give it as their opinion "that a detailed clasSification such as his 
" would, if made with tolerable accuracy, be sufficient for the purpose of assessment and the future manage- j 

" ment of Estates, where property in land attaches exclusively to the Government, no parties existing intenne- • 
"diately between the State and the actual cultivatora of the soil, who have a right to regulate rents, and enjoy 
·" a portion of them, but would not be adequate to those purposes where proprietary righta are recognized 8.8 

" attaching to individuals, and a title to change the rent of fields or to disregard the customs by which the 
"amount of them has. always been regulated, at the pleasure of the ruli.ng authority, is neither claimed, nor 
"asserted," .AB proprietary rights are fully recognized under our settlement, and the Board's objections, if. 
applica.ble to Sir T. Munro's system, are equally so to ours, we deem it incumbent to state our reasons for 
believing the Board to have arrived at a mistaken conclusion upon this important point. It appeara to 1lil, that 
a. proprietary right in land can only be destroyed by the imposition of an assessment so heavy as to absorb the 
whole of the rent, for as long as the assessment falls in any degree short of the rent, the portion remaining will 
give a value to the land, and enable its possessor to let or sell it, which of necessity constitutes him a preprietor. · 
Whether or not Sir T. :Munro disregarded the rights of the real proprietora, and recorded the land simply in 
the names of the actual occupants, who thus became responsible for the payment of the assessment, we do not 
think it necessary to inquire ; but we unhesitatingly record that our settlement recognizes all existing proprie
tary rights, and that the proprietor bas the" fullest liberty to assign his land to under tenants upon whatever terms 
he chooses, and which right is everywhere exercised. The imposition of a land tax upon every field in England 
would no more destroy proprietary rights than the existence of tithes does at the present moment, and it is the 

• The Kyfeeute prepared for many of the 1illagea a.saesaed by }h. Pringle were upwardll of 300 yarda iD leagth.. 
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amount, not the mode of asseBII1Ilent, that could by possibility do this. An assessment in excess of the rent would. 
destroy proprietary rights in the North-Western Provinces, equally as in Madras, while one less than it, 'Would 
preserve or constitute them alike in both countries. If, therefore, the value of land or property in land has been 
destroyed in Madras, the cause is to be sought for in the exorbitancy of the assessments, not in the mode of its 
imposition. 

10. The Board also allege, that Sir T. Munro's classification was greatly vitiated by fraud, and further, 
"the details enjoined were so minute that their successful accompliShment, even by men. of the most upright 
" intentions, was impossible." With the correctness or otherwise ~f former classifications we have little to do,. 
but may state our opinion, that any classification performed by natives of this country, unless subject to regular 
and rigid test by European Officers, would prove incorrect. We have not the means of determining whether or 
not the details of Sir T. Munro's classification were so minute as to render it impossible for men of upright in
tention t\) accomplish it successfully; but we feel assured that the system of ciasSm.cation followed here is capable 
of being, and has been, executed with a degree of correctness sufficient for all pmctical purposes. · . · 

11. There being in all countries a regular gradation in the value of soils, ~m those of the highest to the 
lowest fertility, the most natnral moae of classi.fioa.tion would appear to be to divide this gradation into a certain 
number of classes, which might be more or less numerous,· according to the value of the land in the country to 
be classified, and the consequent difference in the amount of assessment that would be occasioned by referring · 
a particular soil to one or other of two adjoining classes. We have adopted, for the portion of the Deccan to 
which our operations have as yet extended, nine classes or gradations, to one ·of :which,. every peculiarity 
'of soil has been referred ; and these we have reason for believing to be sufficiently numerous. The relative • 
value of the various peculiarities of soil, is in every country intimately known to the a!¢cul~ classes 
engaged in their tillsge, and this knowledge,' especially in India, where the application of capital to, and its 
consequent effect on thE! natural value of land, is so limited, may be acquired by a native agency, if. not already 
familiar, and also by th!' European Officers, whose duty it is personally tQ superintend the executiQP- of the 
classification. Should any doubt be entertained of this, it will, we think, be at on,ce removed, by ·the evidence 
we shall presently have to adduce of its successful accomplishment. · 

' 12. Before the value of any field or other portion of land can be ascerta.ined, it is, of course, necessary to 
know what descriptions of soil, and what proportions of each, exist within it; and for this purpo~, the classifier, 
upon our system, minutely examines the field, digging at intervals over its whole surface, to ascertain the depth 
and quantity of the soil &.'1 well as the nature of the sub-soil. From this examination he is enabled to assign 
the several varietes of soil, in their proper proportions, to one or more of ,the nine classes above refe~ to, 
which particulars he records in his field book with other extraneous circumstances, should there be such, affect
ing the value of the field. From this return we are at once enabled to ascertain the average quality of the soil, 
as well as the relative value of any field. 

13. A proportion of these returns is subsequently subjected to test by the European Officer, who, in com
pany with another classifier, unacqua.i!tted with the classification already made and recorded, gc}es again over the 
same ground, and these make their independent cl8ssification of its soils. · Should their results correspond, the 
accuracy of the test is established, ana the correctness or otherwise .of the original classification is ascertain
ed from its .comparison with the test ; and as this duty of accompanying the Officer is not confined to one, but de· 
volves in turn, on every Native cla.ssi.6.er, it is evident that the nature of this check tends to produce uniformity of 
classification, by bringing the opinion of each. classi.6.er into immediate contrast with that of his fellows, and of 
the Officer himself, and so enabling the latter at once to detect and remedy any deviations from the general 
standard. This test is systematic, and extends to every village ; while we, at the same time, endeavour to make 
it return as frequently as possible to the work of every classifier, and take care that it should never be allowed 
to fall much in arrear. The proper execution of this test is deemed the principal duty of the Survey Officers, 
as a slight error in the classification affects the amount of asseasment, more than a gross error of m~ent. 

14. Our classification requires not only a good eye and judgment to distinguish between the different gra
d~tions of soil, but also tact in estimating the proportions of each, in the field under inspection ; and to the 
difficulty of this latter operation may be referred most of the errors brought to light by our system of check. 
we find, however, that such accuracy has been attained as to reduce the errors arising from all sources so much, 
that the total error in a whole field rarely amounts to the difference between the vu.lue of two contiguous classes, 
nnd as we have nine of these, it is evident that such an error is inconsiperable, and cannot possibly vitiate the 
work ; and the object of classification being to ascertain the relative values of different portions of land, this will 
be sufficiently attained for practical purposes when the resulting assessment is found not to interfere with culti. 
vation, and where the waste lands of a district are unifonnly brought under tillage, without any greater anxiety 
to obtain or shun particular fields being observable than can be accounted for on considerations independent of 
the assessment. • And that this is the case here, we can abundantly prove, for in every district, and not in 
every district merely, but in every village, whatever its peculisrities of soil or situation, having any considerable 
portion of arable waste at the time of settlement, a mar ked extension of cultivation has B'Ubsequently taken place 

II. BAsis or AssxssKBNT. 
15. It is unnecessary to refer particularly to the Board's description of the Madras mode of fixing the assess

ment, the Government demand here, as well as in theN orth-Western Provinces, never having been assumed at any 

• In choosing a field, a Ryut does not look to the asaessm.mt alone, but also to the convenience of ita position with reference 
to the rest of the farm, and many other evident considerations which it ia needless to parlicularize. 
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portion o£ the gross produce. From the directions for arriving at the fair ai~~ount o£ Government de. 
mand, laid down in the Board's settlement circular of the 9th Aprill839, it would apj,ear that there is 
in reality no material difference between their and our mode of fixing this amount. :' Our method of proceeding 
will generally agree with that described in the 81st, 82nd, and 83rd paragraphs of rthe above-quoted circular, 
the present condition of the agricultural classes, the state of particular villages, the: amount of the Government 
realizations, the prices of produ~e, and similar considerations, compared with those o:f preceding years, affording 
us the chief ground work for determining satisfactorily what abatement or addition s~ould be made to the existing 
Jumma. We also, by a similar process, arrive at an opinion of what the rates of the different soils should be, 
and by applying these to the ascertained area and classification, we find what amoun~ of Jumma these rates will 
produce, and by examining whether this is as much in abatement, or excess, of the ~xisting Jumma, as our pre
viously formed opinions had led us to think necessary, we are enabled to correct our ~rst estimate of the appro
priate amount, of Jumma, and thereby finally settle our rates. This is in effect, as we ll.llderstand it, the North
W esteni system, with little modification. 

16. In the North-Western Provinces fnl'ther modifications have been made in the assessment of particular 
estates, in order to accommodate the present settlement to that previously existing, and whlch, appear to .have 
been rendered necessary by the marked difference of industry and agricultural skill in the vario-.ls · communities 

Vide 92nd para. of Budder 
Board's Revenue Circular, dated 
9th April 1839. 

of proprietors and cultivators located in the different villages. The Board regret 
the existence .of such a necessity, and it has been theil' object to equalize, as far 
as possible, the Government demand. Here, however, such marked distinctions 
in the several classes of cultivators are not. observable, and have never been re

cognized as a reason for exemption from assessment. The modifications in question are, therefore, happily 
unnecessary, and all villages· possessing equal advantages of position, water, soil, and climate, have been 
assessed alike. 

17. From' the difficulty of ascertaining the true rent of different descriptions of land, we have not assumed 
any theoretical proportion .of this for the standard of our assessment ; but we fully coincide in the justice of the 
principle of limiting the Government demand to a portion of the true rent, and believe 50 to 80 per cent. thereof, 
as laid down by the Board, would form a liberal assessment, and that this principle, if capable of being carried 
into practice, would prove an invaluable blessing to the agricultural classes of India, and introduce a new era -
in their history. And we further ascribe to the fact of a portion of the rent having been seldom, if ever, left to 
the proprietor or cultivator in Ina.ia, the characteristic wretchedness of its agricultural population, rather than 
to any peculiarities marking its different systems of revenue management. 

III. WAsTE LANns. 
•, 

18. 'Ve have already, in para. 6th of this letter, made some remarks upon waste lands, but we may here 
take occasion to record our belief, that the absence of any extension of cultivation in the Madras districts, 
brought to notice by the Board under this division of the subject, was not a consequence of the waste being 

Vide paras. 48 to 66 of Board's 
letter dated 20th ~larch 1838 
(No. 102). 

assessed, but of both it and the cultivate!f land being over assessed. Cowles 
may be necessary under over-assessment to prevent a rapid ~iminution of 
cultivation, as by their means the cultivator is enabled to pay from the produce 
of his cowlee land the full rates of assessment upon the rest of his holding 

which would otherwise be impossible, and wherever they exist, the~ we should at once expect to find over 
assessment. 

19. Under a fair and equitable assessment we think cowles not only unnecessary, but injurious; for their 
inevitable effect is to stimulate the cultiva~or to engage for more land than he has the means of profitably 
cultivating, and by so doing, to retard the agricultural advancement of the country in which they obtain. We. 
ha've already stated that, in the districts settled by us, cultivation is rapidly extending, without any advantitious 
aid whatever, as we believe would be the case anywhere under a liberal assessment; and we therefore think it 
unnecessary to offer any further observations on _this head. 

IV. MoDE oF SET'l:LEMENT. 

20. The ~ode of annual settlements described by the Board as existing in the Madras districts, does not 
differ materially from that hitherto followed in" the Deccan. The complexity 
and detail observable in this, however, are almost wholly due to over-a~sess
ment, and to the absence of any uniform and simple system of accounts; this 

' 
Vide paras. 57 to 61 of Board' a 

letter last quoted. . 

important part of revenue management having hitherto been left to the discretion of the Collector, or his Native 
establishments for the time being. 

21. The tour made by the Mamln.tdar and his Establishments, for the purpose of taking engagements from 
the cultivators, and ascertaining what lands they wish to give up, or take, in addition to their previous holdings, is 
not only unnecessary, but highly prejudicial. It is sufficient for Government to know what lands a.re actn1ly under 
cultivation in each year; and this information may be fully obtained by one annual field inspection, conducted by 
the village Officers in concert with a Carcoon from the district establishment. The correctness of this return could 
be tested with facility, by the Mamlutdar and his chief Carcoon, as well as by the Collector, his assistants, or trust. 
worthy members of their establishments, deputed for the purpose; and this duty, even now, though capable of being 
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.greatly simplifte~ is executed- With exactness, in pr~f of which 'we . may mention, tluLt ~in the i wliol~ Course . 
of our duties as Superintendents of Survey, and Assistant Collectors, which have entailed a niost extensive exa· · 
mination of the lands of villages,· we have only met in the Deccan with· some six or seven instances of concealed 
cultivation. Some fustances of orie cultivated field being entered iii . the accounts in the place of another; have 
indeed been noticed, but the introduction of maps under the new settlement will prevent the occurrence of such . 
errors. From this ·annual inspection of fields, the village accountant .frames an Asameewar Stateme:Ut, from 
which the Mamlntdar mS:kes 8.n abstract for each· village, and from these agairi one· for his whole district, and 
these·comprise every thing requisite for the completion of a Ryutwar Jnmmabundee,. : · .. 

. 22, Tli~ ·revenue iS" collected by the Vmage Offi~rs, ~d paid fu~: th~···:Ma~~ta~l''s ~sury 'by regular. 
mstalments of 86 many a.Dnas in each rupee'; and tO· p~v'ent hand on th~ part of ~heGo:v~rnment Officers, e_;,ery 
Ryut_is furnished· with a receipt book, :iii which his paymen~s a~ requlrei!- to .. be immediately noted by the 
village accou~tant, and signed by him and by th~ Paten.~· The same oper~tion is repeateq ~.the day book and 
ledger of .the accountant, ~nd in like nianner the revenue due from ea.CP, village ; and all payments on account . 
the:r:eof are entered in the books of the Mamlutdar: :· So effectively -~oes this plan work, that frauds of any de· 
scription have become, as you are well aware, matters of rare occurrence.. . . ; . .·· 

,. • , ' • • • • •. r • • • • k, : • • - • ~ -. •' •• j • • '• _- - > , ... , J • • 

· 23. The variations of the annual . demands in·: Mad;ras are . attributed 'by the Board to six causes ; but in· 
Vide 58th para.· of B~ard's letter, distr1<$ where our settlements have been ·. iJJ.troduced, such varia~i.ons are limit~ 

of 20th March 1838. ' ed to tw~, viz'~; . . · · · ,' · ;'·,, '· .· . ,, . . . ·. 
I. An increase.or· dllirinution of the quantity ofl~d,in cultivatio'R~·~: ·· ,. · ·' • · 

u;:. Renrlssions on ~c~t offailure ofcroJ>~, or p~~erty-~f R~t~.: ·: : ~;.·,~ .· . ' · ~: .. :. . 

. 24~ The first is essential to. 0~ system, -~d ~e hold to ~ one 0~ its grea~~t ~dv~~ges, as lea-ring -the 
• Ryut at perfect liberty to enlarge or contract his cultivatjon; as :his individual, circumstances may render 

e~p~di~n~.~~' .. ,~ ::.> .. ->~ · .. :.~;/.:,_'/: .. :·. ;.--, .. _ .. :; :<.:,: .. ,~·,.·-~··;· .. :.-,· .', .. !. :··· · 

. ·· _.·. 25. . ThE? seoond )nus~ we. apprehe~ b~ ~o, a. greater or less. exfient attendant upon any settlement in India; ' 
~here seasons are so very uncertain, .and g-eneral failures of .th& ~est l>y,;no ;mea.ns .unfrequent~ '- Under the 
new settlenients here, .remissions have ,afre~y oocome quiw. inconsid,eraple, and we hB.v~ reason for believing; 
~hat in a. very .few -years more, a.a th~ circun;tStanceE!:i:l:f the cUltivatol'IJ imp~ve, they ought in ordinary, seasons 
tobelittlemore'iihannominal •... · · , ,._!·"·'~·:.": •.. ,·,_,.:·:· .. ;•·::·.···-:·. ,,_., . .'. : .. ~-.-.:_.·: .•. :, .~ . .-,' · · 

·~ • ·~·>· i , ... ,A 0 no\...~;; <'' l ;, ,.._~- o ·_;~J ~ . v.- BA:LANcEs or REVENUE.-'. _,. · .. ,. ,_,. ,-:" :•_ .•. ,_ '. • . : .. , ..... , \~' ~ .. {_. ~;·~~·~~~·.··~ :·-.·::. - t 
• • • ·, . • . . . f!,. 

.26. Upon this head we have merely to r,ecord our ~mpression, that no balances o:Q. account of land revenue 
•_ Videfaras. 63 to 66 of Board's. contracted_ subsequent-~ t~e new s.ett~e~e~t. eXist in any of the ~vise~ districts;_ 
letter o 20th March 1838. . . no~ do we apprehend the slightest danger of such hereafter ac~nmUlatin~ under 

~h~most~~dinaryexerciseof_ca.reo~_thepartoftheColle?tor!, :· > .. : ,' ·_, ,_·0:"<~~-~:·:~~~··:_,.· ... ·.":':· ....... . 
· · ; , . . ' VI . .AVERA~E RATE or .AssESSMENT>~· ' • ·, . . 

·,, .• ; .,·,··.,,:' ... _.,::~ -~-,':--.~:_ ·,.,; ··'·· .·.;;;:·_ <-~~--"'---~;..:_'-~--"···"-_: ,..:,: .. -.. : ... ~:-'·:~ ......... . ,.~.;-~---_··'•:' .. . 
. , .27. :We forbear o:fiermg any :~:emarks upo:Q. this divisioJt of the slibject,.under ~-belief 'th&.t no us8fUI con~ 

·:vid.& paras. 67 -t0-7o of Board's,. cl~ion.. can be ,derived fro~ its .discussion, without a.n infunate acqU:aintance 
letter o! 20th, March 1838. ...... , :- • -~th the ~a.ciou!l !ol8.pabiljties of the countries,.brought und~r eompa.rison.; , ' -.. 

. . . ~ . .. . . . vn. ·s~EABLE VALU~ OF LAN~ . . : ·,,_ -... , ••• ' . ~ 
-: . .. . . ' .. ' .. ' . . : ~ . . . . •' .- .. _, "~ :' _, : ~- : . 

28. · Owing to- the racking system prevale~t in the latter years- of the· Peishwa's. Government, and over. 
• Paras. 71 to 79 of Board's lett~r · assessment throughoit ,ov administmt~on, sales of land .have become a~· little 

:of 20th Marc~ ~838; · . . • known in. the Deccan as in' Madras. Irrigated Jand, however,-(which _is (rf ~~ 
· considerable extent in _the .Deccan,) has gene:rally retaine~ some small marketable value, and a large PI'?portio:n 

of this land is' now undel' mortgage. NotWithstanding this anniliila.tion of the value _of land, little revolution 
o"i'property has taken place, owing to the pecUliar nature of 'the :Meera.~-- tenure, which, until of late y~ars, 
seems to have prevented it being sold, either in execution of. judgment of Courts ·or for ~arrears of Revenue,- , 
a fortunate :result,~ ill one point of view.,· a.s having enabled. the 8.ncie11t . proprietors t-o.· :retain possession Of their 
lands until the present time, .when there is every prospect of thei.r acquiring a. co:nsiderl:lble valne.• . The new 
settlements hav~ nowhere been in operation for a. sufficient period to awnit of any certain' or general conclusions' 
behig drawn regarding their .effect. on the value of Ia~d i but the eagerness of.MeerMdars to become repossessed 
of such portions of_ their estates as, have fallen. into the hands of· others, and the. competition of different _cui~ . 
tivators for' portions of waste, would seem·to indicate that all descrivtions of land are rapidly acquir!ng a value; · 
an~ we have little cloub~ but that in' the course of a. few years they will become saleable with the _same.facility . 
as other descriptions. of property.;: .. ~· • -, , .· ,. ·': ::. · · ·· · · -- •· ''. · · 

.. I. . ,._ .·, 
· ' VIII,: EuE~SES o:F _Co~:i.E~~~:N~. · · 

*"·" '.- ~ ~ • ~. - . • • ' ;- • ... • ' •• 

:.. .. 
. . . ' - .. 

29. The Boaro disc~s a.tsonie lerigth t:W~ ·ct.~estioD.,' -~~t mqre· with the .View :o~ d~ro~g the ~ast 
Vide :Paras. so to 89 ~f Board's superiority- that has been· claim~d for' the Ryutwar over the village plan of 

letter or 20t~ March 1838. . . .· settlement, o:Q. the' score of economy, 'than of deciding absolu~ely as to the expense 
B 183-2+- •· - - • . . . .. . 
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of the two systems. We see nothing to be gained by the continuance of this discussion, which would also re. 
quire more detailed information than is . in our possession, and can hardly, in our opinion, be considered a 
practical question, with reference to this part of the country, where great part of the expense of collection is 
made up of land and shares of the Jnmma, alienated to hereditary district and village Officers, which are vested 
rights, and could not be got rid of under any system . 

. IX. DEPENDENCE ON NATIVE FUNCTIONARIES. 

30;. W a fully concur with the Board in ascribing the prevalence of fraud in the Madras districts to the 
Vide paras. 90 to 105 of Board's peculiarities of the system of management there followed, which offer so many 

letter of 20th March 1838. · opportunities for extortion and peculation, aa, in our opinion, to render their pre· 
vention impossible by the most active vigilance and care on the part of the European authorities ; and we also 
believe, that the aid of informers, and the enmity of one man to another, relied upon by the Madras Collectors 
as some check upon the evils of their system, are as little to l,e trusted to for the protection of the interests of 
the cultivators and Government, as they are certainly calculated to aronso the worst passions of our nature, 
demoralize the native community, and bring the European character into disrepute. 

31. The Board justly observe, that, "in addition to the sources of peculation arising out of the Collections 
of a fixed demand, which exist equally in theN orth-Western Provinces and in the Madras districts, there are in 
Vide 90th para. of Board's letter the latter all the opportunities arising out of a fluctuating demand;" an objec .. 

of 20th March 1838. _ tion, however, which does not apply to the system here, where the demand during 
the period of the settlement is as certain and invariable as in the North-Western Provinces; that is to say, that. 
the person who engages for the cultivation of any number of fields, is perfectly aware beforehand of the amount 
of assessment he will have to pay in consequence, while he has the most perfect liberty to cultivate them in what 
manner, to raise what crops, and to effect what improvements he pleases, without the .amount of his annual 
payments being thereby in any way affected ; and we apprehend this to constitute a degree of security and 
certainty as perfect as can be wished for. With us, the Collector has no power to modify the demand as fixed 
upon each field for the term of the settlement, ·except when abatements are required in particular instances ou 
account of failure ·of_ crops; but such, as we have already stated, will become less and less necessary, by per
severance in moderate assessment, and the improvement in the circumstances of the proprietors that will thereby 
be occasioned.. Practically speaking, the amount of these remissions has become so trifling in the districts set
tled by us, as to leave very little opening for fraud or collusion. 

32. One great advantage of a fixed field assessment, is the freedom and independence it secures to every 
propriQtor or cultivator within the village, by the safeguard it offers against oppression or over-exaction on the 
part of our Revenue Officers or other influential person ; for (with a full knowledge· of the prevalence of abu '!es 
in former years) we conceive it hardly possible no~ that a Deccan Rynt should not know the amount of assess
ment on the fields he holds in cultivation, or should submit to pay more without immediately bringing the 
grievance to the notice of the Mamlntdar, Mahalknree, or European authority.• 

33. · In theN. W. Provinces, owing to the greater size of the portions of land on which the assessment 
is fixed, these advantages must necessarily, in our opinion, be less. With us, if the field be the prop9rty of one 
person, he can be in iw· doubt a:s to the sum he has to pay, and he cannot be obliged to pay more than is due by 
the oppression or defalcation of his neighbours, while, if it be the property of more than one, yet the number of 
the co-parceners must be small, and the intricacy of the relations constituting their dependence upon each other, 
and their consequent liability to· injury from ~ne or more of their body, proportionably less, as our fields· are 
smaller than the Mahals or estates of the North-Western Provinces. And we cannot but think that the nnm bet• 
and complexity of interests involved in making up the demand payable on these estates, must give opportunity 
for much oppression on the part of the r:icher and more influential members towards the poorer and feebler por-. 
tion of the community, and this opinion is confirmed by the statement of the vast number of cases connected 

Videl02nd para. of Mr.Thomason's with land brought before the Courts for adjudication sub3eqnent to the intra
Report on the Settlement of Azim- dnction of the present settlement, and also by other parts of the correspondence 
garh. before us. Mr. Thomason, indeed, states in the 49th para. of his Report on 
Azimgarh, that " a wealthy and intriguing man, who once get~ a footing in a village, will soon contrive tu 
" bring the interest of all the others to sale, and, by purchasing them, become himself the sole proprietor," and 
this extended system of compulsory joint responsibility would also appear to be unfavorable to industry and 
agricultural improvement, which, in common with other sources of national prospflrity, will generally flourish 
in proportion to the degree in which the efforts of individuals working for their own advantage a.re left 
unshackled. · 

X .. PRESERVATION OF lNDIAX TENURES. 

34. The existence of ~roprietary rights in the Madras districts, argued for at some length by the Board, has,_ 

• By the appointment of Mahalkurries, the Cutchery of a head Native Revenue and Police Officer has been bought within 
a day's journey of every village ; and you are well aware that the avenues of redress thus opened up to the Ryut are fully equal 
to the occasion, and that cases of oppression or over-exaction on the part of the village Officers have become as rare as they were 
once common, while the checks established upon the conduct of the :Mamlutdars and Mahalkurries, added to the confidence ac
quired by the cnltivatora in their ability to obtain redress from the European authorities, render it almost impossible for the 
former to stiOe complaints, or at least much too dangerous to attempt under any but most extraordinary temptation. . . 
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Vide paru. 106 to 1!!0 of Board'• we are told, been denied or doubted, and we can understand the feeling of · 
letter of 20th March 1838. surprise with which such assertions mUBt have been received ; for, however the 
value of this right may have been affected by t.Uation, it is difficult to imagine over~see!M!eut to date from 
a period 88 remote, and to have been 80 unvarying in its nature, 88 to have prevented t1iis right ever rising 
into existence, or when once risen, to have continued 80 long 88 no~ only to ha'Ve destroyed its value,.but obli-
terated its very remembrance. · 

35. But the Board would seem further to infer, that this right existed in the form of joint proprietor- -
ship, 88 corporations, communities, municipalities, republics ; and for this opinion, in j,articular instances, there· 
are probably sufficient historical grounds ; but such tenures, where involving a common ownership an!l pa.rtioi-' 
pation of liabilities and advantages, appear to us in opposition to nature and such as could only be called into· 
existence by the force of peculiar circumetances. . . . 

36. In the ordinary course of affaire, men natually desire to separate their :Plterests 88 much as is poBBible. 
It is inconvenient even for brothera to possess the same bullocks, the same plough, the same fields, and the same 
house. The joint management and responsi'bility instituted by the Jesnits in Paraguay, was productive of the ' 
worst results. Under such a tenure, the industrious find that they are working for the idle, and the idle never 
feel the spur of want to urge them to exertion, and these inconveniences have been 80 severely felt, a8 to llave 
occasioned a separation of interest,-and rendered individual proprietorship general in every civilized oountry. 
H allowed thefreedom of choice, six persons would, we apprehend, divide an estate into six parts, rather than 
hold it in common. The joint owners of 1,000 guineas l!'onld !fot long keep them_ in a common p1l1'1!8o A 
family of brothers' would soon cease to live in the same room, and though the reverse of this might hold good 
for a single genmation, it is impossible to imagine it continuing through a long oourse of ages. 

37. We would not be misunderstood, however, aa asserting that a cmnmon agreem.eD.t for the purposes of 
Government is unnatural or uncommon; but we mean to say; that a· combination of interests for th8 purpose of 
dividing the profits of an estate, where this is found to exist, is unnatural. although we fully agree with the 
Board in thinking that the inhabitants of every village usually made their own &.rra.ngemenia, and were jointly 
reepoDijlole for the payment of the Government 88&e8Bment in olden times. ·We do not, however, infer frOm 
this the existence of a common property in the village lands, or the joint ownership. ~ a.re told is 80 common 
in the North-Western Provinces. Joint respoDB1Dility for the payment of the revenue, and joln.t village man-· 
agement, were, perhaps, universal in the Decca.n, but we can find n.o traces of joint ownership, and must llalieva 
that it never existed. The villages here a.re much larger than those of the North-W 8atem ProvinceS, but gener
ally contain a number of Thuls or Thickas, about the size of the Mehals or Eetatm of the latter, which; though 
divided oft' into distinct fields,. a.re commonly the property of persons of the same family. · Yet in these also we 
have no hesitation in stating our belief that joint ownership did not commonly.e:r:ist, but~ a~ at the same time,' 
-perfectly satisfied, that with a distinct and recognised division of fields and property, aeommo:li. respoDB1oility~ 
for, and joint payment of revenue did at one time, and in fact up to the accession of our rule, exist. Each field 
of this "Thul" or "Ticb" had its distinct o~er, ita :recOgnized proprietor, and had also ita established rate of 
assessment, fixed in some cases by Government, and in others by the village community, forming the limit of its 
owner's liabilities, ·except in the caae of the defalcations of other cultivators, which, in consequence of the 
revenue being collected from the village in the lump, the community. at large was required to make good, and .this 
was generally effected by an extra cess"on its several fields· or estates in Cultivation, in proportion to the amonni> 
of their regulated aesesement. It is clear, therefore, that this joint respoDB1Dility was the act of Government, 
and resulting from the mode in which ita revenues were oollected, but is altogether distinct from the question o~ 
ownership. Even under this system, however, the utmost care was taken by the community to ensure the proper 
proportion of the revenue being paid by each cultivator, and it was only in the last resort, when all other m~ 
had failed, that any defalcation was made good by a general cess on the lands of the village. · · 

38. The practice of imposing a distinct 88Bell8lllent upon each field, followed in our plan of settlment, is 
therefore strictly in accordance with ancient Clllltom.; but the system of joint payment. and responsibility, 
which is unjust in itself, and could not be permitted without again throwing the Jll8SB of cultivators and pro
prietors into the power of the village Offioeni and more influential memb8rs of the community, has been 
studiously avoided, and by this means every man's liabilities have been confined to his own concerns. 

. . 
Guu . .u. REllABIB. 

39. The Board conclude their letter with a lengthened and impressive summary of the evilS deemed by 
Vide pans. 123 to 141 of Boanl'a them inherent in the Ryotwar system, 88 evidenced by the wretched state of the 

letter of 20th March 1838. Madras districts, which they 'contrast with the· flourishing condition of the 
North-Western Provinces onder the present settlement, and thence deduce the immeasurable superiority of the 
village plan of management ; but, in our humble opinion, the immeasurable superiority observable in the North
W estem Provinces is the result of the moderation of the Government demand : the untllniable inferiority in the 
Madras management arises from the error committed, of imposing exorbitant and illiberal assessments. 

40. Many of the remarks made by the Board on the evils of the Ryotwar system appear to us to be true, 
and true only of over-taxation, whatever the system with which it is connected. And in characterizing any 
system where over-taxation has prevailed, we would say with the Board, that "it is found in connection with 
"the lowest state of pauperism and dependence. It cannot be .said to be preservative of Indian tenures-where 
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"it exists there can be no leases to uphold, and a possessory right will not be even claimed. That any system, 
" when over-taxation exiSts, can be dear to the people, can only be believed when men feel a pleasure in seeing 

" their dearest possessions torn from them to be given to others, and unless men 
Vide 123rd, 124th, and l26th " are found indifferent about the occupancy of fields on which they have bestow-

paras. of Board's letter of 20th th . labo . · be" all, · __ .1 h fro 
March 1838.. " ed ell' 'Q.rB m prenous years, mg at times nmu.y to c ange m 

" one field to another, as the assessment suits their fancy or convenience ; and 
" under such a system there must always be necessity for Government interference, and the surveillance of Gov. 
" ernment :inquisitors." "Every man must be degraded in his own opinion, and relegated to the state of per-
" petual pupilage. The honest manly bearing of one accustomed to rely on his own exertions can never be his-
" he can never show fort.h the erect and dignified independence of a man indifferent to the favor or frown of his 
"superior, accustomed as he must be to prefer perpetual remonstrances and solicitations, and abide the result • 

Vide 13sth P~ of Board's " with the most enduring llatience. His earnings, while his rent continues more 
letter of 20th March 1838. "than he can pay, are limited by 1;}j.e will of some meddling speculator; if they 
•• are brought to light he m11st pay for his indlU!try; if they are concealed, he must pay for the collusion," 

41. AU of these rem!l<rks are clearly applicable to over-taxation, although brought forward in proof of the 
evils of a Ryotwar settlement ; and that over-~tion, to a rlj.inous e:ttent, has existed in Madras, the Board 
themselves supply us with sufficient proof, when ihey state that in Coimbatoor the average annual settleJUent 
for the last ten years is about one-third, or 11,62,463 below the maximnm demand; and that in Canara, in 12f3, 
Fuslee, out of 51,449 verges, only 31,835 paid the I!laximnm., and in 20,163 verge, temporary or permanent de. 
ductions were ~llowed ; and the Board truly observe, that " lUlder sncl!. circumstances, however the cultivators 

Vide Ia9th para. of Board's JU&y exert themselves, the hope that by their indqstry they may at~ the stand. 
letter of 20th Karch 183:8. " ard assessment, and thereby reach a limit to the Government demand, is 
" absolute~y vain ; thence mu,st res~t inactio~ 11overty, dejection, an<l all the wors~ concomitants of oppressive 
" over-assessment." 

42. TheN. W. Provinces, from tqe E,eports l:)efore us, would appear to be naturally very productive, and 
to have had the benefit of a generally moderate asseB~JID.ent thronghout the term of 011-r administration. Enjoy .. 
ing als~ the security afforded l>y the stability of the British Government, it is not to be wondered at that they 
should have greatly improved in this period, and it can hardly be doubted that they will continue to do so, 
while this liberal management, which has been confi.rined and prolonged by the new settlement, continues. In 
:Madras, on the other hand, by a long COl!J'Be Qf previous oppression and misrule, the country had become great. 
ly impoverished when the Ryotwar. settlement~ were introd~ced, and these Jast were unhappily fixed to an 
amount so oppressive as .to repder their re~ation impossible, and give occasiQn for annual abetments, at the 
discretion of the CoUec~r. Tllls proved, as might have been expected, the soqroo of fra.qd, villany, and op
pression, to an almost unparalle~ed e~nt1 and ~!lao gave occasion to the vast and almost interminable details of 
the accounts, the minute investigation into t}j.e concerns Jl,nd the means of the c~tivators, and the tyrannies 
and oppressions of the Government ofti.cia~, 110 m~ch deprecated by the Board ; but all 'Yhich evils, it appears to 
us, might be as easily avoided in a Ryohyar 11ettJemept as in any other. 

43. When the Board shall have proved that a Ryotwar settlement is necessarily accompanied by over~ 
taxation, and that moderation of demand is impracticable in .connection with it,. then, and not till then, shall 
we be prepared to admit the justice of their remarks in condemnation of this plan of settlement. For it ap
pears to us that moderation and certainty of assessment, secnrity of property and proprietory rights, long leases, 
and whatever is necessary to the W()ll-being of a country, are as attainable withotJt a village settlement as with 
it, and that their free working and beneficial effects must l!e impe!ied rather than advanced by a forced system 
of joint ownership and joint responaibility. 

44. We further believe many most important elements of national prosperity to be secured by the plan of 
settlement now being followed in the ·Deccan, among which may be entJ.merated,-a JUOderate and equal assess
ment, leaving a portion of the rent ~th the proprietor or holder~the settlement confirmed for thirty yeal'IJ
security against increase of -demand, on any accotJ.nt whatever, during the term of the settlement-the conse
quent accrtJ.ement of all benefits arising from improvements to those who make them-limitation of joint respon~ 
sibility to a few cases, where fields are held in common, or have been sub-divided by co-parceners-recognition 
of property in the soil-and perfect freedom of management with regard to rent from sub-tenants, and sale, se
cured to its owners-facilities for effecting sales or transfers of land afforded, by the apportionment of the 
8.S(l&BSment On fields Or SUCh limited portions of land as WOuld, in the circumstances of the proprietors of this 
country, be naturally made the subject of such transfers'-COllection of the assessment from cultivated land only, 
and thus permitting the Ryut to contract and extef!.d ~e sphere of . his labours according to the means at his 
imm.ediate command, a privilege_ of immense importance in a co~try where the capital of the agriculturist is 
not only small in itself, but subject to great :fluctuation from the effect of variation in the seasons: 

45. Such are BOIIlj of the advantages of the system ; and although our views of human nature are not 
sufficiently favora~le to permit oqr ind~lging in expectations so fair and promising as those pourtrayed by the 
Board in their pleasing picture of the anticipated effects of the village system of the N. W. Provinces, wh~re 
Vide 135th para.. of Board'& letter families will be united by the closest bonds of concords and sympathy-where 

of 20th March 1838. · the poor will be supported by the a.fBuent, and widows and orphans encourag. 
ed to look for protection from their natural supporters-we yet expect that our settlements will confer real and 
substantial benefits upon the people, and augment, at the same time the reso'IQ'Cee of the S~te. · 
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,46. We trust by the preceding observations to have successfully vindicated our settlements from the many 
evils attributed by the Board to those of Madras ; and while seeing much to admire in the system upon which 
theN. W. Provinces are being settled, we do not think that any portion of it could be· advantageously engraft
ad on our plan of operations here, while, as a whole, it. appears quite wisuited to the circumstances of this
part of the country. We have here few considerable landed proprietors or other capitalists, who would be will
ing to engage for the revenue of pur large villages under any system calculated to preserve proprietary rights, . 
imd prevent oppression on their part; and were the·case 9therwise, we are certa,in that any attempt to consti
tute them Zumindars would be viewed with the utmost dissatisfaction and dismay by the whole agricultural 
community. We sha.ll probably be considered prej"~diced judges of our own operations, but as our opportunity of 
ascertaining the feelings of the people regarding them have been great, we . shall venture to assert that our 
settlements have been received almost universally with feelings of great satisfaction ; · ancl should confirmation 

• of this assertion be needed, we unhesitatingly appeal to the experience of every officer who has been employed 
in districts where the new settlements are in operation: _ . . . · · . · ' · · · 

47. . We have already stated our belief that no part of theN. W. system of operations di:liering·from our o\-n 
can be advantageously adopted.here; but it will peas well to treat this portion of the subject a. little more~ detail. 

48. We have not the means of ascertaining what degree of accuracy has been attained ·in the Khusreb, or 
detailed measurements and maps prepared by the .Ameens in the 'N, W. Provinces. A method, however, of 
verifying the Khusreh is recommended for adoption by the Board in the 66th para;. of their Circular· of the 9th. 
·April1839 ; but it does not clearly appear from this, or any other parts 'o~ the correspondence forwarded for our 
perusal, that this included a. systematic remea.surement of a portion of the .Ameen's work, and, if not, the method 
would appear unequal to the dei!ection of any but gross instances of Iris Inis-mea.surement.. In our system, every 
field is subjeGted to a careful examination during the progress of the classification, to prevent any gross errors of 
measurement remaining undiscovered ; but we place no confidence·· in this· as a inea.ns of en.sUring accuracy and 
care on the pu.rt of <?ur Native mea<~urers, for whiclt we rely wholly on the test of remeasu~ment made by the 
European Officer, and already described in our 7th para. The ascertainment of the area ~f the w~ole village, or 
even of the' cultivated and uncultivated portions from the professional' Sul"V6y, forms; we think, no safeguard 
against fraud on the part of the Native measurer, who woUld in_ all cases take care that the totalr result of. his 
measurements were not affected by particular deviations from accuracy wliich he might think his in~st re-
quired him to ma.lie in recording the area of individual fields.- · · · • · 

49. The professional surv_ey of the village borin.daries, however, is IJ, featute of tlie N~ ·w; system to which we 
Vide Section n of Sudder have nothing similar here ; but we apprehend that the utility' of thiS me8.cm.re 

Boa~ Revenue C~ of 9th should be considered almost solely WI'th reference to topographical. purj,oses. · It 
Aprill839• s~s doubtful whether the information obtainable from such 8. survey would in 
practice be found of much use towards the settlement of _future disputes,. oalised by the fraudUlent • removal of 
boundary marks; for in order to render it available, it· would be necessary to depute a profession8.1 su.iveyor 
to the spot, which might not always be possible, and if so, :would in.volve a greater expense than the importance 
of the land in dispute would generally warrant. _ · . · · • · ' . : · · ' ·. 

50. Should Gove~ent, however, deem it necessary that a professional su.rVey, ~fvilla~e limits be insti
tuted, with the view of being applied to topographical and geographical purposes, we are decidedly· of opinion 
that this object would be_ best attained by means of a. separate agency, .acting under the instructions of Surveyor 
O.eneral. The duties of the Officers of the Deccan Surveys are already ample, and the super-addition of a profes'.. · 
siona.l survey would necessarily retard the general progress of' the work, without proving- of any service in set· 
tling the assessment, whic:P, forms the g~d object of our present operations. We consider, also, that the q-q.a.li-· 
fications requisite for the conduct of a professional survey of this kind are quite distinQii from those 'necessary 
to fit an Officer for the superintendence of our ptesent system, and that any 1attempt ·to combine the ·two em· 
ployments would certainly endanger, if it did not.rel!-der impracticable, the .successful accomplishment of both. 
The professional survey, in our opinion, could be successfully and economically prosecuted only by a. department 
appoim.ted for the purpose, a,s in. theN. W. Proviiices. 

51. we have not the means of forming any proper estimate of the cost ~f such a. survey~ thiS part C?f that 
country ; but fron;t the scarcity of qualified agents it is probable that, for some years at least, it would .be more 
expensive than that of theN. W. Provinces, notwithstanding the large size of our villages, which may average 
3 square miles each. · From an extract of S: letter from.the Secretary to the Board of Revenue to th~ address o~ 
the Secretary to the Lieutenant"Governor of theN. W. Provinces, au~ dated 1st Septemb~r 1837; we learn that 
up to that period· the cost of the professional survey had varied from Rupees 61-4-0 'to Rupees 20-10-6 per 
square mile, bnt it was anticipated that, under a modification of the system proposed by the Board for adoption, 
this would be 'reduced to Rupees 12-8-7f per square mile. Whether this reduction of expense has been effected 
or not, we are not informed ; bnt even on the supposition of the work being executed here a.t the lowest of the 
estimates, its cost would be considerable. We have not at command any record of tbe number of square miles 
in the .Ahmednagar, Poona, aud Sholli.pur Collectorates, fu which the sul"V6y is now in operation ; but you 
may possibly be able to supply this information from your Office, ,and state what the expense of the work would 
amount to, on the preceding supposition. 

52. The demarcation of village boundaries, and the settlement of all existing disPutes, are also effected during 
the progress of the survey m theN. W. Province~. We fully acknowledge the importance of _these measures, 'but 
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have been ither to unable to give them effect here, in consequence of the defective provisions of Regulation X. of 182? • 
of the Bombay Code, which forms the p~ent law on this subject. We hope, however, that a new enactment ~ill 
shortly be framed, in supersession of the latter, and enable us to effect a permanent settlement of village boundanes. 

53. At present, all village boundarie~, regS.rding which no dispute exists, are described, and their position 
indicated in the village maps. All disputed portions are also measured and mapped as such, leaving the title of 
the contending parties for fnture adjudication ; by which arrangement the extent and position of all disputed land, 
as it now exists, is ast'!ertained and recorded, and the occurrence of fresh disputes prevented. In the districts to 
which our operations have yet extended, with one exception, disputed boundaries are few in number, and not 
otherwise important, which has prevented the want of means for their final settlement being severely felt. 

54.· The mode of classifying land followed by us, as well as the accuracy attainable by it, have been already 
described in our 12th and 13th paras. That of theN. W. Provinces appear to us to be of much too general 
and cursory a description to be applicable to a field assessment like ourS, where the apportionment of the J umma. 
on each field is made with reference to its natural fertility and extent, which therefore require to be nicely 
as~ertained. In the North-West Provinces all varieties of soil appear to be referred to three classes, but greater 
importance is attached to the circumstances of the land being capable of irrigation or not, and to the description 
of crop grown upon it. B:ut that even these particulars are not always ascertained with accuracy, may be gathered 
from many parts of the correspondence before us, among which may be mentioned the following passages. In 
the 67th para. of the Board's Revenue Circular; an extract of a letter from one of the Settlement Officers is given, 
and in this it is mentioned that " if not sufficiently bribed, the Ameen enters an unduly large number of fields 
as irrigated, and as consisting of the better descriptions of soil, and an unduly large amount of cultivation of the 
better sorts of produce. On the other hand, where it suits him, he not only acta on the reverse with respect to 
these cases, but puts down many fields as uncultivated for many years. " And again in the 6~h para., " In · 
order to diminish the labour of going over the fields as .much as possible, every number of the Kusreh which has 
been measured as now irrigated, is first marked in the field map with a small cross in red ink. When this is 
done (which takes little time) a glance at the map will ~how on which side of the village the great mass of irri
gated land is situated. The examining Officer then begins first in that quarter, and if he discovers the existence 
of error, he proceeds to every field which is marked as above described, and records on the spot whether each 
number is really capable of being watered or not." From this it appears that the classification is not such as to 
lead the Settlement Officers themselves to anticipate any·grea.t accuracy in it, or to place any great dependence 
.on it. An opinion which is borne out by the following extract of Mr. Muir's Report on the settlement of some 
districts in Bareilley, dated 5th September 1838. 

55. In para. 21 he states that "the classification of Mouzahs according to their general capabilities, rendel'8 
" the more uncertain classification of kinds of soil in individual Mouzahs of but secondary importance. The 
" classification of soil in Mouzahs is recorded under the heads of Surraeen and Bhoor, the former including a.ll 
" the land entered in the Kusreh as Doomut and Mutteewar, and the latter only that entered as Bhoor. With a 
" Mouzahwar classification, however, much reference to these returns for the purposes of assessment is, in a great 
" measure, dispensed with. I have to observe also that there is a.1;1 immense difference between a. good and a bad 
" Surraeen soil. Thus the unproductive hard soils called by the people Khaput and Kurkhuttee come under the 
" head of Surraeen, because they are recorded in the Kusreh as Mutteear, which they really are, although the 
''worst description of Mutteear. This species of Surraeen, therefore, is ofa.s bad a quality as the poorest Bhoor. 
" Again, there are some kinds of Bhoor approaching to Doomut, which are alinost aa productive as the best Snr
" raeen. I make these ·remarks that no misapprehension may occur regarding the kinds of soil recorded in the 
"village forms, as they have little'to do with the grounds of assessment, which was based on a classification of 
" Mouzahs." We need hardly add that a classification which is not even trusted to for ~nveying a general idea of 
the average capabilities of different Mouzahs, would be utterly inadequate to determine that of particular fields. 

56. The plan followed in 'the N. W. Provinces of fixing the assessmeU:t upon each village or estate, chiefly 
with reference to its actual condition at the time of settlement, must, we think, offer strong inducement to the 
proprietors to endeavour by collu~ion with the Ameens to have the quantity of land in cultivation, as well as ita 
general quality, fraudulently under-estimated ; and what a.ttempta of this kind have been frequently made, and 
not always unsuceessfnlly, appears abundantly evident from the papers before us. -

~7.. Frauds of the f~regoing description we believe to be. hardly practicable under our system of 
supermtendence, but the laxity, to our ·ideas, obseqable in the execution of the field measurement and 
~laSsification of theN. W. Provinces, is perhaps accounted for by the inferior place these operations hold 
m the general plan of . settlement there, compared with the important position they occupy in our system 
here. Comparatively little use seems to be made of them in fixing ihe amount of assessment to be levied 
from each Mouiah or estate ; and in addition to the remarks on this point a.lready quoted, we learn from 
~r. Elliot's report on some districts of the Dooab, that" the classification of many ~ges ~here was omitted 

to be recorded through negligence; and that these Officers' settlementa frequently preceded the preparation of 
". th~ field measurement and classification altogether ;" and these further appear to be of little service in appor~ 
tio~g. the Jumma. among the several proprietors, sub-tenanta, and others having righta in the same village, 
which IS. done. ~y the interested parties themselves, and recorded as they agree upon, however, much this may 
be at va.nance With the estimates of their respective liabilities, obtainable from the Kusreh. Great difference 
of opinion, indeed, appears to exist regarding this document; and Mr. Elliot, in the 77th para. of his Reporl 
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above quoted, regards it. as the most imp0rtruit of all, although he states haVing heanl that some Collectors have 
given it as their opinion, that the Kusreh is an almost useless document, and this not·only where eultiva.tors are 
tenants-at-will, (in which case they may be in a measure justified,) but under other circumstances, where he 
considers it indispensible. 

58: But although no appOrtionment of the assessment of a village or estate is made on the basis of the mea
surement and classification of the several holdings or fields composing it, yet this. is done according to agreement 
among the villagers themselves, and the record of this specifies, not only the propOrtion of the J umma to be paid 
by each proprietor or shareholder, but also the amount leviable from every cultivator entitled to hold land at fixe.d 
rates, and the usage of the village with reference to those wlio are mere tenants-at-will. . This statement, which 18 

intended to define IUld confirm the right of every indiVidual in any way connected with the village, appears to 
involve not only as minute~ but a much J,llOre minute enquuj- into t~ private concerns of the Rynts than is ev~ 
attempted under what is usnally termed a Ryotwar settlement, and we should think it IIlllSt be diffiCult m the 
extreme to draw out such specification of private rights and usages, with any tolerable degree of accuracy. :Unt 
suppOsing it done correctly at the time of settlement, what provision can be made for recording the thousand 
changes by succession, transfer, and sale, continually taking place in every co~unity P and if these be ~ot re<;c>rd-
ed, what relation to existing circumstances will the present survey papers. twen~, or even ten years hence ?· ' . . . 

59.. Thus it appears that in reality the assessment of . a . ~ge i8 brc:,k~ down into a8 ~ ·~ &n4 
appOrtioned on as minute divisions of land in the N. W. Provinces as with us, and that there, a much more 
minute interference with the management of property is made than here. . This in~erence, we' sh~~. appre_ 
hend, would not only fail of e:ffooting the object of securing the rights of 8.n parties, btrli might even be ~ea. 
means of destroying them, and the former, in ~ur opinion,. woul~ hav~ been more sa.tisfactory if,~ .accordiDg 
to the ascertained value of the several Puttees, Thakes, and fields forming estate, instead ~ bJ t~e opinion of 
the ~agers themselves. Here at least . we can state from experience, that if the alternative of app<>rtioning 
the Jumma were o:ffered to a village, all but the most influential inhabitants. would instantly ,decline it, awl 
beg that the duty might be performed by Officers of Gover~t. • 

60. And in consequence of the appointment of the Jumma being ieft tO the Rynts th~lves, it is not. 
probable that much trouble will be taken to inspect the boundaries of fields, and to perpetuate the qefn1ness · 
of the Kusreh mea.Bnrements by the preservation of the division3 of _:bmd which it ~rds. ·we dEfnot learn, in.:. 
deed, from the papers before us, that any provision has been made for this important object, ·and olll" ·impression, • 
from a. review of the whole system, is, that upon occasion of a future modification of ·the Government demand 
a. new survey and classification will be necessary in ·order to apportion it ; for the Ktisreh measurement a.nd · 
records of the present settlement would no longer give any. information of the distribution of landed ·property • 
or the rights .and liabilities of holders. ··· ' ' · · · · 

61. We have no means of 8scertaining-how the revenue management of theN. W. ProVinces is now cion~ 
ducted, but from the complexity and variety of tenures and liabilities recorded in the present settlement, we 
should anticipate that a much closer supervision on the part; of the Governnient would be requisite to ensu:ni ifi 
proper working, than in the more simple mode of assessment intrOduced here ; and it iS perhaps little in :favor or" 
the former, that every necessary adjustment is required to be made through the medium -of the Civil ColirtB, for 
however this may simplify and lessen the work of the Collector's establishmen+a, it seems doUbtful whether it 
will tend, in any way, to prevent a. hurtful and inquisitional. interference with the concerns of Cultivators, while 
it can hardly fail to give rise to a litigious spirit throughout all ranks of the people: With us, . the possible 
occasions of doubt and dispute regarding the payment of the assessment are few indeed, being limited to. cases 
w~~re fields are pOssessed bJ more than one individual, and of these hardly one would be made the subject of 
C1vil Action, because capable of easy and ~tisfactory ~ment through the agency of the village 1>r disirict 
revenue authorities, to whom the parties interested .would natn:ra.lly, in the first instance, refer i~ 

62. In conclusion, we would pOint out the impossibility of instituting a faircomparisoB between the~~ 
ment and classification or other executive details of the system here, and siplllar operations, 88 practised in the 
N. W. Pro~ces, apart from the mode of settlementto.which they are subservient; for underdi:fferent modeso-. 
settlement, di:fferent degrees of accn:ra.cy in measurement and classification, and even di:fferent methods of periormf 
ing these operations, may be permitted .. We have not, therefore, ventured to express Olll" opinions ~p0n any· 
part of N · W · plan of operations, excep~ with reference to its applicability to this part of India. · · 

63. We have endeavoured, however, throughout the Report to express .our conviction, that th~ settlement 
of theN. W. Provinces is being made on liberal principles, and our belief that any settlement, based on the · 
principles of moderation, would prove a. great blessing to this country, and could hardly, under any attendant 
peculiarities of system, fail of advancing its prosperity. ' 

64. But while weacknowledgethe N. W. Settlement to possess the firstofrequisites-li;berality, it has other· 
features to which we cannot yield our approval, and we still remain unshaken in our belief of the superiority of a fixed 
field assessment, as, in our humble judgment, of simpler execution in the first instance, and likely tO require fewer· 
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adjustments afterwardB, as interfering less with the existing tenures of landed property, and offering greaterfacilitie 
for effecting its sale and transfer, while affording to the poorer and less influential portion of the community a bettes 
protection against injustice and oppression. 

We have the honor, &c., 

(Signed) H. E. GOLDSMID, 
Civil Service. 

G. WINGATE, .. 
Lieut. Engineers, 

Superintendent of Survey and Assessment in the Deccan . 

.Ahmednaggar, 17th October 1840. 

No. 167 OF 1840. 
To 

J. VIBART, Esquire, 

SIR, 
Mr. Reid's letter to Rev. Comr, 

dated 27th October 1840. · 
Mr. Halliday's letter to Mr. 

Reid, dated 17th August 1840, 
No. 137. Mr. Colwin's note of 
9th August 1840. 

Governor General's despatch to 
the Hon'ble the Conrt of Direc
tors, dated 18th August 1838, No. 3. 

Revenue Oommistionor, Poona. 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of copies of correspondence 
noted in the margin, forwarded with your letter of 5th instant, in which you 
request me to report whether a system of mapping each village could not he 
grafted on my present operations, and also furnish a ·succinct account of the 
latter, with a description of the. actual operations in any one village, as a 
specimen. 

, 2. The information and opinions here called for, have been already in great measure supplied in the joint 
report lately submitted to you by Mr. Goldsmid and myself, in which olu- present system of operations is com
pared, in detail, with that of the North-Western Provinces. To go again over the same ground would he at once 
a tedious and unnecessary task, and I propose, therefore, in t4e present communication, to confine my attention 
to the elucidation of such points arising from the correspondence now under consideration as have not in the 
previous report been touched upon or sufficiently explained, and to an attempt to furnish a. brief and intelligible 
account of the process of surveying a single village, which may serve as a. specimen of the whole system. 

3. Before proceeding further, however, I would direct your attention to several seriolis misconceptions 
entertained by the Government of India, in regard to the nature of the operations connected with the Deccan 
survey, and which it is the more impo$nt to bring forward in this prominent manner, as from them have 
originated the various-objections preferred against the system. 

_ 4. Mr. Colvin, throughout his note of the 9th August 1840, rests his argnments on the supposition of the 
assessment being here fixed on the basis of conjectural estimates and calculations of produce, and similar un. 
certain grounds, instead of on the safe and practical considerations arising from a constant reference to former 
regular and easy payments, which he claims as the distinctive character and merit of the system followed in the 
N. W. Provinces, and distinguishing it broadly from others. From the adoption of this view he is led to 
apprehend as an almost necessary consequence of the Deccan survey the worst of evils, over-assessment. No 
assumption, however, could be more unfounded; for the amount of revenue fixed for each district here, has, as 
you are well aware, been determined ~ost solely with reference to practical considt:rations, and mainly on a. 
consideration of past realizations ; whiie the unexampled rapidity with which cultivation has everywhere extend
ed, consequent on the introduction of the new settlement, is, of itself, abundant proof, that whatever the objec
tions to which they are open, among them over-assessment can have no place. On the contrary, the survey was 
instituted for the express purpose of effecting a jnst and equable reduction of assessment, and the new settle. 
ments have been deemed by some to exhibit an uncalled-for degree of liberality, bnt I think without sufficient 
reason; though if such were the case, "the loss on this account," as observed by Mr. Colvin, "wonld he far 
overbalanced by the prospect of escaping the contrary and great evil." 

5. A further mistake into which this gentleman has fallen is, in believing the assessment here to he fixed 
npon all the resident Ryuts or single cultivators in villages. The assessment is fixed upon fields, or divisions of 
land, which have existed in most villages from time immemorial ; bnt ~thout any reference to the circumstance 
of their being waste, or cultivated by one or several individuals. These fields do not, therefore, materially 
differ from the Mehals of the N. W. Provinces, except in being of smaller size, and generally cultivated by, or 
the property of one individuaL 

6. To the foregoing misconceptions regarding the basis of the Deccan settlements, may he traced most of the 
doubts and apprehensions entertained by the Government of India, of their beneficial tendency ; but they do not 
require a detailed elucidation, as this has already been afforded in the report already alluded to. 
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'l. His Lordship the Governor General in Council has expressed surprise to find in the new Deccap survey,· 
by which all old errors were to be corrected, that the operations are so conducted as to be absolutely of n.O value 
for geographical or topographi~al purposes, and, it is much to be feared, of little more than temporary utility 
even for merely revenue purposes. 

8. The latter objection has been already fully discnssed, and I trnst satisfa.ctoril;y disposed of; and with re- · 
gard to the former, here again a serions misunderstanding of the.real circumstances of the case aeetns to exist. 
The present Deccan survey is not a new B1JIT'IJfl!l, but was instituted for the purpose of revising and qorrecting, 
where practica~le, Mr. Pringle's operations ; and in accordance with this design has the work been carried out. 
Complete remeasurements of villages have rarely been necassary, and consequently no opportunities offered, for 
the introduction of a more complete and scientific system of survey. The measurements made may be rather 
likened to the furtalling operations of the settlement Officer in the North-Western Provinces. Tiie present 
survey, moreover, was instituted for purely revenue purposes, ~d the question of rendering it subservient to 
those of Geography and Topography, is now IJ10oted for ~ first time. It can hardly, therefore, be, in fairness, 
objected to the plan of operations, that it does not include the accomplishment of obj~ts that were' not con-
templated at the time of its formation. • · • - · . 

9. I would :here beg it tO be understood, howeVer, that not ~ne detail of the operations already gone 
through, or one rupee of the expense incurred, could have been saved by the institution o~ a c~uit survey of 
vi11a.ge boundaries similar to that of the North-Western Provinces. Every thing now done, would have been 
equally required on this supposition, and neither labor nor ~oney has, therefore, been lost by the omis~on. . If 
a. scientific survey be considered necessary, it may _be as conveniently and ecdnoinica.lly entered upon now, as it 
could have been then, for in any ·case it could a:IIord no materials for fixing the details· of a field assessment, and 
it is therefore immaterial whether it precede or follow the latter operation. · - • · 

10. I have mentioned that the present Deccan survey was organized for the -purpose of correcting Mr:. 
Prmgle's operations; but u;_ the Sho1apoor Oollectorate there are some districts to which the_la~r did not ex
tend, and which it, therefore, has become necessary to survey de novo, a.D.d I shall now endeavour to describe the 
operations followed for this purpose in these last, as being complete in themselves, and adinitting of a. more_ 
~pie and intelligible description, than the methods taken for, ascerta.ining what portions of Mr. Pringle's 
survey require amendment; The latter, also? would prove of little service towards the determination of the system. 
of survey best suited for general purposes, which is the queStion now under the consideration of Gove~ent. 

11. To render intelligible the operations of the survey, it is necessary to bear in mind-~"t, tliroughout the 
Deccan, the lands of every village are oomposed of an aggregation of fields, ge1:1-era.lly of mo~era.te size, of wlrich the 
village accountant has always a record more or less ciomplete, and according to which th~ whole of his revenue ac· 
counts are drawn out. In surveying any villa.ge, therefore, it becomes requisite to asceri.a.in, not merely the area 
and average quality of its land as a. whole, but also the extent, position, and peculia.rities of soil, ol each 'Of its com-' 
ponent fields, whether entered in the Accountant's records or not, and likewise the area. of wastes, roads, rivers,. 
sites of buildings, &c. ; each of these divisions is measm:ed in detail, and the sum of the whole gives the area. 
of the village. · 

12. The first step taken is to send an order to the vill8.ge authorities intimating that on ·a. ,certain day a. 
Carkoon will arrive at their villa.ge for the purpose of effecting its measurement, and directing them to inform 
every owner of a field or cultivator to have in readiness stones of a. cierta.in size to be sunk as land-marks by the 
measurers at each corner_ or bend of his field during the progress of its measurement; The Patel and Accountant 
are also required to be present, and to accompany the measurer daily .into the field, with the ,Bullotehda.rs, 
Mahars, &c., of the village, in order .to point out the pp>per bonnda.ries of each field, and fix the boundary marks. 

13. A measurer is then appointed to survey the villa.ge, according to detailed instructions, which will be 
undfrstood from the following description of his operations. . 

14. For the purpose of recording the pa.rticUla.rs of his measurement he is provided wi~h a field book, 
every page of which is numbered and si,.gned by the European officer, under whom he may be employed. In this 
book no erasures or obliterations are permitted, any erroneous entry being indicated by a line drawn through it so 
as to lea-ve the original writing easily legible, and the corrected entry written immediately over it, By this pre
caution, an entry once made cannot be subsequently altered, so as to prevent discovery, py fraud or collusion. 
The record of the me~J.Burement of each day is also required to be prefaced by a. list of the Village officers who 
accompany the Carkoon to the field, who thus feel themselves made responsible for the accuracy of the bounda
ries pointed out, while a list of witness to the operations of the measure at every: period is also thns preserved. 

15. In commencing his survey, the measurer selects a. field adjoining. the villa.ge, usually in front of the prin
cipal gate, which he enters in his field book as No. I, and also the No. by which it is ~o~ in the village accounts. 
He then enters its position to the village, with reference to the ca.rdinaJ points, its name, in what." Thul" situat
ed, the name of its owner, if " Meeras ·;" waste or cultivated, if the latter, by whoin, and the number of beega.s or 
other land measures obtaining in the village which it contains. These particulars are obtained from the Ac
countant's records, or if wanting in these, from an oral examination of the village_ officers, and owner or culti-
vator of the field. · 

16. The measurer then chains the boundary of the field, laying down the land-ma;rks, and makings sketch oft 
it!! shape in his field book, as he goes round, on which he notes down the number of chains each side is long; the 

B 183-4+-
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length of the. several sides of the field are roughly laid off in his field book from a scale of equal parts, by which 
he is enabled to make his sketch very nearly in accordance with the actual shape of thll field ; this he is after
wards enabled to ·correct, and make to approximate very closely to the truth, for transference to the village 
map, by a process which will be shortly described.. The area of the field is obtained by dividing it into triangles, 
and measuring the lengths of the bases and perpendiculars, the position of the latter being obtained by means 
of a cross-staff, and the directions of these various measnreme_nts are indicated on the sketch by means of dotted 
lines. Should there be a. well Pk.t4~ ti~l~ or a. road or watercourse traverse it, these are also shown upon the 
sketch. The measurement completed, he d~bes·hl·hls-field bOok its sitnat_ion with· reference to adjoining 
fields, and the points where he has laid down boundary marks. Having completed the measurement of one 
field, he proceeds to the next adjoining, and so on tlttil he completes his survey of the village ; any road or 
rivers not within the boundaries of the fields are subsequently measured, and the area. of the village obtained. 

17. The preceding description will be rendered more intelligible, by the following example of the method 
of recording the DJ.!l38Urement in the field book :- . ' . · 

Saturday, the 19th o~ Dece~J:e! 1840, and native date. 
__...:.---

. PRESENT IN .THE FIELD. 

On the part of G()l)ern:mem. On tke part of Village. 

Hnrree Gopal .... :: .......... ~_, .• ...-..... ·.; •• Measurer. 
Sheik Adam ..... -.•••.•.. -.:·.~: .................. Peon,. 

Bappoo Wil. Sooltana ...... : ........... Mokuddnm P. 
Hnrree Wnllud Appa. .................. Patel. 
Bappoo Shreepnt ~-•• : ••.. ~ ............... Coolcnrnee. 
Bam.a ........................................ .Whar. 
Krishna._ ................................... Pnrreet. 
Bam.a .......... , ............................ Sonar. 

==~~~-~--~-~~:.:::~:::~::::::::::~:1 . 
Apnac ................................... _. Maha.rs. 
Hurree .......•..............•........•.... 
Bnllee ................................... . 
Kimdoo Wullnd Appa .................. l.Ia.ngh. 

No.1. (No.6 in Coolcnrnee's Records.)-Si~nated north 
ofthe.village,·in front ofthe great gate. The Meera.sof -; 
but now cultivated by -. This field is named " Gaon 
Khoos," .being part of Th}ll "~adow," and contains 1.5 Kud.. 
deem beegas, according to the village papers. 

-
The length of the bases and perpendiculars shown by the interior dotted lines, and the calculation of the 

area of the field are here inserted. • 

North boundary, 19 chains long, formed by large nulla; East bOundary i' chains long, not well defined; two 
large stones have been sunk at the two corners. South boundary,.15l chains long, formed by a prickly
pear hedge ; West boundary, 12 chains long, formed by road to---. This field is bo-imded on the North 
by the village nulla, beyond which is No. 9" Gntkool," cultivated by---; on the East by No.2, the 
Meeraa of-; on the South by a prickly-pear hedge, beyond which is the village site ; on theW est bJ. 
road to-; beyond which is No.14, the Meeraa of--. 

18. The forgoing example, which will be found to cortespond with No. 1 of the map, in the opposite page, 
will, I trust, have made the entries in the field book intelligible, and it will also be evident that the field thus 
measured can be easily and correctly laid down upon paper, by means of the interior and bOunding measurements 
shown upon the sketch~ This ·is ·accordingly done by the measurer, after his return from the field, each field being 
plotted separately, and then transferred by means of tracing paper to ita proper place in the general map, which 

· may in this way be constructed with great accuracy by Natives wholly ignorant of the European methods of 
surveying. With every care, however, a good deal of adjustment will be required to make all the fields fit into 
their relative positions, or, in technicallangnage, to make the work close, in a. map constructed in this rude 
fashion; and to assist in effecting this object, the position of each village, and that of two or three of the prin
cipal roads or nnllas intersecting ita adjoining lands, are sketched in the European method, by means of a 
surveying compass or theodolite. Thus, in the example given in the opposite page, the position of the village 
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and diverging roads, marked in red, are obtained by the European :m,_ethod of detail survey f and the whole village 
lands being thus divided into sections of moderate size, the limited number of fields comprised in each are easily 
adjusted, in position approximating very closely to the U:Uth, from the map prepared by the Native·measmer •. · 

19. Now, though maps of this kind would prove of little service for geo~phical purposes, they yet exhlbit 
the topographical features of each village with considerable accuracy a.nd great minuteness of detail, showing not 
merely the interior divisions of the la.nds of the village into fields, but also the directions of the various roads, 
foot·paths, and water-courses, found within its limits. With the addition of a. scientific circuit survey of village 
boundaries, these maps might be rendered sufficiently accura.te for every purpose, even to their minutest d~taps ; 
but it appears to me that this additional degree of accuracy if hardly an object of sufficien~ importance to repay 
the large expense required to obtain it. The whole of the Deccan has already been surveyed an~ mapped on a 
scale of 4 inches to a mile,. which is abundantly detailed to serve every purpose of the Collector, ,::Magistrate, and 
Judge. This question, however, has already been BUfficiently discttssed in the Joint Report already quoted. · . ...._ 

20. The measurement of a~ being completed, with its field.map as above described,, the accu.ra.cy o~ 
the work is tested by the European officer, who re-surveys and maps a proportion of. the interi9r fields., · · 

21. The classification of the village ~then proceeded with, and fu. this operation every field is agairi ~.; · 
jected to examination; the accuracy of each entry in the measurer's .field book tested a.nd established, and the 
varieties a.nd proportions of soils in each field, with a. minute description of every well or .other spurce ~m .·; 
which water for the purposes of irrigation is obtained, are entered by the claasijie:r in his field bo?k, which is · 
kept a.nd numbered much in the same .Ql8olliler a.s that of the measurer, · . 

22, The work of the classifier is again subjected to examination by the European officer, who re-classifies 
a portion of his fields, a.s he ha.d previously ~-surveyed those of the m~r. : . 

23. In the field work, therefore, co~ected with the ~eY of each village, there a.re five distinctoperations:

(1.) Every portion of land comprised within thevilla.ge limits is~~ by Natiw surveyors in detail, 
by means of a eross-sta.ff and chain; the particula.rs regarding every such portion a.re detaued in a·~ld book 
kept for the purpose, and also shown upon the villa.ge map, which~ coru$-ucted from actual measurement. _ 

(2.) The accuracy of this measurement and ma.p is ascertained by· systematic. test,. executed by the 
European officer. _ . · · . · · , -. ·, 

(3.) Every portioiJ. of land within the~ is ~n submitted to examination bytheccla.ssifier8, by who~ 
also the nature a.nd peculiarities'of its soil and capabilities a.re ascertained a:nd recorded: . 

( 4.) The preceding cla.s.tion is systematically tested by the European O~ee~ .. 
_ ( 5.) The site of the village and the position of the principal roads a.nd water-cotll'lles traversing its adjoin-

ing lands a.re fixed by the European method of detailed survey, for the .purpose of correcting and adjusting the . 
deta~ of the villa.ge map, so a.s to make them approximate very clQsely to the trnth. 

24. Under these heads are comprised the distinctive feata.res of the field. operations, and they compose a 
system of Revenue Survey, I have no hesitation in saying, more 8ccurate a.nd complete' thaD. that embracing 

_similar operations in theN. W, Provinces. It does not, indeed, include a settlement a.nd. demarcation of villa.ge: 
boundaries ; but this defect ~ been fully accounted for,. and a remedy suggested, in Mr. Goldsmid) a.nd my_ 
Report already noticed, nor is it available for geographical purposes a.t present, but may be ina.de so if the objects 
be deemed of sufficient importance, by the super-addition of a scientific survey, a.s shown in my 9th paragraph . .. 

25. During the progress of these operations, a tii.b. statement is :qamed of the·. whole village. lands, in 
which a.re recorded the designation by which each field or division is known, the na.lne of the cultivator a.Dd 
proprietor, the tenure by which it is held, the nuinber of years it may have been in the possesSion of its present 
holders, a.nd the proofs by which each claim to exemption from assessment is supported. _ Copies of all Sunnuds , · 
or other docunients connected with grants of land, are taken, a.nd a list made of all old papers connected with 
the management of the village in possession of the hereditary Accountant. A ceDSUB. is also taken of the inhabit
ants, in which the nsme, caste, imd occupation of every householder, the number of his family, servants, slaves, 
cattle, ploughs, &o., the description of tenement he inhabits, and such other statistical ihformaiaon a.s can be 
obtained, a.re embodied. ·' 

26. The manner in which the various information collected during the proiress of , the survey is made to. 
bear in determining the question of assessment, has been fully explained in the' Joint Report by Mr. Goldsmid 
and myself, already so frequently noticed, and it would be needless to fatigue you with a recapi~tion of its _ 
statement in this pla.ce. They will have proved to your satisfaction, I trust, that the various precautions adopted 
in the N. W. Provinces, to guard against error of judgment on the part of the settling Officer, have been carefully 
attended to here, aud that a liberal standard of assessment, based upon the safe and practical considerations of 
past payments, in opposition to merely theoretical conjectures, is equally characteristic of both systems. · 

~7. Before concluding, a.nd also in the hope that the observaj;ions I am about to ·make ma.y prove service
able towards enabling Government to organize an effici~nt system of survey generally, I must beg to allude to 
one point of the constitution of that under my superintendence, which I deem essentially defective, a.nd certain, 
while it continues, to prevent the department acquiring that degree of efficiency of which it is capable. I allude 
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to the inadequate remuneration of the European Officers engaged in ita superintendence, offering in this, a 
striking contrast to the case of Revenue Survey of theN. W. Provincos, where the services of the most able 
and experienced Officers in the Civil and :Military services are retained by means of a liberal and graduated scale 
of emolument. In the Deccan Survey, on the contrary, there is no prospect whatever of advancement, and the 
uperienood Officer who has labored for years in the department-made himself intimately acquainted with 
every part of his duties-and whose services to Government are consequently doubly enhanced in value-finds 
himself in no better position than he occupied when he entered the. department, and had every thing to learn. 
The necessary consequence of this is a very general feeling of disappointment at their present position and 
prospects. entertained by the Survey Officel"B, rendered keener, perhaps, by the very arduous nature of their 
duties, and by the knowledge that theirs is a singular instance of equally responsible and important duties, 
having been performed on the same terms. 

28. I took occaaion to propose a remedy for this state of things in my letter to your address of the 3rd 
October 1839, and had the satisfaction of subsequently learning, that the justice and expediency of the measures 
therein proposed were fully acquiesced in by Government. I trust, therefore, that on the present occa.sion. 
when the system of Revenue Survey in this Presidency is under the consideration of the Supreme Government, 
that advanta,ue will be taken of the opportunity by the Honorable the Governor in Council, to obtain a satis. 
factory settlement of the important points now noticed; for we shall vainly expect to prevent a constant and 
most hurtful succe,ssion of changes among the Europern Officers employed on the Survey, while the emoluments 
and advantages of their appointments continue in every respect inferior to those of most subordinate grades in 

. other departments of the public service. . 

• l have the honor to be, &o . 

(Signed) G. WINGATE, 

Superintendent, Revenue Survey. · 
Bemhle1, 30th Duembef" 1840. 

No, 2,590, 

No. 229 OP 1841. 

TERRITORIAL DIPARnDNT, Rnnn:a. 

Tn R.&vBNU• CollliiSSIOnR, 

To 
MB. Cm:u SECRJ:TARY R.1w. 

Datetli5tA February 1841. 
·sm. . 
I have the honor to acknowledge the :reOOipt of your letter, No. 3302, of the 27th October 

last, forwarding a copy of Mr. Junior Secretary Halliday's letter, No. 137, of the 17th of August. 
and its accompaniments, and requesting that, after consulting with Mr. Goldsmid and Lieutenant 
Wingate, I would submit my opinion on the questions raised by the Government of India, to 
consider and report whether a system of mapping every village could not he e:ngrafted on the 
present operations, and to procure from Lieutenant Wingate a succinct account of the manner 
in which the survey is conducted, with a desCription of the ~ operations in any one village, 
as a specimen. 

2. I take this opportunity of resuming the subject of my letter No. 1587, of the 29th 
August 1839. It will be in Government's recollection that I was favored, under date the 15th of 
the same month, with a copy of a letter from the Honorable Court, dated the 19th of April 
preceding, communicating its sentiments respecting the new survey and usessment now in 
progress in the Deccan, and directed to state whether I would recommend an application being 
made for copies of such documents, connected with the wrvey in the Yorth-Western Provinces 
as the Right Honorable the Gove!Dor General might consider would be useful to thi_s Government. 

3. The despatch of the Honorable Court, it will be recollected, after approving of the 
decision of this Government in setting aside Mr. Pringle's sqrvey and assessment, as the basis of · 
the general revenue settlements. expressed a wish to have a somewhat more precise account of 
the e:xact means by which it was proposed to regulate the assessment which was to be substituted 
for that set aside; indicated vario-qs points on which the information ~fore it, as regarded this 
part of the question, was defective.; and desired that, if the work were not proceeding in as 
satisfactory a manner as this Government could desire, the Government of India should be 
applied to for such information, regarding the survey and assessment now in progress in the 

·North-Western Provinces, as might be con.sidered calculated to throw light on the general 
question of the revision of assessment, and guide ns to a more ef£ectual cou.-se of proceeding for 
the ~urpose of obtaining a just and eqlritable assessment. • · 
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4. In my reply to your letter, I expressed a hope that the correspondenCe to which I 
referred, and which must have reached the Hon'ble Court subsequent tO the despatch of 
their letter in question, would have, in a great measure,. satisfied their doubts, and cleared . 
np the obscurity in which many of the point,J they referred to, were involve4 ; ~d suggest~ · 
ed that the Government of India should be requested to furnish copies of any documen~ . 

. tending to explain the principles and mode of operation followed in the North· Western Pro; 
vilices, not beca~ I saw any reason "to apprehend ~t th~ work'~ in the Deccan "was not· 
proceeding in the satisfactory manner anticipated;" but because all· inforlnation regarding 
similar operations in other parts of the country, could not but be useful to the Officers em;. 
ployed in the Deccan. · 

5. A great numoor of documents of the nature indi~ted were ~ceived" from the Gov-' . 
ernment of India, forwarded to me with your letter of the lOth February 1840, and refer
red by me to ::Me~srs. Goldsmid and Wingate, with a request that they would ·favour me 
With their opinions as to the expediency of adopting any measures, fo:mring a part of the 
system followed in the North-Western Provinces, which they (MeBBrB. Goldsmid and 
Wingate) might; deem calculated to 'improve the plan of operations fox the survey and 
assessment of the Deccan. • , ' ' ' ' · • 

6. Those gentlemen have e.ccordinglf drawn up a· Joint Report, ·which I. hl;l.v~ noW: ' 
the honor to submit, together with a.. sej,arate letter from Lieutenant Wingate, · conta:Uiin'g 
the information which, in your letter of the 27th October last, f was desired to call on him 
to furnish. Mr. Goldsmid'sletter• on the same subject has been &.h-eady submitted to 
·Government, as referring principally to the proposed survey of .the Southern · ::Ma.hratta 
Country, and containing propositions, which, if complied with, it was ileces$ary should be 7 
considered and decided on without delay ; and the greater part of his Report, on the survey 
anif assessment of two Turufs of Taluka Chando:t; forwarded with my letter No.· 52, of the 
8th ultimo, might with propriety have accompanied the letters now forwarded; a.nd ~ be 
frequently referred to, as containing a very full' an4 able general expositiOn of the objects 
and mode of proceeding in the survey of the N assick Sub-Colle~rate,. . ' 

· 7. A perusal of the documents just en1unerated; ·will, I have little cJoubt, afford equal 
satisfaction to the Governments in this-country, and the Home authoritieil;'as eXplaining 
many parts of the system pursued in the Deccan which we~ before .invol:ved in obscurity, 

. showing that some of the most valuable parts of the system pursued in theN. W. Provinces. 
_ already form part of the plan of operations in the Deccan,. and that, ;...h.8r6 the methods 

differ, that pursued in theJ)eccan has been adopted in consequence of local peculiaritieS, ·. 
which, as now explained, will, I confidently anticipate, be allowed to form good ~unds fo,r 
considering the system preferred for the Dec~ the best adapted to the ~ties o~ ijhat · 
provinoe. .. A perusal of the docume~ts now torwarded; will fui.ther,'I have little doubt, give 
.additional strength ., Government's confidence in the ~ble q~llii~tions ~l the' Ag~nts 
.it has selected, to carry its·designs into execution. · ' · . · · ·. · · ·· ··' ·· · 

; ~. . ' ~ ' ' . . ' ' ' . . . 
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No. 1587, of the . 
29th Aagaat 1839. 

No. 509. ' 

8. The objections of the Hon'ble Court to.the plan which it Walt at ~rst.proposed fie? .. Vide the 6th. and 
. follow' in revising the survey and assessment of the l;>eccan, ·.were the W!Wt of any: ,clear. :tv. following paras. of 

' their letter above al-
·defined mode of proceeding, which promised sufficient secUrity f~r the correctnese of the · laded ~. · 
assessment. No principle, it was observed, was laid down to guide Office~ in the selection, 
. of any particular mode of settlement, and the amount of assesement was left too ~uch de- . 
•pendent on the discretion of the ssttling. Officer, without .any means ol ch~ckmg or 1cQrrect-, 
.ing it, except by a rll..examlna.tion of the land itself by another om~. not inferio:.; in q~ali: . 
. fication to the first. . · ' · . , ' " · 

~, .. · ;, 

9. The uncertainty as regards the mode of settlement, had, as alread. v ·observed;, been 
1 

No. 1015, March 
J 17th 1838. 

~n great part removed previous to the receipt of the Ho~'ble Court's despatch, as .explained ': . No. 1813, May 

·m the letters from Government reff:rred to in the margin;· the uncertainty as regards th~ 14~0!:Jt2,Jwy 19th 
·amofMit of assessment, 'will be explained in considering the questions raised by the Govern.. 1838. 
ment of India in their letter of the 17th August last, to which I would now beg to Tefer. . 1 s3~~· 4739, Dec. 31st 

10. The greater part of the letter in question relates to the proposed Blll'V'ey and assess- .. 
ment,of the Southern Mabratta Country, on which, as the proVince in q11estion is not.with
in my range, it is unnecessary for me here to remark. On liuch parts of the letter and its , 
accompaniments as refer to the surveys now in progrese in the Peccan, I propose pointing 

·out those parts of the documents enumerated in para. 6 which contain the information re
·quired, and which, as far .as a description of the mode of operation goes, appear to me sufli~ 
ciently full and accurate to preclude the necessity of any additional remarks of my own. In 
·following this course, I shall have to state my reasons for recommending the adoption or re- . 
jection of the system p1U'81led in the North-Western Provinces, wherever it differs from that 
followed in the Deccan., and thus comply with the first requisition of your letter under reply, 

• No. 154, of December 16th, with my letter No. 54, of the 8th Janaary 1841. ' 
Bl83-5 
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viz., to submit my opinion on the questions raised by the Government of India, without 
traversing step by step the same ground as that gone over by Messrs. Goldsmid and Wingate 
in their necessarily very voluminous Reports. 

11. The objects of the operations, which those Officers are employed in superintending, 
are pretty ~early the same as those of the survey, &c., of the North-Western Provinces, as 
described in the Governor General's letter, • except that their agency has hitherto been made 
comparatively little use of, in re-dividing and ~.-modelling the various divisions of the 
country, with a view of rendering the several districts compact and equal, and to " ensure 
the coincidence of the jurisdictions of the several functionaries in the difierent departments 
of the adminis~ration," as no necessity for any extensive alterations of such a. nature has ever, 
I believe, been complained of. The same may be said of alterations in the public establish. 
ments, with a view of better adapting them to the ascertained extent, population, and we!Jolth 
of the various districts. Some alterations of this kind, aS well as in remodelling the divi. 
sions of districts, &c., have been made at the suggestion of the officers employed in the survey 
and assessment; but the necessity for much reformation in the points indicated, has never, 
that I am aware of, been shown to be great, and it therefore forms no prominent part of the 
objects of the survey and assessment. 

12. " .An accurate survey of the land, with a. ~cification of the quantity barren and 
culturable," and a 'classification of the latter, a.re here, as in the North-Western Provinces, 
necessary steps towards the attainment of the objects proposed. To ascertain and record the · 
relative proportion of cnlturable and cultivated land, is here, from the nature of the prevail
ing tenures, a necessarily annual operation ; and the scale of classes of soil, though in prin: 
ciple that which is perfectly familiar to the people, is, of course, more systematic. 

13. In the survey operations under Lieutenant Wingate, in the Poona Collectorate, 
and those districts of Sholapoorwhich belonged to the old Sub-Collectorate, the duty of the 
Surveying Officers, as far aa the me~urements are concerned, is confined to testing and cor.· 
recting those of Mr. Pringle's survey, which have been there acted on since its completion in 
the other districts of Sholapoor; and in the survey under Mr. Goldsmid's charge, all the 
measurements are made de novo, for though parts of the N as sick districts were surveyed by. 
Mr. Pringle, his survey was n~ver acted on, and its correction would consequently, at this 
distance of time, have entailed more trouble than an entirely new survey. Both in the 
Northern and the Southern Deccan, the classification is entirely new, that of Mr. Pringle's, 
where it existed, having been found generally t?o fa!llty to admit of correction. 

14. The first step preparatory to a survey in the North. Western P~vinces, appears to 
be " an accurate adjudication and demarcation of the boundaries of every village by the 
Revenue Officers." 

15. While the survey operations in the Deccan were confined to districts which had 
been once before surveyed by Mr. Pringle, and where, from that and olher causes, the cases 
of disputed boundary were comparatively few and unimportant, the necessity for any dis. 
tinct class of operations, having for their object the demarcation of village boundaries, was 
never very strongly felt; and while the provisions of the Regulation for adjudication dis
puted boundaries were so cumbrous as to bar their being applied in ordinary cases, the cases 
themselves were seldom of sufficient importance to justify an application for an alteration of 
the law. When however, the survey was extended to districts which had not previousfy 
been the theatre of-any operations of the kind, the case was found to be different, and the 
want of some means of deciding and marking the village boundaries, iri a more expeditious 
and effectual 'manner than was practicable under existing regulations,_ was so severely felt. 
that Lieutenant W.ingate gave it as his opinion that without it the operations of the survey 
must be comparatively valueless. The' subject has been discussed, at considerable length, 
in the correspondence which preceded my letter No. 147, of the 29th ultimo, in which I 
submitted a draft of an Act for making village boundaries, and decidi.Dg such as were dis
puted, founded, in a great ·measure, on the system which appears to be in force in the North· 
Western Provinces, the manifold advantages of which, as· detailed in the Governor Gene. 
raJ's l~tter to the Hon'ble Court, are sufficiently evident. With the assistance of an enact· 
ment, such as that proposed, the Officers of the Deccan surveys will be enabled to assimilate 
this branch of theiJ: system very closely to that followed in thB North-Western Provinces. 

16. The next step in the system followed in the North-Western Provinces, appears to 
be a scientific survey of the boundaries and areas of every village. showing, in a general wa Y• 
the principal variations of soil and surface. 

17. The objects of this survey a.re apparently chiefly of a geographical and topographical 
nature. It does not ap~ear, that beyond a correct protraction of th3 village area, and of the 

· • Para. 4th of the Right Hon ble the Governor General.' a letter to the Hon'hle Court, No, 3 of August 
18th, 1838, . 0 
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more prominent fea.tttres of the country, mttch correctness is aimed at ; as Mr. Colvin states 
that" as the measurements" (of the fields of every village by the Native Ameens, under 
the general superintendence of the scientific surveyor) " are not subjected to any check, 
" excepting as to the total area., and the extent of its principal subdivisions, by the pro• 
" fessional survey, it is , said that. this part of the work is of little value, •and that these 
" interior village or field measurements have, in fact, to be _done afresh, at a. tiine, ~ be ex._ 
" plained in the. sequel, by the Collector's establishments." I should infer, . indeed, 
from paras. 20 to 25 of the Governor General's letter,. ·that "it was in contemplation to omit 
altogether, at this stage of the process, the delineation of· any but the.very pro~ent &.Jld 
permanent interior features of the village, and, that the scientific survey now only lays down 
the boundary of the village, and the chief geographical features. ' · · · 

18. To this, the first or scientifir~ circuit s~ey of village bo~da.ries, ~ere is :Q.Othin!J 
analogous in the surveys on this side of India., and it appeil.rs to have been from the want 
of it that the Government of India. has been led to express its surprise " to fuld that the 
" operations are so conducted as to be absolutely of nQ value for geographic8.l or topo
" graphical purposes, and, it is to be feared, of little more than temporary and doubtful 
" utility even for merely revenue purpo8es." 

-
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19. Before adverting to the ·question ~d rega.rding the value or otherwise· of the 
data. collected by the Deccan surveys, for topographical and geographical purposes, I .would 
beg to remind Government that all the districts in which Revenue Surveys are BOW going 
on in the Deccan, ha~e been long since Sllrveyed by the Officers formerly unde~ the sup~rin
tendence of Major J opp ; and maps have been compiled,· one or more copies of wp.ich are, . ·. 
I believe, in the office. of every Collector. ' 'these maPs show the Villages, hamlets, nullas, . 
rivers, roads, and all the considera.bl~ inequalities of sm:f~, with great minnteness .; what. 
greater detail, or difference in the scale pf the maps, might be necessary for screntifio Pl!-~'"- . · 
p~ I am not competent to judge. Possibly, if the existing maps are deficient in these 
respects, ()thers might be ~mpiled from the same J;W~.terials, fro~ which; I l!ave always 
understood, maps might be drawn on a scale ve'-ry. much larger than ~osa in use in the 
Collectors' offices, the scale of which is, I believe, fonr. {4) inches to a. mile. Of these 
latter, however, I can speak with safety, tl).a.t they a.re amply sufficient for every purpose_ ' 
for which a. Collector ca.n desire a. map which does not shdw the divisions into fields, .a.nd 
to effect all the purposes- stated in the GovernOr General's letter to the H~n:hle Court, ~ 
among the objects of the professional survey, viz., " to" serve, as it were, as an index to the 

. Not peqnisite lot! • 
. Rer:enue purposes in 
the Deccan. 

" native villa.ge maps, to show at once the position of a. village, its proximity to the market, ; 
'• facilities of communication, and the tract in~ which it lies, which may be marke<J. by 
'' peculiarity of soil, scarce or ablinda.nt means of. irrigation, or ~ther circu.mstances which 
" are found, by experience~ to a.fiect tracts of country or groups of villages." . 

20. But evEJn if it ~ere otherwise, and there were M ~h maps of -~y use as geo~. 
gra.phic&l or topographical documents, I confess'}: cannot think tha.t it, could be charged 
as a fault in the Deccan Surveys that they· did not supply the deficiency. 'They were 
undertaken. solely a.t the instigation of Revenue Officers, wifu no other end in view but · 
that of furnishing Revenue Survey~_ and, ~p to the.presenttime,.the collection and record,. 
of geographic&I and topographical data was never proposed as even a collateral. object. ~ 
· 21. Sti_ll, however, though· in drawing them' out nO' particular referen~ 1V8.8 had ta 
the scientific objects alluded to by the Government of India, the information collected, a.nd 
the village maps made out by the Deccan Revenue Surveys, must be; I should conceive,. 
of considerable value for topographical purp)ses; and .with one of Major· Jopp's maps a.s 
'a g_eneral index, and the village maps, drawn OU:_t. by the Native establishments. in the 
manner hereinafter . to be stated, (and a. specimen of which will be ~ound among the ·a.c· 
companiments,) I own I a.m at a. loss to know what further ca.n ~ required for a.ny present 
practical purpose. However that ·may be, I would beg Government's attention to the 
opinion expressed by both Mr, Goldsmid and Lieutenant Wingate, that, for. revenue 
purposes, a. scientific circuit snrvey of village boundaries, as a preliminary to the present 
operations, could save no part of the labor· and expense of the la.tter,.nor add a.Dything to 
their value ; they could prove no check on fraudulent mism.easurements in a. detailed field 
survey ; since, whatever might be the e~r in individual fields, the field measurers could 
never find any difficulty in making the total of any large a.rea. (to the measurement of «rhich 
the operations of the scientific survey must necessarily be confined) correspond with that . 
brought out by themselves. 

22. I would beg, therefore, to state my full concurrence in the opinion expressed by 
Messrs. Goldsinid and Wingate, that the expediency or otherwise of grafting on the 
present operations a professional survey of village boundaries, similar to that of the 
North-Western Provinces, should be considered solely with regard to its necesSity for 
topographical and other scientific purposes ; as it would add enormously to the expense, 
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without in any degree adding to the value of the Revenue Survey, a& 1uch ; and should ita 
execution, when considered on such grounds, be deemed advisable, I would beg Govern
ment's attention to the opinion expressed by Lieutenant Wingate, that as its previous 
execution would not have saved one rupee of the expense, or a. single detail of the present 
Revenue Suney, so no alteration in the system of the latter would have saved any of the 
labor or expanse incident on a scientific survey of village boundaries. 

23. For further details on this point~ne of the most important raised by the 
- Government of India on the present occasion-I would beg to refer to the parts of the 

correspondence now forwarded, which are specified below.• 

24. The ne~t step in the system pursued in the North-Western Provinces, appears 
to be the transfer of the results of his labors, by the scientific surveyor, into the hands of 
the settling Officer, and before showing by what means the necessary maps and returns for 
the foundation of an equitable assessment are obtained in the Deccall, I would say a few 
words on the objections to entrtJsting the s~vey-and assessment to one and the same clas!l 
of Officers. The disadvantages of such a combination of duties are pointed out in Mr. 
Colvin's note, viz., a tendency to ~ the demand of revenue too much 1Jpon speculative and 
uncertain grounds, and consequent over-assessment. 

. . 
25. The means. which are here taken to guard against this result, which is justly 

termed the worst which can follow any attempt at assessment, will be pointed out when 
we come to consider the mode in which the assessment is fixed. I will here only explain 
why I do not apprehend any such consequence from entrusting the two ·operations to the 
samo Agent, in the survey under Lieutenant Wingate. 

26. It will be in Government's recollection that at the commencement of the revision 
of Mr. Pringle's survey, the system followed in the North-Western Provinces was so far 
acted on that Lieutenants Wingate and Nash were sent as Survey Officers under thA 
~eneral superintendence of Mr. Goldsmid, by whom the settlements were to be made. 
When the latter Officer quitted the superintendence of the work in that part of the Deccan, 
Lieutenant Wingate was selected to succeed him, not from any insensibility to the general 
~vantages of having the two duties of Surveyor and Settlement Officer conducted by 
separate individuals, but from the very peculiar qualifications which Lieutenant Wingate 
pad manifested as a practical Revenue Officer-the intimate acquaintance he had obtained 
with the districts to l:)e surveye!}., and with the views and plans of Mr. Goldsmid-all 
which circ]Jmstances, I. believe, led Government to the conclusion that no one was better 
fitted to carry on the latter geutlell).an's d~ty. as Settlement Officer, than Lieutenant 
Wingate. How far' this conclusion •has been justified by the mode in which Lieutenant 
Wingate has discharged the duty entrusted to him, I need hardly stop to point out, Gov. 
ernment having so decidedly expressed its approbation, at almost every step of his pro
peedings; b~t I may l)e allowed to remark, that the result has certainly not been over-as
sessment, as far as we can at present judge ; the only fault that any of the local Revenue 
Officers have folJ.nd, or rather expressed their apprehension of, has been that the assessment 
:was too low. Had this apprehension been well founded, it might have been an instance 
.of the kind alluded to by Mr. Colvin, where Government did not get the whole of its fair 
revenue, and. would, as he justly remarks, have been overblariced by the prospect of escap
ing the contrary and greater evil ; but where in the case in question, further inquiry 
showed that the effect of the reduction in the nominal assessment had been to give such 
an impulse to agricl]ltural industry, and so to extend cultivation, tha.t the sacrifice of 
revenue was merely temporary, an!l that sometimes, before more than a single season had 
elapsed, Government derived from the district an actually larger revenue than ihe average of 
their former collections, paid without the slightest difficulty' or distress, it became evident 
that the fear of Government's having suffered even a. temporary loss, in extending relief 
to the over-tued cultiv:ators was groundless. On this point, I would beg more particular. 
ly to refer to the parts of. Mr. Goldsmid's and Lieutenant Wingate's letters noted in the 
margin, and to almost every para. of their Joint Report, and will only further remark,-lst, 
that the practice followed here, of requiring all the Survey Reports and propositions 
regarding the assessment to l)e forwarded through the Collector, secures sufficient check 
against over-assessment, provided the Collector be even less qualified for his situation 
than • wo1]ld be required if he were to be made, as it appears he frequently is in the 
North-West ProvinCE!s, the Settlement Officer; and 2ndly, that the survey under 
Lieutenant Wingate is the only one in which the two dq.ties of Survey and Settlement 
Officer are _combined, 1!-Ild that, whenever the state of the public service may admit of 

• Paras. 7 to 9 of Lieutenant Wingate's lett~r of December 30th. 
Paras. 49 to 51 of the Joint Report of Measl'll. Goldamid and Wingate, and paras. 5 and 7 of Mr. 

-Goldsmid'a Report of the 16th of December, forwarded with my letter No. 52, of the 8th ultimo. 
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an addition to the number of his assessments, so as to make his duties as Superintendent and 
Settlement Officer more onerous, and his services as a Surveyor less necessary to the completion 
of the work within a reasonable period, there can be no difficulty in confining his attention 
exclusively to the former class of his duties, by placing the surveying and assessing establish
ment, now under his immediate control, under that of one of his .Assistants. In theN a.ssick 
survey, as Government is well aware, the survey is conducted by Officers under Mr. Goldsmid, 
whose duties are those of Superintendent and Settlement Officer; and in his plan for a sur
vey of the Southern Mahrntta Country, submitf,ed with his letter dated the 16th December 
last, he proposed that the two branches should be kept perfectly distinct. . 

21 

27. It is unnecessary that I should euter.into any lengthened detail to show how the Governor General's 
hi h letter, para. 32, and 

maps and other documents, which are to furnish the data for the settlement, and w c Mr. Colvin's note, 
would, in the N. W, Provinces, be in part prepared by the professional survey, are provided para. 4. 
in the Deccan, a.s the sketch of the operations of their establishments, given by Messrs, Gold- . . Preparation of vil

lage maps, meBlijlre
smid and Lieutenant Wingate in those parts of their Reports :poted in the margin, will explain menta, and mode of 
better than any abridgment I could offer, the whole course of operations,-the provision of testing ditto. · 

Lieut. Wingate's Re
good field boundaries, the measurement of the individual fields, and the mode in which those port of Dec. 30th. 
measurements are recorded, the plotting each field roughly in field book, and the subsequent t:'; 12 to 20; Joint 
transfer of it to its proper place in the village map, and, more especially, the mode in which 8. GoU:!;i~R~~~f 
certain portion of the work, in every village, is tested by the European Officers, in a. way to Dec. 16th, para 2nd; 

f hi h ha b . d do. on Uhandore, 
render as certain as possible the detection o any error w c may ve _ een comDlltte . ~ 39 to 61, (this 

d d, fro th b • d 18 the Report for-
28. I would beg, however, not to be un erstoo m e o serva.tions conta.ine in ,warded with my let-

paras. 24 to 26, as expressing an opinion that it is at all desirable to .entrust the superintend- terN o. :49, of the 9th. 

ence of the survey, and duty of making the settlements, to different Officers. n undoubtedly- January). 
is desirable that the Settlement Officers should no~ be burdened with the immediate super-;~ 
intendence of any of the Native surveying and classifying establishments; but I would 
certainly recommend that the survey department should be subjected to the control of the 
Officer entrusted with the settlements as, by no other arrangement can we ensure that. the 
survey ·establishment should procure the information required of the kind, and in the shape,. 
most u~ful of the Settlement Officer~ In the Broach and Guzerat survey we have an exa.in.ple. 
of the evils of a. contrary mode of proceeding. Though the scientific pa.rt of the w:ork was 
most ably executed, and the statistical and other information collected, · most minute and 
extensive, it is to this day comparatively useless, owing to the operations having been con-. 
ducted without any reference to, or connexion with, the local Revenue Officers, so that the 
object of supplying the wants of the latter, by forming a founda.tios·for future revenue settle-
ments, was frequently lost sight of. This could not have been. the case had the Officers, 

· like those of the Deccan survey, been constantly reminded that the end an!i object of their· 
·'labors was to propose a new assessment, and that they must be prepared, not only to defend 

their propositions in theory, hQ.t to submit them to the test of being immediately put in 
practice. Nor, indeed, does the course I have recommended seem at variance with that. 
followed in theN. W. Provinces. where the scientific survey seems to suppiy many of the 
data of a more general description, which are made use of by 'the Settlement Officers. .All 
the measurements, &c., which are more immediately used in the settlements, a.re either made' 
or tested by the establishments under their own immediate superintendence. 

29. .As this is a. branch of the work, the co~ess or otherwise of which admits of~. 
being at once correctly tested, I would beg Government's particular attention to paras. 50· 
and 51, and note Z of Mr. Goldsmid's Report on Chandore, as a. specimen of the extent and . 
nature of the errors detected respectively by the European and Native testers of the· mea-
surements; and would remark that, though it is, of course, within the bounds of possibility· 
that an error may remain undetected by either of these_ successive tests, the probability ·of 
its being so is reduced a.s low as appears practically possible; and that the system of subject. · 
ing a certain fixed portion of the measurements of every village to such a strict revision- · · 
that portion" being selected in a manner which ni.akes it impossible to say what particular· 
fields will be re-examined-must render any thing like systematic wilful fraud almost im-
practicable by increasing ~o greatly the likelihood of its being detected. 

30. Before quitting the subject of the measurements, I would again beg that it may be 
borne in mind, that in all the districts of the old J>rincipal Collectorate of Poona to which 
Lieutenant Wingate's operations have been hitherto chiefly confined, the me&surements of Mr. 
Pringle's survey have been, in general, adopted; and that, in this part of the work, the duty . 
of Lieutenant Wingate's establishment has been chiefly confined to testing, and, where neces
sary, correcting the measurements as already made and recorded by Mr. Pringle's survey. 

31. The next step is to claJJttifiJ the land, which is effected in the manner ·described at 
length in t_hose pa_rta of the anne_xed ~ocuments mentioned in the margin. I would particularly 
beg attention to L1eutena.nt DaVIdson s Memorandum on this subject (which forms IUlAppendix 
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to Mr. Goidsmid's Chandore &port), as a very clear explanation of a process, sufficiently 
simple in itself, but which, from a general description, might be supposed to be somewhat 
complicated and intricate; and also to the 9th to 14 paras. of l\Iessrs. Goldsmid and Win
gate's Joint Report, which are chiefly intended to show that the objections taken by the 
Board of Revenue for the North-Western Provinces, against the system of classification 
followed in Sir Thomas Munroe's Survey in the l\Iadras territories, do not apply to that 
followed in the Surveys now in progress in the Deccan. 

32. The whole of the information thus obtained is recorded in convenient fortns for 
reference; and, during the progress of these varions operations, the peculiar facilities which 
are offered to the ofllcers employed are taken advantage of to obtain and record a great 
amount of statistical information, more detailed and correct, as may easily be supposed, than 
would be obtainable in any other way; all old documents, snch as Sunnnds, &c., connected 
with the land, and useful in showing tle tennre on which it is now, or has been held and 
assessed, are registered and described, and, when important, copied . 

33. It will be seen, then, from a pernsal of tho~e parts of the documents to which 1 
have more especially referred, that at the point where the duty of the Settlement Officer in 
the North-Western Provinces begins, the Officer in the Deccan Survey have collected a mass 
of data considerably more detailed and minute than those required for a settlement in the 
North-Western Provinces, for the obviotis reason that thenatnreof theprevailingtenurein 
the Deccan requires that the settlement should be considerably more in detail, than, to judge 
from the documents with which I have been favored, is thought necessary in the North 
Western Provinces. I trust, however, that Government will, at the same time, be satisfied 
that this greater minuteness of detail has not been carried to such a length as in any way to 
render it a matter of difficulty to satisfy the superintending authority of the correctness of 
the work performed. This fault, one of the most prominent ones of Mr. Pringle's survey, is 
one which has been most carefully guarded against in the present operations; and I would beg 
particularly to point out that where minute correctness is attempted, it is not, as in l\Ir. Prin
gle's survey, and in many of those to which the observations in the letter from the Sudur 
Board of Revenue refer, in estimates of produce and expenses, profits, rents, &c., but in 
measll!'ements and classification, were, with due care, a very high degree of correctness is 
very easily attainable, and is of the greatest importance to the fairness of the assessment. That 
such care has been taken, Government will; I trnst, be statisfied, when the precautions which 
are taken to prevent error or fraud, and the repeated and severe test to which the work is 
subjected at every step, are Ul,ken into consideration. On this point I would more particularly 
beg attention to those parts of the documents now submitted which are noted in the margin. 

34. Furnished with the data thus procured, the Superintendent of the Survey pro
ceeds to the last and the most difficult of the operations with which he is charged, viz., to 
fix the assessment which is to be ievied; and the mode in which this is effected will be 
found very fully explained in the documents tO which I have so often ha~ occasion to refer, • 
a perusal of which Will; I trust, satisfy the Government of India that, so far from the assess
ment now in progress in the Deccan being based on speculative and uncertain grounds, or 
npon conjectnra~ calculations and estimates, as would appear to be apprehended by the 
Government of India, it is deduced n·om a consideration of all the particulars mentioned in 
the documents which relate to the North-Western S~ey, as allowed weight in fixing 
the Jummas in the settlement of those Provinces, ~d this consideration is more especially 
extended to the past realizations of revenue. 

35. When all his inquiries are concluded, the Superintendent of the Snrvey submits 
to Government, through the Collector and Revenue Commissioner, Reports from himself 
and his Assistants, who may have been entrtisted with the immediate superintendence of 
the measurements and classification. In these Reports are stated, generally, the result of 
.the survey, with a description of the districts, and of any peculiarities in the soil, climate, 
population, state of agriculture, &c. &c., ~hich are likely to affect its assessment, together 
with a particular history of its past revenue management and realizations, elucidated by 
diagrams, which show- at a glance the proportions which the culpivation, assessment, and 
the collections have borne to one another during our occupation of the country; and by 
tables of prices, population, stock, &c., derived from the statistical information which has 
been collected; and stating, as clearly as is possible in such an operation, the reasons for 
the rates of assessment which the Superintendent proposes. 

36. The Collector and Revenue Commissioner, in forwarding these Reports, have an oppor
tunity of bringing the conclusions of the Superintendent to the test of such local knowledge 
and experience as they may possess ; and, if the propriety of adopting the rates proposed be 

• Mr. Goldsmid's Chandore Report, paras. 83 to 89. 
Ditto letter of the 16th December, No. 154, paras. 2 to 4; Joint Report, paras. 15 to 17; Lieut. 

Wingate's Report of December 30th, paras. 3 to 5 and 26, 
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made out to Government's satisfaction the Survey Officers proceed to d~w up, fro~ the 
returns of classification statements showing the rent at which each field is thereafter to be 
H"osessed, at• least during the term of thirty years for which it has been deelared that the 

. present assessment shall remain in force. 
I 

37. As aU that the Government of India required was a clear and precise explana~ 
tion "of the duty assigned to the several parties in the business of survey and settlement, 
" and of the safeguards on which reason\ble reliance can be placed against excessive assess
"ment." I trust that the documents above referred to will be found to contain the 
information desired, especially Mr. Goldsmid's Report on Chandore (forwarded with my 
letter No. 52, of the 8th January last), and Lieutenant Wingate's, now submitted; but 88 

it is impossible to say beforehand what points we may have left obscure, from their relat-, 
ing to local peculiarities which are familiar to us, and appear t~erefore to require no 
explanation, I would resfectfnlly beg that any such deficiencies which may be apparent 
should be pointed out, a. final judgment on the point being deferred pending the receipt of 
what I confidently hope will_prove a. satisfactory explanation. 

38. Of th~ result of operations which have been so lately com~enced ~d so ~~nent~ 
ly internipted by the remova.1 of the· Officers employed, when their Regiments proceeded 
on active service, it would, perhaps, be premature now to speak; but I may be permitted 
to allude to the very general satisfaction which has been expressed by the parties more 
immediately concerned-the cultivating Rynts-in every district in which operations have 
been commenced, and to the Uniformly concttrrent. testimony of all the local Revenufi! 
Officers, to the impruse which haB been imparted to agricultural industry; 

39. ·The operations of the survey m~st, in my opinion, be eXtended to a very much 
larger tract before ·any safe conclusions can be dr&wn from its Tesults ; but when in cfist,ricts 
the cultivation of which haB been long declming,"and heavy balances of revenue accumn~ 
lating, we flnd that though the nominal assessment has been greatly :reduced, cul~vation 
becomes so extended as to recompense, and sometimes exceed, in the first and second season 
the very heavy sacrifice which Government had made in reducing the Jttmina. on the land 
in cultivation at the time the survey commenced. When this is e:ffeckd at the same time 
that the greatest pains are taken to prevent any artificial inducement to extend· cultiv~ 
tion, and when by setting up claims which had long been allowed to be _dormant, and 
by resorting to va.r;ious expedients to obtain possession of land. which they cannot 
hope to cultivate for several seasons to come, the Rynts show that they consider the land 

- to have acquired a value which it did not before possess, I cannot but think that whatever 
may be the fault of our system in other respects, we may safely take credit for having 
avoided that most fatal one of overassessment, the correction of which was the' chief 
object of commenci~Jg the present operations. 

40. liy reply to tbe questions put in the 2nd para. of your letter under reply, has 
been anticipated by the foregoing observations. For every purpose for which a. Revenue 
Officer ca.n desire a map, those a.lrea.dy furnished by the late Survey under Major Jopp, \ 
and those now making out by the Deccan Revenue Surveys of which a specimen is 
annexP.d, seem to me amply sufficient.; and if any thing lD.Ore accurate or detailed be 
required, it must be, I conclude, for some purpose of specnla.tive science, on the necessity or 
otherwise of which I am not required to express an opinion. 

41. In conclusion, I would bt>g Government's particular attention to the 27th and 
28th paras. of Lieutenant Wingate's Report. . I have already respeotfnlly ~ndered my 
opinion as to the inadequacy of the pay a.llowed both to the Superintendent and his . 
A!'Sistants, and will, therefore, here only express my hope that the Hon'ble the Governor. 
in Council may see fit to take the present opportunity pf requesting the sanction of the 
Supreme Government to paying the Survey Officers in these provinces on the same scale 
as that allowed to Officera similarly employed in other parts of India. 

I have the honor to be, &c., 

(Signed) J. VIB.A.RT, 
Revenue Commmissioner. 

Reren1~ Commissioner's Camp, Bombay, 15th February 1841.. 
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